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Mr. Robert S. McNamara, President

The World Bank

1818 H. Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20433

USA

November 26, 1971

Referring to earlier correspondence I have the pleasure of
sending you the unpublished Memorandum and Tentative list of
Institutes from the Nobel Rockefeller Foundations Workshop
at Villa Serbelloni, Italy, on October 11 to 16, 1971.

If you have questions or remarks please do not hesitate to
write to me.

Youxs sincerely

Sam Nilsson
Secretary General

Mailing address:
Dr. Sam Nilsson

The Nobel Foundation
Sturegatan 14
S-114 36 Stockholm
Sweden
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IMhORANDUM

Nobel and Rockefeller Foundations Workshop

INSTITUT IONS FOR DLVELOPMENT

Contacts, Co-ordination and Collaboration

October 11 - 16, 1971

Villa Serbelloni, Aellagio, Italy

I. Introduction

Under the auspices of the Nobel and Rockefeller Foundations, a group of

some twenty individuals (Appendix 1), acting in their personal capacities,

came together at the Villa Serbelloni October 11 to 16, 1971 in order to

discuss the problems of contacts, co-ordination and collaboration of

existing, as well as projected institutions for development, the latter

word considered in its widest sense.

Economic development was for instance compared to the supporting structure

of a building made livable only by cultural development. Science serves

as a tool for economic development, but is also an important instrument

for that fulfilment which is a feature of culture. Progress in a country

requires a balanced growth of both areas - economic as well as cultural

development.

It was felt that if organizational structures are conceived in this con-

text there is an obvious need for both problem-oriented laboratories and

centers active in the fundamental sciences. Existing universities and

institutes may have been able to satisfy those needs before the world

problems reached their present level of size and complexity, and before

the new nations emerged. New structures for transdisciplinary contacts

and for intellectual catalyses are, however, now needed.

II. General Considerations

Any new structures to facilitate international collaboration should be

flexible enough to accommodate both goal-oriented endeavors and

initiatives in fundamental sciences. They should be organized in such a
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fashion that creative new methods aimed at furthering the development

process are not only generated, but also subjected to unbiased evaluation.

Specialized institutes will probably come to play an important role in the

above context, but the creation of now institutions is usually a slow

process. As indicated by presentations to the Serbelloni group on the

urbanization process as well as conclusions drawn from the "Club of Rome'

study, time is getting short. Even if the long-range goal could well be

a truly transnational university involving global participation, certain

immediate steps should be taken toward the establishment of flexible net-

works for collaboration. Such organizations could be governmental or

non-governmental, discipline-oriented or trans-disciplinary.

III. Background for Special Considerations

The group studied the report of the UNESCO Director General on the

Establishment of an International University" IU (16 C/72; 16th October

1970), the progress report (E/L 1441; 12th August 1971) of the Panel of

Experts appointed by the Secretary General for assisting him in the same

matter and heard a summary of the UNESCO feasibility study (ED/WS/257;

1 September 1971). The group also considered the experience gained by

transnationally oriented national institutes and universities and dis-

cussed the lessons to be learned from several international efforts like

the International Center for Theoretical Physics in Trieste, the Inter-

national Rice Research Institute (description to be published and circu-

lated separately) and the World University project of the World Academy of

Art and Science.

After studying also a proposal to establish an International Federation of

Institutes for Advanced Study (IFIAS), the steps taken to create an Inter-

national Foundation for Science (IFS), documentation on the International

Center of Insect Physiology and Ecology (ICIPE) (description to be pub-

lished and circulated separately) and international co-operation in

microbiology, the Serbelloni group made specific observations with regard

to:
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A. An International University System (IU)

3. An Int rnational Federation of Institutes for Advanced
Study (IFLrAS)

C. The International Foundation for Science (IFS)

IV. Specific 0servations

A. An Irternational University System

1. Subject to the reservations mentioned under 3 oelow, the

Serbelloni group was in sympathy with the initiative to

establish an international university system as a mechanism

for generating, retrieving and applying knowledge to the

benefit of Mankind.

2. Under the assumption that an international university

system is est'olished, it was felt that this should:

a. help to monilize the intellectual community for the

overall development effort and in particular for out-

lining the strategy and tactics required to attain a

healthy and dignified life for everyone;

a. provide both the transdisciplinary channels and adequate

resources for attacking the urgent world problems;

c. alleviate the dangers of permanent scientific and

technological dependence of one country upon another;

d. complementing existing efforts aimed at educating

specialists for the economically underdeveloped nations;

e. develop greater public understanding of the nature and

role of science and technology in the modern world.

3. It is essential that the initial components of an international

university system wieet the Highest quality standards and that

the considerations of professional excellence and performance

records rather than on political, geographic, racial or other

types of bias. If such principles cannot oe assured, the

establishment of an international university might actually be

a disservice.

4. The Serbelloni group believed that the proposed general approach

was excellent: A decentralized structure, but with a strong
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center for co-ordination, programming and specialized studies.

The center should have a goal-oriented group of scholars. It

should se provided With such facilities for information pro-

cessing and comprehensive planning needed to facilitate co-

operation among different disciplines and among institutional

components of the global system. It should be operated in such

a trans-disciplinary manner that it would attract the partici-

pation of individuals known for their operational capability in

their own field, intellectual quality and independence of

thought as well as for their global concern.

5. The proposed decentralized structure would ensure an essential

flexibility and accommodate the innovative elements which would

have to be added in the course of growti. The group welcomed

the statement (Document /L 1461: 12 August 1971) that this

would follow a pragmatic, step-oy-step course, and the Workshop

participants expressed their willingness to lend whatever

service they could to further this process.

6. In connection with the IU discussion, and in view of the time-

liness of a related initiative, the Serbelloni group expressed

the appreciation with the spirit of co-operation expressed in

article X (1) of the draft treaty on disarmament in the biolo-

gical warfare area (Conf. of Committee on Disarmament, UN

document CCD/353, Sept. 22, 1971): The States Parties to the

Convention undertake to facilitate, and have the right to parti-

cipate in the fullest possible exchange of equipment, materials

and scientific and technological information for the use of

bacteriological (biological) agents and toxins for peaceful

purposes. Parties to the Convention in a position to do so

shall also co-operate in contrisuting individually or together

with other states or international organizations to the further

development and application of scientific discoveries in the

field of bacteriology (uiology) for prevention of disease, or

for other peaceful purposes.

The Seralloni group expressed the hope that the nations would

not fail to seize the opportunity, at the current UN General

AsserIly, to advocate a redeployment of the facilities for mili-

tary microbiology towards civil functions. If those facilities
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could form part of a laboratory network for international col-

lanoration in applied microbiology, a very significant activity

would be added to the general efforts which further the develop-

ment process for all countries.

A working party should be established to elaborate a concrete

action program for the envisaged international co-operation in

microbiology. This should involve participation both of the

Panel of Experts on the Establishment of an International

University, the informal interagency coordination group for

microoiology and ICSU.

3. An International Federation of Institutes for Advanced Study

(IFIAS)

The Serjelloni group believed that the first step in the realization

of some of the goals of an International University (within or out-

side the UN system) could Se met by an international Federation of

Institutes for Advanced Study (IFIAS). Such a Federation of Insti-

tutes for Advanced Study would be valuable in itself and the propo-

sal put forward in 1969 (Appendix 2) was therefore reviewed indepen-

dently of that of an International University. The IFIAS proposal

envisages the bringing together some of the existing Centers of

Advanced Study around the world, pre-eminent in their specialized

disciplines of pure, applied and social sciences and humanities.

These institutes should be brought together by a common desire to

take immediate action in attacking some of the worlds most burning

problems.

After a thorough discussion of the proposed IFIAS, the Serbelloni

group agreed upon the following measures to be taken in the near

future:

- the leaders of certain institutes, who may be interested in the

establishment of an International Federation of Institutes for

Advanced Study should be invited to a meeting during the first

half of 1972. The Novel and lockefeller Foundations have agreed

to consider continuing their auspices for this meeting;

- a detailed document about the function, organization and finan-

cing of IFIAS should se prepared oy a special working group and

distributed in advance to the directors. They will come there

to explora the desirasility and fuasibility to establish such a
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federation with the hope that the federation and its program

coulI be launched without dela;.

1. Purposes

The purpose (f IFLS is certainly manifold and cannot be speci-

fic' in a simple matter. Thu fellowing examples might be iden-

tified at this stage, but it must be left to the institute

directors at the meeting in 1972 to .efin, specific reacommenda-

tions.

Member institutions of the Federation, in various combinations,

should find opportunities from tine to time to:

a, increase understanding of the interactions among advances

in various ijjr fields. scientific or humanistic activity,

therecoy promoting coplementarity of work and identifica-

tion of major gaps in the creation or systematic utiliza-

tion of knowledge relevant to glooal problems suc. as:

peace. health, human environment including human settle-

ments, population, f: d and energy supply;

0. engage in new or expanded co-operative research efforts

a-Lng existin; institutes of advanced study, among institu-

tions of the economically underdeveloped nations, and

especially among institutes of advanced study on the one

hand and institutions in the less deve loped nations on the

other;

c. strengthen institutions of newer or poorer nations by pro-

viing specialize: training for increased numbers of their

young yeople and by assisting then with the solution of

more (ifficult scientific, organizational, financial or

other proalems. Som specific exaples for action progranm es

are given in appendix 3.

.n Qrganized effort of the type descri ci should result in

an expanding, increasingly dynamic and more useful world

comunity of effort, greater understanding of scienc- and

its interaction with other elements of huuan endeavor by

specialists as well s sy thu pudlic.
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2. Organization

An effective IFIAS, while loose and flexible in character,

would need a small but competent executive central unit to help

develop and carry out its agreed upon purposes. Particularly

the central unit must develop the machinery to implement the

contacts between the institutes.

In deciding which institutes may be selected to form parts of

IFIAS, the dual criteria of quality in their own fields and

commitment to international co-operation would be determining

factors.

The individual member institutes may also function as a nucleus

around which other institutes devoted to the same purposes may

cluster.

An interesting new approach to the establishment of an advanced

institute geared towards IFIAS' goals is the Internatioral Center

for Insect Physiology and Ecology (ICIPE).

3. Financing

IFIAS, being an independent federation would seek funds from

any suitable sources for the operation of the central unit. If

an International Foundation for Science is established, the

IFIAS should have good contacts and hopefully even some

financial support from this Foundation.

C. The InternationalFoundation for Science (IFS)

1. The Serbelloni group expressed great sympathy with the advanced

plans (Appendix 4) to establish an International Foundation for

Science (IFS), aimed at providing facilities and equipment for

individual post-graduate scientists as well as to teams of

scientists in the economically underdeveloped countries in their

efforts on behalf of their countries of origin. Such a Founda-

tion would, in fact, be an important factor in accelerating the

development process in the poor parts of the world. The aided

scientists would stimulate their national milieu both by the

results of their research and by the gradual establishment of a



scientific community nana intellectual culture permitting

an uptiral utilization of the resources of the World.

2. The IFS should be arm independent internati-nal organization

initially estoelished by academies n learned societies. The

IFS's working group should esta lish contacts with UN2SCO, for

instance, by inviting represcntation on the Governing card.

3. The Seruelloni group expreLse their willingness to stimulate

general interest in supporting IFS financially. A modest start

nigit require an annual budget of at least $5 million, but if

the resources are to )c commensurate to the needs, a uuch. larger

sum would be required. To this end a creative finance committee

must cc estalished to assist the working group of IFIAS.
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Organizing Committee

Dr. Arne Tiselius Ilead of Nobel Institute of the
Royal Academy of Sciences
Chairman, '3rganizing Committee

Dept of iochemistry
University of Uppsala
P.O. lox 531
3-751 21 Uppsala I
Sweden

Dr. Abdus Salam Director, International Centre for
Theoretical Physics
:4iramare, P.O. lox 586
34100 Trieste

Italy

Chairman, Villa Sergelloni Workshop

Dr. Carl-GOtran Ued6n Professor, 3acteriological Engineering
karolinska Institutet
S-104 01 Stockholm 60
Sweden

Dr. Sam Nilsson Secretary, Villa Serbelloni Workshop

Incentive A3
Arsenalsgatan 4
S-111 47 Stockholm
Sweden

Participants

Lord Adrian Trinity College
Cambridge C-2 IT"
dng land

Dr. Sven 3rohult President, Royal Academy of Ingineering
Sciences
P.O. iox 5073
S-102 42 Stock-olm 5
Sweden

Dr. Detlev ronk President, World Academy of Art and
Science
50 Rockefeller Plaza, Suite 1009
New York, N.Y. 10020
USA

Dr. A. Buzzati-Traverso Professor, Assistant-Director-General
UNESCO
Place de Fontenoy
75-Paris 72
France
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Dr. Carlos hagas Professor, Institute of 3iophysics
Avenlid Pasteur 456
Rio de Janerio
razil

Lr. Robert F. Chandler Director, Int rnational 2,icc Xesearch
InsLitutte
P.O. Jox 583
Man il1s
Phi lippines

Dr. Constantinos Doxiadis Doxiadis 'associates International
24 Strat Syndesmou
.. t-:ens 136
Greece

Dr. Paul M. Fyc Director, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution
Woods Hole, Mass
USA

Dr. John Marshall The Rockefeller Foundation

94, Graenest Ridge Road
Wilton, Conn 06897
usA.

Dr. Aurelio Peccei The Clu of Rome
Via Giorgione 163
00147 Rome
Italy

Dr. Albert Sabin President, The Weizmann Institute of
Science
P.O. box 23
Rehovot

2r. August Schou Director, Norwegian Nobel Institute
Dnrammensvei 13
Osl 2
Norway

Dr. Joseph N. Clater President, Aspen Institute for Humanistic
Studies
600 5th 'venue
Now York, N. Y. 10020
US A

President, The Salk Institute for
2iological Studies
San Diego, Calif
USA

mr. Nils K. Stihle -xecutive Director, Nobel Foundation
Sturegatan 14
S-114 36 Stockholm
Sweden
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Dr. Carroll Wilson Professor, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Building 26, Room 16'
Vasser Strcet

Cambridge, Mass 02139
US;

Dr. Sterling Wortman Vi::e-President, The Rockefeller

Foundation
11 west 50th Street

New York, N Y. 10020

UISA
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A WORLD FE:DERATION OF INSTITUTES OF ADVANCED by Abdus

A number of groups have been working indepondently towards

the project of setting up one or more world universities. That this

is of importance in the context of the international future of mankind

goes without saying. That at least one university did not come into

existence at the same time as the United Nations organization did in

1945 is something of which the world's academic community cannot feel

proud. Recognising this, at its twenty-fourth session, in 1969, the

General Assembly of the United Nations adopted the resolution 2573

(XV) inviting the Secretary-General to undertake a comprehensive

expert study on the feasibility of an international university. 7n

introducing this widely sponsored resolution, it was stated that "the

establishment of an international university would satisfy the aspi-

rations which were becoming apparent in all parts of the world and it

would fulfil an obvious need.

There are at least four reasons for this universal interest

in the setting up of one or more international world universities:

1) The idealistic reason - international understandinm

There is no instrument more potent in bringing an appre-

ciation of different - at present national - points of view than

the atmosphere of an international university.

2) Global studies

Within the context of such a university there is the

possibility of growth of international studies on global sub jects -

like international development, international economics, global

environment, disarmament and the like.

3) Contacts of scholars

Human knowledge transcends national boundaries. To a

scholar interested even in his narrow speciality, there is

nothing more valuable than the possibility of free contact with.

his peers from all countries. A well-constituted world university

may resolve the present political difficulties in achieving such

contacts.

4) Access to specialized knowledge for scholars from devoloinc

countries

In the pagt, when scholars and scientists have worried abou-
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international contacts, they have tended to feel concern about
East and West contacts only. One tends to forget the needs for
contact of students and scholars from developing countries with
their peers from developed countries. Opportunities for such
contacts do not exist - not for political reasons, but
because of economic factors. A world university, representing-
East, West and the third world, is less likely to forget the
needs of those students and scholars and more likely to afford
them access to academic, scientific and technical areas at
present the exclusive preserve of the richer countries. The
developing countries fully recognize that a truly international
university - preferably under the UN auspices - is the one real
guarantee for their scholars to receive their share - as of riga; -
of the facilities and resources of the international institutions
to be created.

In response to the General Assembly resolution a study has been
carried out on behalf of the Secretary-General. This study suggests
the setting up of a set of postgraduate international institutions
within the United Nations family - to be called UN International
Universities - with two- objectives:

a) "To enable scholars from all parts of the world jointly to
study, research and reflect on the principles, moral imperatives,
objectives, purposes, perspectives and needs of the UN system in
the light of its fundamental laws and developing accords, decia-
rations, resolutions and programmes.

b) "Secondly, to undertake a continuing and widely-based inter-
national scholarly effort of study and research, directed in
consonance with Charter obligations towards social, economic and
cultural progress through co-operation among nations and peoples.
The universities would achieve these ends through emphasizing
... relevant international studies, largely inter-disciplinary,
of wide and generally global significance."

It is clear that the objectives of this particular response to
the General Assembly resolution are limited to the special global
studies related to global problems. This is not going to be a
traditional university pursuing the traditional range of subjects, but
a specialized institute or set of institutes.
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Commendable as this response is, it falls short of the asi o

of at least two of the communities which have supported world universimy

projects. By and large both those communities have had in mlra t

traditional range of academic disciplines, in addition toulobal e; .

The two communities are:

i) Academic scholars and scientists in East and West who desire

in their traditional disciplines more contacts with each otner.

ii) Developing countries who look upon the world university

idea as the one way by which they can secure entry for the:r

students and scholars into the privileged intellectualscienti:ic

and technological club on terms of equality. Notwithstanding tse

fact that no stated bar operates against anyone from a doveCloin

country pursuing advanced studies and research at any of the

world's great institutes? in practice the economic and other

factors do operate in such a manner that at least the scientific

and technological gap between the poor and the rich countries

grows ever wider. The developing countries look upon the world

university project as a means to bridge this gap.

From this it would seem that nothing short of one or more full-

fledged world universities in traditional disciplines - at least for

most-graduate scientific and technological studies - will satisfy

these two groups.

Unfortunately, to develop full-fledged universities - and parti-

cularly under UN sponsorship - is not all that easy. One does not

have to recount the difficulties which are likely to be met. Since

the sums of money involved are large, it is out of the question tha-

the United Nations organization - even with the generous support of

the World Bank - could finance such a venture. it is also unclear if

one could got a number of the richer countries passionately interested

in a project of this type and ready to back it. There are too many

casualties among proposed international or regional institutions :n

the academic field already to give one great hopes of success unless

one proceeded in a gradual manner. Further, the choice of location

of such a world university in one country in preference to another

will always present difficulties. Even the choice of faculties to

develop first is not going to be all that plain sailing.

One way to circumvent the difficulty of creating new institute,,

and yet to achieve at least partly some of the objectives listed above,

-3-



as to take adva-tae of existing centros of excellcnce and Qualty

which would like to discharge international functions a o linc

such centres with the UN institutions for global studies proposedsy
the Secretary-General, the whole making up the beginnin of a worl

University.

This note then is concerned with a world university idea emerging
aradually f rom an amalgam of the UN institutes together with existing

centres of advanced studies linked in a federation. _ the

stance the eMrhsasis aS n rest-rauate r a c and t7rni: fo c
research. Later development of the idea may envisage undergraduate

studios and the corresponding institutions.

Let us consider the various stages of the se- r-ute plan.
Tho important point we wish to make is that every part of the Dlan
nas merits of its own, irrespective of whether the later stages follow

or not. The first stage is the identification of such existing

institutions which already operate substantial international progranmes.

There is around the world no dearth of institutions of quality which

are to a lesser or larger degree international in character, even

though their original charters do not specify this. The idea would
be to make them even more consciously so. The hope is that a voluntary
federation would help in this: at the least in defining norms and
making it possible to share experiences; at the best in raising new

funds for the international operation. As a second part of the plan,

and if this federation so chooses, a UN charter could o accepted and

a formal link established with the UT Institution on Global Problems

proposed by the Secretary-General. The centres constituting the
federation and covering traditional disciplines together with the

Secretary-General's UN University on Global Problems, would make a

complementary whole - the beginning of a world university.

Such centres as should belong to the proposed federation must

satisfy certain criteria. For example, suoh centres must possess

tne highest rating of quality; they must possess - 5o a lesser or

greater degree - an international faculty of staff and research follows;

they must agree to spend a minimum proportion (to be fixed, perhaps

between 15% - 25%) of their resources and their facilities

furthering the work of high-grade scholars from developing countrios.

To illustrate tho working of one such contro, omnay pernaps cite

the example of the International Centre for Thooretical Psysics az

-4-



iste, italy. This case i2 not typical because tie intitut I

inanced and run by two of theUnited Naions nCiiOS, but i O do6

proviCe an example of the type of international academic facult y

actual operation. The Centre was set up nder the aucpices of the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) with the co-operation (and

crom 1570 equal participation) of the United ations Lducational

Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UXESCo). The Contre is devoted

to inartin -traininr for and conductinr research is all disciplinec

ot heoretical physics a; tho highest level. draws ics scienezfic

faculty (consisting mainly of visitors) and research fellows from

(hreoretically 100 but in practice) some 50 countries of te East, ca

and the third worlId. Sono 50 of its facilities d unior rnd soi

rececrec mesitions are reserved for scientists from evolo-ins cotri 2.

unique feature is that the Centre offers dual appointmentz to active

senior theoretical physicists from developing countries. Such arpon-

rents are held for periods of three to five years; the scholar spends

the bulk of his time - about nine months of the year - in his own

country, and the remaining three months of every year in Trieste. In

addition, the Centre has built up federation links with some twenty

research institutes in various countries - on a cost-sharing basis -

which afford mobility of their staffs and research fellows. On the

East-:West co-operation side, as a UN-sponsorod organization, the Centre

plays an absolutely unicue role; it is one of the few places in the

world where physicists in subjects as sensitive as plasma research

from the East and the ;*est meet regularly and for prolonged -periods

(quarters or years) and with no national pride or sensitivities in-

hibiting scientific concourse.

The nroposed Iorld Fedorat ion of International Institutes o

dvanced Study would include centres with already a large international

programme or desirous of starting one. The institutes which would joie

this federation may operate schemes of dual a-point cnts and fedoration

with corresponding centres both in developed and developing countries.

Prom informal contacts one knows that a number of institutes in USA,

USSR, Great Britain, France and other countries are extremely desirous

of widening their faculties internationally to share staffs and

visitors with others in the same disciplines and through the strength

given to their international programmes by the fact of belonging to

such a federation, be obliged to throw their doors even more widely

-5-



open to scholars from developing countries.

-hy should a federation o created of institutes in diverso

subtjcts? What advantages could como to the members of the trop1osd

federation? Should it be independont institutes as well as institutes

within national universities which sould be invited to join? What

about the financing of the internatignal programmes? A the links to

the mY family?

In answering these questions, one has to ask iI the federation

could be stronger in any way in carrying out the international aspects

o: its programmes than any one of its component units? Would, for

example,the Trioste Centre got any benefit by being federated in a sort

of loose link with the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, or

tne Salk Institute for Biological Studies?

In our opinion, the answer to the last question is an affirmative

"yes". The fact that a federation exists is likely to have important

repercussions:

1) To get the general idea of international staffs and inter-

national use of facilities of scientific institutes accepted in

a more "official" manner by the governing bodies of the institutes.

2) To secure a mobility of high-grade scientific personnol.

Hopofully, there may emerge a U Laissez Passer for academic

personnel to travel freely, at least between the federating insti-

tutes, if the UK did get involved with the feaerasion idea.

3) A commitment in rosect of scholars from developing countries:

a federation to which a fair nurber of reputable institutions belong

would go much further in organizing and gettinG accepted common

standards. The committing of a certain percentamo of resources

to helping scholars from developing countries, and to scholars from

countries with different political systems, is a new idea. Lany

institutes do set aside certain sums but there is no coherent

policy about this. We are hoping that belonging to a federation

would provide a visibility to these efforts and a better focus.

4) If we envisage that institutes from doveloping countrieswosua

also belong to such a federation, these institutes -ill in many

cases have to raise their standards in order to qualify to ;oin.

This type of pressure would be an excellent tonic for them, ana

make the tasks -f those running these institutes vis-a-vis their

-6-



own governing councils -- and thoir Governments - somewa as

5. In respecot of the question raised, wthehr it should be

indopondent institutes which should federate or those located

within universities, one should keep an open mind. In every case

the parmission of the governing bodies of the institutes would

be needed. I believe this is easier for independent institutions.

Por the present we may envisage only such institutes being invited,

but the matter should be dealt with pragm atically.

6. The question of financing international progammes

difficult one. 7l is definitely envisaged that in the first

instance the members of the federation would find funds from

their own sources for this. Later, collective action may bring

extra funding from outside - even from UN sources.

7. A first list of possible independent or semi-independent

institutes which may consider forming initial membership of she

federation is suggested in the Appendix. It is suggested that

a preliminary meeting of Directors of these institutes be held

to gain acceptance of the ideas in this note.

-7-



Appendix 3

With regard in particular to the needs of the developing nations the

following points may be mentioned:

1. Fellowships for M. Sc. or Ph. D. Students.

2. Facilities for postdoctoral fellows and faculty members on
Sabbatical Leave - preferably for periods of not less than
12 months.

3. Training program of research units in particular fields -

The training of a minimal number of investigators (a critical
mass that varies for different activities) who will be able,
upon return to their country of origin, to form -a nucleus for
an independent research operation.

4. Participation in Teaching Activities - Upon invitation to
make every effort to arrange for institute members to give
courses in defined areas for limited periods of time. The
cost should be borne entirely by inviting institutions.

5. Undertake joint research activities on problems of importance
to the country of origin of the visiting investigator.



appendix 4

Introductory remarks on the International
Foundation for Science by Professor
Sven Brohult at the Nobel-Rockefeller
Workshop at the Villa Serbelloni,
Bellagio, October 14, 1971.

Gentlemen,

I presume that you are aware of the general plans for the establishment

of an International Foundation for Science. The idea has been discussed

almost exactly two years now, and I am pleased to state that the realiza-

tion of the project has Len brought much closer during this time, even

if an immense lot of work remains before the IFS can start to act in full

scale.

We are all painfully aware of the wide gap between the developed and the

developing countries. Those of us who are engaged in the IFS - and I

think most other scientists as well - are convinced that support to

individual scientists and teans of scientists in developing countries can

be a decisive factor in narrowing this gap, as these scientists would

further the advancement of their countries, through the results of their

research and through the subsequent gradual establishment of a scientific

cadre and an intellectual culture in the developing countries.

In our opinion the international scientific community is capable of pro-

viding thorough and unbiassed evaluation of scientific talents.

The aims of the IFS would be to encourage and support science in develo-

ping countries. The Foundation would attain its aim through finding pro-

mising young scientists in developing countries and by giving them support

to facilitate scientific research relevant to the needs of their respec-

tive countries and performed in their home countries. Grants will aim

at giving the scientists increased possibilities to perform research in

their home countries and thus at reducing the so called brain drain.

At the IFS-meeting in Stockholm last summer, the question whether the

IFS will perform a new duty which no other organization fulfills or

whether some already existing organizations can do the same service was

thoroughly penetrated. Dr. Robert Marshak, President of the City College

of New York, and Dr. Sigvard Eklund, Director General of IAEA, both

stated that the work proposed to become the task of the IFS is at present
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not performed by any other international organization. The IAEA supports

research, but only within its own, rather narrow field. Professor Pierre

Auger, former Director General of ZSRO and Member of the United Nations

Committee for the Application of Science and Technology to Development

(ACAST) established that the activities of the IFS would not coincide

with these of other organizations. Another Member of the ACAST Committee,

Dr. Alex Keynan, Vice President of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem,

confirmed that the ACAST had identified suujects upon which all represen-

ted countries and UN Agencies had agreed that research was necessary.

The UN organizations had, however, after 3 to 4 years not been able to

get anything done in these fields. The reason were that the UN system

was not organized to support research. This were the motive to establish

a new organization instead of working through the already existing

international bodies,

In line with the mandates given so far, the IFS shall support technology,

basic and applied natural sciences as well as social and behavioural

sciences. Its funds will be raised from governments, international

agencies, enterprises, foundations and individuals. The academies and

learned societies that form the membership cadre will not be asked to

fund the organization, but to assist in fund-raising.

I believe that the IFS should be an independent international organiza-

tion equipped with a General Assembly of Academies, like in the case of

the ICIP!, but associated with one or several of the United Nationa

Specialized Agencies - as a non-governmental organization. This was the

original outline of the IFS, drawn up by professors Pierre Auger,

Robert Marshak, Roger Revelle and Abdus Salam. With this type of organi-

zation, the governance of the Foundation would be vested with represen-

tatives of the international scientific community. As some of you might

know, there has lately been a slight disagreement on this matter.

Professor Auger, who has chaired the IFS Continuing Committee, has

resigned fram his office in the Foundation as he has changed his mind

and now believes it absolutely necessary to build up the Foundation as

a governmental organization, possibly as a bureau of Unesco.

I personally think, and I know that this view is shared by many of my

colleagues, that the IFS should be, and should appear to be, responsible

to the international scientific community. If the IFS is organized as
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an intergovernmental institution, it runs a risk to become enmeshed in

politicel conflicts and rivalry. Its program may occome adjunct to

existing projects - a means of providing peripheral assistance to existing

institutions or a consolation prize for proposals not supported by exis-

ting agencies. Moreover, various conditions may be made concerning the

kind of grunts that may be approved, for example the use of olocked funds

for special purposes in specific countries.

One of the main prerequisites when establishing the IFS must be to attain

a membership, cadre that is as broadly representative as possible. We

must be especially careful to see that all developing countries with an

active scientific organization of some standing will participate, regard-

less of their location. Furthermore, international co-operation in

science and common efforts to contribute to the advancemuent of man tihrough

the support of research in an: for the developing countries, allowing

those countries to create national scientific cadres, is not the place

for political and ideological struggle. In fact, a diversified spectrum

of ideological tinges with in the membership cadre of the budding Founda-

tion is a basic component for successful operations in the future.

It must c essential for us to have scientific organizations from the

east and the west, from the north and the south as members and supporters

of the IFS. Some persons argue that it would be easier to achieve this

aim if the IFS is organized as a governmental organization, but Gentlemen,

let me draw your attention to examples like the Pugwash Conference and the

International Council of Scientific Unions, both institutions which

contradict such a statement,

It has been arought up that a non-governmental organization can be granted

neither exemption froi customs regulations, nor tax priviliges nor diplo-

matic itmmunities. These are minor points, but still vital ones, I am

personally convinced that it will oc possible to solve them favourably

via 'bilateral negotiations and treaties.

I have just stressed the importance of a broadly representative member-

slhip of the proposed Foundation. Not less important is of course tce

question of its funding. It must be absolutely clear that the fund-

raising sources the Foundation relies upon do not comprise any commitment

for tile Foundation, nor cause a risk for bias in the handling of its

affaires. The Board of the IFS will consist of representatives of the
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memoer organizations and of one representative of IcSU. The donors will

thus not have a seat. Still, it is essential that the contrioutors come

from various continents, countries and institutions. How should the IFS

otoerwise ne a truly international orgamization? Zoother question is how

the problem of fund-raising should e tackled. It is true for many

international organizations and institutions that t-e ood intensions are

greater than the practical means. A great numuer of initiatives remains

unrealized because of lack in resources or oncking. However, I believe

it is possible to facilitate the starting of an important international

activity like the IFS with comparatively small stakes.

The primary criterion for selection for IFS support should be the scien-

tific competence of the scientist or tear of scientists concerned; there

should be no compromise with this principle on for example such grounds

as equitable distribution in comparison with other countries. I think

that the structure of research and advanced studies itself garantees that

this principle will not lead to cases when all IFS allotments for say one

year go tc only one country or a handful of countries,. The Rockefeller

Foundation has - as professor Buzzati-Traverse point ed out at the IFS

meeting in Stockholm last summer - very successfully recruited individuals

qualified to judge people, and one of these, Hr. Pommerat, was instrumen-

tal in rebuilding ciochemistry in .urope after the war, just by finding

during his rather short visits to Zurope biochemists meritod for support,

among them several in my own country. It would certainly be a great

advantage for the IFS if we could have some advice from the Rockefeller

Foundation on this issue, so that w< could learn from their example.

The IFS will at insist that applications for grants are forwarded through

government or ther proper channels. On the other hand, it will of

course facilitate the decision the Foundation has to take if some reference

is made to the national member organization of the IFS and/or to senior

scientists in the axpplicant's institution. It is self ovident that it is

desiraole to reach an agreement on co-operation of the officials of the

institution where the research project put forward for consideration will

be perf orried.

Permit me, Gentlemen, to repeat the principle that support from the IFS

should go towards scientific purposes that are relevant to the needs of

the respective country. We believe that the need of a country can be

judged best sy its own administrators and scientists. Thus, each country
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must find its own wiy of t uilding up research flcilities and scientific

cacres. hut this is not tie on ly' p m hat does tie wore relevant"

stand for in this context? How generously thould we interprete it?

Without basic science man's knowledge and understanding will stagnate.

In the long run applied science is impossible without oasic science. On

the other hand, if all scientists are dedicated to basic science, who

e'ndles research ,n national, specific development problems like certan

diseases and nutrition problems? What results will we then have to point

at when we come back to our donors for renewal of funds?

Well, it is an overwhelming task to outline the principles of these

matters. As a matter of fact, I think that we shall experience Low com-

paratively easy it is to slve them in casu. According to the present

design of the IFS, a numbr of scientific advisory groups will be charged

with this. These groups will be appointed on an international basis,

with not less than two members of each group. They will work directly

under the auspices of the IFS and be recruited from among skilled scien-

tists related to the scientific orgnnizations that are members of the IFS.

We believe that this will garantee an objective and high-levelled scree-

ning and judgment of the projects.

The major proportion of grants will go towards such purposes as laboratory

equipment, documentation services and salaries for technical personnel.

The IFS will, except in special cases and on a transitional basis, not

provide salary support for scientiste. Neither can it undertake to estab-

lish entirely new institutes. The funds for travel will be minimal. One

reason is the wide disparity in salary levels among university scientists

in the world, another is the probable financial resources of the IFS.

If we look further into the future, it might well be possible that te IFS

after several years of successful operation will be in a position to

support entire institutes or centres of excellence. It may also work for

intensified exchange of experience and scientific results between the

industrialized and the developing countries; in one way or another consti-

tute a forum in which all aspects of science nay be discussed.
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Let me finish by stating that it will certainly take some time before the

IFS can start to work in a snail scale. We Iuave counted on a year of pre-

paration from now on. It will take still longer Defore it can operate in

full scale. Apart from administrative and financial business, we also

hope to perform a thorough survey of the needs of an organization like

the IFS in the developing countries. s 2 prelude to this, we have done

a modest inquiry by questionnaire. The answers are not so many yet, but

they represent both Asia, Africa and Latin America. So far, all those

who have replied think that the academic and governmental institutions of

their respective countries would permit young scientists to accept out-

side support under the IFS premises. It seems as though the scientists

who might eventually be eligible for IFS support are not, or only to a

limited extent supported fully or in part from international governmental

agencics, private foundations or other outside sources. The most signi-

ficant obstacles to the support of independent research by young scien-

tists seen to lie in for example lack of national funds, of equipment and

literature, of laboratory space and in; scientific isolation. 9 ut also

such elements as a weak scientific infrastructure, a government which ex-

pects immediate return in practical results, the local and national

bureaucracy and a rigi control of grants in foreign currency are men-

tioned.

To leave the tree-tops for a minute and go down to the roots, let me tell

you a few examples of scientists that our respondents have considered

suitacle for eventual support. One is the 35 year old Israeli doctor of

Chemistry who does research concerning spectrosco,.py and electrochii.stry

of dissolving salts and would nee1 5.000 'ollers per annum during 2 years.

Another is the 31 year ol: Zthiopian doctor of ledicine, who needs 3.000

dollars per annum luring 5 years for nutrition studies in pregnant women

and infants. In razil, there is this 33 year old associate professor of

Engineering and Mathematical Science who has un urge for 10.000 dollars

per annum during 2 years for research on Materials Science. A 32 year

old Indian reader in Physics and Applied Mathematics analyses the problems

in science and technology for which a mthematical model can be designed.

10.000 dollars during 5 years would eneole him to carry out his project.

In the Same country we also find this 25 year old instructor of Agricul-

tural o0tony who wants 1.300 dollars during 3 years for research on the

breeding uf a new sorghum variety for dry land farming.
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Oi course, these are only a few, rando examples.

As several of you know, it was ; iginally intended to formally establis<

the IFS already this fall, in fact this very month, We had already

received some twenty replies for academies and oth"er scientific organiza-

tions all over the world that had reacted favourably to the invitation to

become founder members of the IFS. This fact, together with the aware-

ness of the needs in the developing countries made the decision to post-

pone the IFS Constitutive Assembly hard. Nevertheless, I bclieve it was

wise. Much good could doutlessly be achieved during the preparatory

year that lies before us. After the slight disappointment that lay in

the postponement I just mentioned, my joy to participate in this workshop

is even more pronounce: than otherwise. I hope and trust that this con-

ference will prove to e a great leap forward for the work to esta lis:1 an

International Foundation for Science, and eventually enanate in new sym-

posia aponsored by our hosts the Nobel and Rockefellor Foundations an(

intended to be cradle-lands of new ideas in the context I have touched.



List oI Ins tit utes to be considered for inviLt.tr.ion LO Lh 20

in the sring .1972

N.anptics end Internaional Cen are for Theoreti.caL Physi1cC
Physics Miramare, P.O. box 586

34100 Trieste, Italy
(Professor Abdus Salam)

Mathematical Institute bN> V.A. Steklov
I-Y Akadeia Icheskiy Proy zd 28
Moscow, USSR
(Professor I.M4. Vinogradov)

InsLiuee of Mthematics
Calia Grivigei, 21
Bucharest, Roumania
(Professor Miron Nicholescu)

Institute for Advanced Scientific Studies
35, Route de Chares

91-Bures-sur-Yvette (Essonne), France
(Professor Kuiper)

InternaLional Institute of Mathematics
Warwick University
Warwick, England
(Professor E.C. Zinan)

Chemistry Ins ti tees Internationaux de Physique et Chimfe
Solvay
Brussels, Belgium

(Professor I. Prigogine)

Max-P4anck-InstiLtu fur Physikalische Chemie
Abteiun ½ fur Chcmische Kinetik
B§UnSenstrasse 10

34--Gotingen, Germany
(Professor Manfred Eigen)

International Centre for Insect Physiology anc ico o y
P.0. Box 30772
Nairobi, Kepya
(Professor Thomas R. Odhiambo)

Overseas Pest Control Center
(Professor Peter Haskell)

Biological and Broad coverage
Medicl Sciens Salk institute for Biological Studies

San Diego, Calif, USA
(Dr. Joseph E. Slater)



Ins titut Pas tour
24, Ruo de Doctour Roux
Parts lhe, France
(Professor Jacques Monod)

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in Quanti 7atve Voo

(Watson)

R ockefelle r Universty
New York, USA

(Professor Dotlev Bronk)

Spca ratLers

Max-Planck-ILnstitut fUr Verhaltensphysiologie
8131-Secwiesen, Cermany
(Professor Konrad Lorenz)

DOpt. or Molecular Biology, University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Penn 19104, USA
(Professor Britton Chance)

M. Nesicki Institute of Experimental Biology
Warsaw, Poland
(Professor Konorski)

Institute of Biophysics
Avenida Pasteur 458
Rio de Janerio, Brazil
(Professor Carlos Chagas)

Nobel Trstitute of Medical Coll Research and Geec.es
Karolinska Institutet
S-104 01 Stockholn, Swed
(Professor Torbjorn Casparsson)

Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research
Royal Melbourne Hospital
Parkwa lc
Melbourne, Australia
(Professor Nossal)

Earth Sciences Woods hole Oceanographic Insti-tution
Woods hole, Mass 02543, USA
(Dr. Paul M. Fye)

Scripps Oceanographic Institution
San Diego, Calif, USA
(Professor Nirenberg)

International Meteorological Institute
P.O. Box 19111
S-104 32 Stockholm 19, Sweden
(Professor Bert Bolin)



Corora ion for Upper Atmospheric Research
university of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado, USA
(Professor Roberts)

Geophysical Observatory

Lenngrad USSR
(Professor Dykomo)

Agriculture International Rice Research Institute (IRRI)
P.O. Box 533
Manila, Philippines
(Dr. Robert F. Chandler, Director

Dr. Cunnings,
Dr. D S Atvald, Assistant Director)

indian Council for Agricultural Research
Kriyhi Byawan
New Dhli 1, India

(Professor M. Swaminathan)

CIMMYT

Calle Londres 40, 3er Piso
Mexico 6, D.F., Mexico
(Dr. Edwin J. Welihausen, Director General

Dr. Haldor Hansen)

Institute of Agronomics and Pedology

Moscow, USSR
(Professor Victor Kovda)

Institution for Genetics

Lunds Universitet

Fack

S-221 01 Lund 1, Sweden

(Professor tAke Gustafsson)

Engineering The Japan Iron and Steel Federation
Keidanren Kaikan 9-4, Ote-machi 1-Chome, Chiyoca-tu
Tokyo 100, Japan (Professor Fujimoto)

Steel Research Institute

Rome, Italy
(Professor Guistiniani)

Metallurgical Research Station

Arontorpsvagen I
S-951 00 LuleL, Sweden

Social, Political Center for Advanced Study in Behavioural Sciences

and Legal Sciences Stanford, Calif, USA
(Professor Wilson)

Resources for the Future
1755 Massachusseus Avenue N.W.
Washinguon D.C. 20015, USA

(Professor J. Fischer)



Econ cLic Devel opmnt Lnti u c c oth

lo reeI N..

Washingco 'D.C. 20433, USA

Schnool for Advanced Inernarional Steudies
Joh Hopkins Uniivcrsity
fashi ton, D.C. , USA

ro oessor Wilcox)

InsLi Lute Ur InernaLional sconomic SLUdies

Sveavagen 166, 9l foo
8-113 46 Stockholm, Swede

i~rofessor Gnnar Myrdal
S tockhnolm Ineri onal Pet:ce Research Insce (S.i -
Sveav'igen 166
S-113 46 Stockwho'm Seden
(Professor Frank 3arnaby)

InsCitute of War and Peace
ColoCbia University
Colombia, USA
(Professor Fox)

ova lstiute of International Affairs
Chatham House
Sc James Scuare
London Ski, England
(Professor Donald Schonfield)

Economic and Social Planning
Tokyo, Japan
(Professor Okito)

John F. Kennedy School of Government
Harvard, USA
(Professor Don K. Price)

Humanistics Aspen Instiute for Humanistic Studies
o00th Suh Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10020, USA
(Professor Joseph E. Slater)

Y le Divinity School
USA
(Professor C. Williams)

General Center Eor Cultural and Technical Interchange
between Easc and West

1777 East-West Road
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822, USA
(Professor Kicinjans)

The Weizman Institute of Science
P.O. Box 26
Rehovot, Israel
(Professor Albert Sabin)



The ImsLItute of Advu:nced SOudy
-Sceton, N.J. 08C40, USA

(Profcssor Carl Ravsen)

Tat 'nsitute of F'undamental :esearca
Homi ava Road

y India
(Proessor MG.K. Menon)

tencs l Cener of Elistics
2. 1ox 471
Athens> 136, Greece
(Dr. Constantinos Doxiadis)

Social consultants Professor Guy Camus, ORSTOM, Paris, France
Sir John Crawford, CanLer ra, Austraia
Martinez Manatou, Mexico
Marcel Roche, Venezuela
Salvador Luria, MIT, USA
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MrL. Robert McNamra President
International Bank for Raconstruction

and Development
1818 h Stre t N .W .
Washington D. C.

Dear Mr. McNamara:

WGTV, the pubic television station at the nire sity of Georgia
is producing, with the considerablc h toft Professor Dean Rush,

a television seres entitled GREAT DECISIS... 72 This stries
will deal with the eight issues deemed each year by the Foreign

Policy Association as the most important foreign policy issues
facing the United States.

ro fe sor Rusk has suggested to us that you might be willing to
help us on prram number six, "Poor Nations and Rich Nations:
Can the Gap Be Narrowed?"

Specifically, we would like very much to come to Washington with
a film crew and ,rcord your answer to the following questions:

1. How can the economic gap between the rich nations and
the poor nations be narrowed?

2. Is a Marshall Plan for the world possible?

The WGTV film crew will be in Washington to film several segments
for this series during the first wc t in December and should you
be interested in this endeavor. we could arrange an appointment at
your convenience. We could also return to Washington at a later
date should that be more convenient. I might also add that the
film session with you would be conducted by Ma-rtin Agronski, whom
I am sure you -now.

In closing. I would like to say that we will not edit your film
statement cithe- for content or time without your written approval.

We hope that this project will be of interest to you, and look for-
ward to hearing fromi you.

Sincerely

James F. Shehane , III
Production Manager
WGTV -

JFS/sm





INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUcTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: December 1, 1971

FROM: William Clark

SUBJECT: WGTV Interview

1. The Gap.

It cannot be narrowed by any of the programs now under
consideration, e.g. D.D.Il plans for 6% growth in LDC.s will
result in the absolute gap widening.

Is that the question? Is the Indian peasant concerned
that the Georgia farmer has 10 times his income? No; his interest
is to get a more decent livelihood. Enough to eat to maintain
health, enough cloth to be clothed in something more than rags.

Here development can help flow of resources which can
create more food and more goods. Exports must pay for more
capital goods. So Rich countries need to open their markets.

The real questions about the flow of resources are:

(i) to ensure a large and steady flow.

(ii) just as important to ensure good use of
the resources.

This is where Bank comes in: good development science

good appraisal of projects.

Our objective is to use scarce resources for maximum
improvement of quality of life.

fDo you want to refer to the question?]

2. Marshall Plan

Marshall Plan was reconstructing an existing system that had
been smashed by war. The development of the LDC.s is creating
from the ground up a modern system; so you have all the cost of
infrastructure and such 'slow' changes as education.

Yet we spent $25 billion in 5 years on Marshall Plan, and
we do not have such sums for the Development of two-thirds of mankind.

But there is a plan of sorts. DD.II. What its aims are.
What resources are needed. How far we need to go beyond aims to
quality of life etc.
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This is a very exciting prospect. Of course it is

difficult but not beyond us. How much good U.S. Aid has done;

if this were known (e.g. Thai agriculture) there would be less

dissillusion with aid.

WDClark:sf
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FORM No. 89 INTRNAT[ONAL BANK FOR
(2.65 RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORAT[ON

Date
RouTrING SLIP Dt

November 24

Name Room No

Mr. W. Clark D928

To Handle Note and File
_Aporopriate Disposition Note and Return
IAoroval Prepare Reply
;omment Per Our Conversation

IFull Report Recommendation
Information Signature
Initial Send On

Remarks

L. E. Christoffersen



CURT LIDGARD
ECONOMIC COUNSELOR

ROYAL SWEDISH EMBASSY

WASHINGTON DC.
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Treasury Chambers, Great George Street, S.W 1

oovo m34

SOctober 1971

When we miet in Washinagton I promised to send
You a note of some of the issues raised at the meeting in,
Nassau of Commonwealth Finance Ministers. I attach a short
note.

I should add that, as I told you, thesecnnns
were made in the context of a discussion which broughit ou e
very clearly the wvide appreciation which exists in deovelop'ing
Commonwealth countries of the World Bank's activities , and
in particular of your own leadership. The points were madeo
in a constructive spirit wit~h the sincere desire -to make, the
Bank's role even more useful. I am11 not expecting you to
conunent on these points. I merely wnted you to be aware of
th'em.

May I say how much I enjoyed attending the
Meeting again this year?

Mr. Robert S. McNamara



POINTS MADE AT THE EEING OF COlNONEALfT

FINANCE IiNINSTERS ON TIE

ROLE OF THE WORLD BANK GROLP

Lend~ing Procedures

There was some criticism of the Bank's procedures. It was

suAested that appraisal studies should be carried out more

s1peedily and should give more attention to wider social implicati ons;

snil projects should not be excluded; loans should be made for

seCeor programmes; there should be more programme leading; V.h0

recipient government should be brought into the decision-making

process at the appraisal stage; and some decisions should be

decentralised to Bank staff in the area. Some changes in the

Or9"utsatioAal structure of the bank were needed, parLticulanrly a

relationship between the Projects Department and the area deparunents.

(i- 01, l.Cnifr

it .as suggested that there was a "built-in contradiction"

in inancing development by repayable loans for projects such as

zo" coast vuct ton or l'ood Iirodutnn ion which hid uo di r n& Ii"t, "

vol"rNs. WIndn noted that tho enrlie r ousortium nld vvcpiei

"M ld loan terms should be revised to current terms.

_ n v lio Sm IL Congtries

Lesotho and the Eastern Caribbean States regretted that the bank

has not prepared to undertake small projects in small countries;

progrnnaie aid might be appropriate in these cases.

/International



Iternati onal tendering for civil works and con struction

India rasied this on the same lines as the Indian Finance

Nini ster 's statement to the Annual Meeting.



GCOIMONWEALTH FINANCE MINISTERSI MEETING

1971

THE BAHAMAS

COItiNE IQUE

Commonwealth Finance Ministers met at Nassau,

the Bahamas on 23 and 24 September, 1971. The meeting

was opened by the Honourable L. 0. Pindling, Prime

Minister of the Bahamas. The Rt. Hon. Anthony Barber,

Chancellor of the Exchequer of the United Kingdom,

presided

2. Ministers expressed their appreciation of the

warn,. hospitality provided and the excellent arrange-

ments made by the Government of the Bahamas for the

first Commonwealth Ministerial meeting to be held in

these islands.

3. Ministers recognised that they were holding

their annual meeting at a particularly timely moment

in view of the crisis in the international monetary

system, and when important discussions were taking place

in other international forums.

-i-
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Reserve Role of Sterling

5. Ministers welcaned the assurance given by the

Chancellor of the Exchequer that there was no question

of the U.K. undertaking discussions on concrete

arrangements for the reserve role of sterling in the

longer term without full consultation and study with

the official holders of sterling, to whom any such

arrangements would have to be acceptable.

-4-



U.K. an. che E.E.C.

6. The British Chancellor of the Exchequer gave the

meeting a report on the outcome of the negotiations for Brit-

ish entry into the E.E.C. t inistern took note of the

measures agreed upon during the negotiations in raspect

of individual Common<olth countriues, and the offer of

association and trae agrcmment for a number of them.

7. In view of some anxieties ex ressed about the role

of the Commonwcalth after British un ry into the E.E.C.

the Chancellor stated that Britain saw her entry into

the E.E.C. not as ending the Commonwealth association

but as heraldin; a nor chapter of Commonwealth relations

and co-operation.

- 5 -



8. iinistors exprossod the hopo that the onlargement of
the Community would load to further liberalisation of its
trade and aid policies and at the very least, developing

countries of the Commonwealth would be placed in no loss
advantazeous a position than at present.

9. Ministors invited the Secretariat to study and prepare
papers on the issues which would arise for consideration
by those Commonwealth countries to which the offer of
association had been made.

-6 -



Secial Drawin Li ints and Dav]opment F-Inance

10. Minist- rs considered the ppe prepared by the

Governments of Jamaica and Ceylon on Lhe proposal for

a link and wxpr sed trficatiOn that the 2 sgca tion

made by them in 1970 contri buted to studies being

undertaken by the I.L.F. They -prcessc the hope that

these studies would be compledas cerly as possible

ane attached importance to the rcsults of the studies

becoming available well beefore the timo when decisions

must be taken in 1972. iinis irs proproscd that the 

studies should tae no:Le of any proposals which could

involve a cange in the use of S.D.R. I s as a reserve

asset. Th y noted t> . since the situation has now arisen

in which th ntire strutur of the in tenational

monetary s y 0ten will have to come under fundamental

review, the posibility of providinr -ore directly in

a-y reform of this sys em for an autora sic transfor of

resources to dveloping countries should b: considered.

11. In the context of future al locAions of S.D.RP s,

the Lore was widely expressed that the cusstion of

larger and no e equitable llocations to developing3

countries would bo kept in view.



Aid

12. hinisZ:;ero oxpre sscd apprecit ioiien for the

Secretary-Genoralx report on the Flow of Intra-

Commonwealth i d in 1,70. They noted that tho

not flow of intro-Commonwfath oficial assistancc

had increased substantially over 196). Thoy under-

lined the valuable rart that the Coranmonwealth Fund

for T echical C-operatin was expected to pla;y in

the Cornonwealbh dovoelpwlent uffert and more gcn--

orally welcomod it as a further demonstration of

Commonweal th co-operation.



13. The hope was expressed that a more determined effort

would be made towards the untying of all aid to developing

countrins.

Freight Rate Problems of Developing Countries

14. Ministers considered papers submitted by the Govern-

ments of Mauritius and Ceylon which called attentiin, first,

to the ronstraints on the economic development efforts of

developing countries and to the balance of payments and

terms of trade problems created for them as a result of

freight rate increases by Conference Lines, and secondly,

to the need for larger multilateral and bilateral assis-

tance for the purchase of ships. Ministers shared the

concern expressed on this important subject, and asked

the Secretary-General to nonsider whether the Secretariat

might play a useful role in this complex matter.



Role of the oeld Bank GrouL in delation to Devclopment

15. inlsters consider-d the role of the borld Bank

Group in relation to de-velopment. They noted the

important role it has played in the whole field of

development finance, and the new initiatives recently

ta ken. fhey expressed concern at the delay on the part

of some major contributors to I.D.A. in providing their

agreed contributions to the third roplenishment and

expressed their appr ciation of the lead taken by

Britain, Canada and others in making advance contribu-

tions to e I.D.A. to continuc leading on an interim

basis. Con-er- was expressed aV the structure and

lending policies of the Bank Group wcre insufficiently

responsive to the economic, social and political needs

and objectivce of individual borrowers. It was felt

that the Bank 'Group rit utsefully review a number of

their policies o.g., contining emphasis on project

ending, iarked preference for large projects, insistence

on international bidding for civil works and supplies

that could be procured locally, the terms of Bank lending

and the crileria and eligibility for I.D.A. credits.



Thoy hoped thrt such a eatee would among other things,

result in a speed i up of loans an disbursements,

well as in making loans available to nortain poorer

countries which do not a. precent. ualify. Th h-opo

Was widoly uxpresse that the Bank would resume its

efforts to work out a scheme for supplementary financial

mcasures,

16. Ministers of Finance looked forward with pleatsure

to meting in London in 1972.



13, rue Saint-Georges Paris-9e tet 526-85-39

WDC spoke to Mrs Hunebelle telling
her that Annual Meeting week and the

following impossible. We will Paris, September 17, 1971
cable Paris when we know of
suitable date.

Direction SF

Mr. Robert McNAMARA
2412 Tracy Place

WASHINGTON DC (Etats-Unis)

Dear Mr. McNamara

You certainly remember Mrs. Hunebelle, but you perhaps don't know

"Preuves", a new offspring of the R6alit6s press-group and the

french equivalent to "Foreign Affairs". By the same mail I am

sending you a copy of "Preuves".

We would like very much to publish in our next issue an article

by you. Our idea of it is not deal with a specific topic, but to

ask you to look back at the years you spent at the Pentagon, to

describe your state of mind and your intentions when you started

to be Secretary of Defense and how they evolved when you were

confronted with the problems of the exercise of power and with the

results - good or bad - of your actions. In other words : when
somebody, like you, is remarkably endowed with a brilliant mind,

an efficient technique of having things done and a strong drive

for action, all qualities which bring about results in business,

what happens when he applies the same means in politics ? It is

the philosophy of your experience in the administration which we

would like you to elaborate and to put down.

As we frequently do with our authors, in order to spare their time,

we can propose to you a procedure which we have used from Senator

Mc Govern to Prime Minister Palme : i.e. to have a long talk with

the author and, from this interview, to write a draft which is

submitted to him for corrections and approval so that it reflects

fully and correctly his ideas. Since Mrs. Hunebelle is going to be

in Washington at the end of September, we think that it could be

a good idea to use this opportunity for carrying out of project -
if, our course, you agree with it.

We hope very much that you will consider favorably this idea and,

when she is in Washington, Mrs. Hunebelle will call your secretary

in order to know whether a meeting can be arranged.

With many thanks in advance.

Sincerely yours,

G it e NOU IL

Editor-in-chief

Societe detudes et de publcations economiques - S. A. au capital de 4,600000 F - R. C. Seine 54 B 6117 - C. C. P. 5.110.58 - Paris
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1750 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C., 20006

Sept. 11, 1971
WILLIAM F. ANDERSON

NATIONAL CORRESPONDENT lortland, Ore.

Honorable Jobert L. cisamara
.residcnt, International Bank
or Reconstruution and Development

1818 H. ;treet, 1.:.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. McNamara:

I am delighted you and Fir. ark will be
able to attend dinner at my hon in Vienna, Va.
on Sept. 20.

The other ne.smen who w' l attend and myself
ard looking foward to seein you again in this
informal way.

Mr. Clark is being f£warded driving directions
in another letter.

Sincerely,

L.illiam 2. Anderson
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THE CONSERVATION FOUNDATION
1717 Massachusets Avenue NW Washington I)C 20036 -(202) 265-8882 Cable: co sovrr

August 25, 1971

Mr. Robert S. McNamara
President
The World Bank

1818 11 Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. McNamara:

This is to ask your critical review and comments on the draft of Environment
and Develoment which is enclosed.

At the conclusion of an IUCN-CF workshop for environmental specialists and
economic development authorities, held in Rome in September 1970, IUCN and The
Conservation Foundation agreed to prepare these materials. A great deal of con-
sultation with development officials has accompanied the drafting of this work,
and we hope very much that it has the capacity to interest and assist those in
less developed countries who make development decisions. We hope also that this
will become a volume useful to international development agencies in explaining
the ecological implications of their own programmes to the authorities of
developing countries.

Since several authors have been involved in preparing this material, the
style is not uniform throughout but this will be corrected in the final editing.
We would appreciate your comments on content and means of presentation, preferably
chapter by chapter. Any suggestions for additions or deletions would be valued,
along with corrections of any errors that may persist in this draft.

In view of the current need for a text of this type, we have established a
rather rigorous publication schedule. We ask that your reactions be returned to
Dr. R. F. Dasmann at the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources, 1110 Morges, Switzerland (copy to Mr. John P. Milton at The
Conservation Foundation) by 15 September 1971.

Thank you very much for whatever assistance you can render to this effort.

Yours sincerely,

e, Gerardo Budowski, Director-General
e Con rvation Foundation International Union for the Conservation

of Nature and Natural Resources

P.S. Jim Lee of your staff has a copy of this. William Clark -- and perhaps
others -- may be interested, too.



August 2, 1971

Dear Professor Lahbabi:

Thank you so much for the copy of the book you

sent me by the hand of William Clark, and especially for

its kind inscription.

I hope you enjoyed your visit to the Bank, and

were able to see the efforts we are making as your partners

"to bury under-development throughout the world".

Sincerely,

(Signed) Rourt S. McNamara
Robert S. McNamara

Professor M. Lahbabi
Faculte de Droit
Universite Mohanmmed V
Avenue Moulay Gherif
Rabat, Morocco



July 30, 1971

Dear Lord Robbins:

I have read your letter of July 20 Aicrii toe ; ina 1 the
new L ,S .SL. Libr ry w i reat inarest. I know veryell, from t he

international staff here, just how much the School has meant to

senolars all over the uorl, dn I am sure the Library adition will

be of great importance.

I ever I L afral tae ank Group is not ble to - any

significant gra to C project like thirs. e had"V to Ike it a

rule not t be patrun on any lag r scale, And particularly nUt in
the inu strializec ountrles. The resources of which we are truatees

are applen solely to the developant of the poorer countries, wnose
Is C1 far Outru: oht '.x anu our rtuerd a sup~iJ

m 3orr to un a disappoiutn answer to an a rcal of such
-rirt trc so neon for whomn I nave sios :-aUjpct.

Since rely,

(Signed) o S. McNamara

Robert S. caa ra

Lord OOL ins
The London School of Economiics

and Political Sci ence
±iougton Street, Aldwych
Lounor . England

Walark j k



INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20431

July 29, 1971 CABLE ADDRESS

MANAGhNG DIRECTOR NTERFUtp

Dear Lord Robbins:

I was most interested to learn of the developments which
will make possible the expansion of the London School of
Economics Library. This will clearly enhance even further

the reputation and usefulness of what is indeed a unique
institution.

I am particularly sorry, therefore, to say that it will
not be possible for the International Monetary Fund to make
a contribution to the appeal for the acquisition of the new
building. I should like to stress that this decision reflects

the general policy of the Fund, and in no way diminishes our

high regard for the great contribution the Library makes to
the social sciences, not only in Britain but throughout the

world.

Please accept my best wishes for the success of the appeal,

which I am sure is assured under your able chairmanship.

Yours sincerely,

P.-P. Sch-rL; zer

Lord Robbins, C. H., C. B.
Library Appeal Office
The London School of Economics

and Political Science
University of London
Houghton Street
Aldwych London WC2, England

~~ /z./



THE LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

AND POLITICAL SCIENCE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON

HOUGHTON STREET ALDWYCH LONDON WC2 Telephone 01-405 7686

C 7'OO!F >5211th , _

Library Appeal Office 20 Jul 1971
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Y* c irr-?a aul chWie- zCr 20 July 1f7.
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M. Pierre-Paul Schweitzer 23 July 1971

I po)logiSe for trauling yo3u in a
way in which I know only oo well you mu s

oftern b troublodi by anthusiasots for
aicademic ventur n c. I wIouLd; not do so on
this occasion wre I not convinced that this

ono has perhaps a more hn u ually intimate
c onnecion with the ideals which we share in

I am writir in simIlar erms to
Mr McNamara.

Yours sincerely,

P~~ c f-n. rn-i auu JcwetzUr

nan agi ng DirectorJn Chlairman
International unetary Fund
19th & H Streets, NWd
dliihington DC 2243

U S A



CABLES: CROWN WASHINGTON TELEPHONE: 202A62M-110

CROWt/N AGENTS
FOR OVERSEA GOVERNMENTS AND ADMIN1STRATIONS

ALL COMMUNICATIONS SHOULO 3E3
ADDRESSED TO lI IS CROWN AGENTS 3100 MASSAaIISETTS AVE., NW.
REPRESENTATIVE IN NORTH AMERICA WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008
AND THE FOLLOWING REFERENCE
QUOTED: U.S2.A.-r,

NA/ A __ 4142h~ Z8SJUL
T

Mr. Robert S. McNanara,
Pres ident,
Room' A1230,
International Bank for Reconstructi on and nDo7 'cot,
181 H Street NW,
'ash in~tn -D.IC. 20) 3

Dear Sir,

I have pleasure in enclosing for our Lnforation

a copy of the Cron Agents' Report for 1970, which I hope you

ill find of interest.

Yours

L. P!!ILLIPS,

Crown Agentsl Represcntative in

North ierica.

LP/aph



Mr. L.F.T. Smith' July 23, 1971

William Clark

Lord Robbins' Appeal

When you return could we co-ordinate views about Lord Robbins

appeal to Mr. McNamara and Mr. Schweitzer for funds for the LSE

Library. (letter of July 20).

Personally I hope we can be positive.

WDClark:sf
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THE LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
AND POLITICAL SCIENCE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON

HOUGHTON STREET ALDWYCH LONDON WC2 Telephone 01-405 7686

Library Appeal Office
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INrERNAT!ONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATImAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATION

tC E OF THE PRE$ DENT



Sir Eric Roll, K. C. M. G. , C. B.

S. (. VARit'IG & CO. 1T 1)
IncOrpordtmglq Sebgn( n it 1it()I r

RJUL
( ;H ?' IS II Ax~ sr I SFH I

19th July, 1971

You will shortly be receiving a letter from Lord Robbins,

who is Chairman of the Governors of the London School of

Economics, in connection with an Appeal for the British Library

of Political and Economic Science, the most important of its

kind in the world.

I just wanted to say two things:- First, that you must,

in part, blame me for this approach (which is also being made to

Pierre-Paul); and, second, that I do hope that you will look at it

very sympathetically. All the arguments are set out in

Lionel Robbins' letter so that I will not attempt to say anything

more about the substance, except that I can think of very few

causes in the academic field, which, taking a long view, would

be more in line with what the World Bank and the IMF stand for.

Freda and I will be in Washington for the Annual Meetings

and very much look forward to seeing you both.

AIRMAIL
WF.ZRUo~6ert S. McNamara,
President,
World Bank and Affiliates,

19th & H Streets, N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20431,
U.S.A.

ER/AMS



July l, 1971

Dr. ot. C. Reeves
Dean
School o Public Jealth
University of Galioronia at B erkeley
Berkeley
California 94720

Dear Dr. leeves:

The June issue of Tropical edicine and Hygiene jews has
reached e and I am pleased to note in the Society Notes our recent
exchange of correspondence regarding the Pearson eport, Partners in
Development.

Your thoughtfulness in making this iformation vilabla to
the rembership is very much appreciated by those of us who met wirh
Dr. Work and yoursolf. Since that time we have been ac ive on matters
relaning to disease and econoiric developmeno. Should yotr travel plans
bring you to Washington in the months ahead, I would very much enjoy a
visit with you.

s ;et, Dr. Hoover and I have not an aed to meet owfa I
an1 certain, to vy travel schedule which has taken re out of the country
a great deal. I a:, however, looking forward to a visit wit him and
to learn more about his activities.

Please convey my warm regards to Dr. vork and, again, thank
you for devoting a significant section of your newsletter to health
matters associated with development.

Cordially,

James A. Loe, Ph.D
Environmental Adviser

Offics of the Director, Pro jee

cc: Dr. Hoover



FORM No. 26
(4-69)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

INCOMING CABLE

DATE AND TIME UT N C
OF CABLE: JULY 16, 1971 2253

LOG NO.: ITT 15 / 16 ACTION CDPY: MR. WM. CLARK

TO: MCNAMARA INTBAFRAD INFOAIATION MR. MCNAMARA
COPY:

FROM: TOKYO DECODE] DY:

TEXT:

I BEG TO EXPRESS DEEP GRATITUDE FOR YOUR ASSURANCE OF ALLOUT COOPERATION

FOR NKH'S TV PROGRAM PROJECT "AID FOR DEVELOPING NATIONS" WHICH IS DESIGNED

TO COVER AND ANALYZE WORLD IMPORTANT PROBLEM IN SEVENTIES. MY PRODUCERS

WILL APPROACH YOUR STAFF FOR CONCRETE PLANNING WHEN PLEASE EXTEND YOUR

VALUED COOPERATION. REGARDS.

YOSHINORI MAEDA PRESIDENT

JAPAN BROADCASTING

CORPORATION NHK

JAO

FOR INFORMATION REGARDING INCOMING CABLES, PLEASE CALL THE CDMMUNICATIONS SECTION, EXT. 2021

ORIGINAL
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July 2, 1971

Daear Mir. Louviere,

Mr. aara iU o town tth

l dawyor eter f June 25 tohi attenio w e ret 11

next wek i think I should tell you sLa taway tat he has

deteinined not to engage publicly in the present controversy.

Yours sincerely,

Willian Clark
Director

Iuforvation and Public Affairs

r . Vernon Louiere
Wreident
a.ional Preos Club
1ashinton D.C. 20004

DClark:af
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Joachim Schwelien

AMERIKA-BUERO DES DEUTSCHEN FERNSEHENS
NORDDEUTSCHER UND WESTDEUTSCHER RUNDFUNK

GERMAN TELEVISION NETWORK - ARD
RADIO NDR & WDR

3132 M STREET, N. W • WASHINGTON. D . 20007 • TELEPHONE: 298-6535

CA F ADDRES TELE GEMAN. WASHN AGTON, D. C VIA RCA

To
Mr.Rbrt S. Mclamara
President
International Bank for
Reconstruction and
?vel -mn-nt

] 12 H Street, N.

Washington, D. June 25, 1971

)ear Mr. McNamara,

you may remember me from those good old days in the
Pentagon when I had the opportunity to tackle you occasionally
in press conferences, the now legendary briefings on Thursday
or in private conversations.

I am presently preparing a documentary on the discussion
about what has become to be known as the "Pentagon Papers",
their publication by various newspapers and the court proceedings.
Would it be preposterous, dear Sir, to ask you for a contribution
to this documentary - which is to be show n on our West Ge rman
T Netwock nationwide - in a personal interview? It w-ould be
limited to the fo] I Awing innocent riuestions:

1.) Were these Pentagon studies prepared under your
direction with any political purpose in mind or
strictly as an objective survey of the history of
Americas involvment in the conflict?

2.) )oes the American public have an unrestrictec "right
to know" all partaining documents as contained in these
studies, has there been an atddiction to verclassification"
in the Pntagon, or should there be - in the interest of
government - certain limits to the freedom of the press?

.. /2

A NATIONWDE NCN COMHMERCIAL, NON F IT. NON-COVERNMENITAL NETA'ORK

CF INDEPENDENT SRCADCASTING ,TATION> UN'ER 'UBLIC CONTROl
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Since our deadline for the prod uction of this film
wil be nex-t Tursday, July 1st, a reply - and hopefully

your onsent - at your earlit convenience would be
greatly appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Joacin 2chweli en



OFFiCE OF TC PIRESPENT

NATIONAL PRESS CLUB

WASHIlNGTON, D. C.20004 June 25, 1971

Honorable Robert McNamara

President, World Bank

1818 H Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20006

Dear Mr. McNamara:

The National Press Club offers you its interna-

tionally-famous platform to discuss the Pentagon

Papers controversy.

I would be happy to work with your staff in

selecting a date suitable to you to appear here

as a luncheon speaker.

May I hear from you in this rogard?

Sincerely,

Vernon Louviere

President

VL:es
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

I NCOM ING CABLE

DATE AND TIME 2, 1971 1650 T N G
OF CABLE:

WUI 12/25LOGi NO.: WUI l2/2~ ACTION COPY: MR. MCNAMARA

O: MCNAMiARA CARE INTERBANK
TO: INFonuATION MR. DEMUTH

COPy: MR. Wim. CLARK
: NEW DELHI DECOFCD PY-

TEXT:

REFCAB GRATEFULLY ACCEPT YOUR OFFER DEPUTE YOUR COLLEAGUE ATTEND

SEMINAR ON WORLD PARTNERSHIP IN SECOND DEVELOPMENT DECADE CO1MNCING

3RD DECEMBER NEW DELHI KINDLY INTI1ATE NAMES. DETAILS WILL FOLLOW

SHORTLY REGARDS.

MV ARUNACHALAM

AS RECEIVED.

ee

FOR INFORMATION REGARDING INCOMING CABLES, PLEASE CALL T1E CXnUNICATIONS SECTION, EXT. 2021

ORIGINAL





Form No. 27
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: MV ARUMACIHALAM DATE: JUNE 23, 1971
PRESIDENT INC ICC
UNICOIMIND CLASS OF
NEW DELHI SERVICE: LT

COUNTRY: INDIA

TEXT:
Cable No.;

REFERENCE YOUR TELEGRAM OF MAY 26 INVITING ME TO YOUR DELHI

SEMINAR IN DECEMBER STOP MUCH REGRET MY SCHEDULE MAKES IT

IMPOSSIBLE TO ATTEND PERSONALLY STOP IF ACCEPTABLE TO YOU

I WOULD SUGGEST ASKING SENIOR COLLEAGUE TO ATTEND STOP PLEASE

LET ME KNOW MORE DETAILS OF CONFERENCE STOP

ROBERT S. MCNAMARA

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Mr. William Clark7

DEPT. Information and Public Affairs

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

REFERENCE WDClark sf For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:



June 7, 1971

Dear Sir Alex:

Thank you very much for your letter of May 24.

Unfortunately I am not now able to attend the
ceremonies at Aberdeen University in July, so I cannot
visit your Centre then.

Howver, I was glad to have the newsletter
about your activities which do indeed interest me greatly.
Thank you for sending it to me.

Sincerely,

Robert S. McNamara

Prefessor Sir Alexander Robertson, C.B.E,
Centre for Tropical Veteinary Medicir-,
University of Edinburgh,
Easter Bush, Roslin,
Midlothian, Scotland.

WDClark:sf



THE INTERNATIONAL CENTRE OF

INSECT PHYSIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY
P.O. Box 30772
Nairobi, Kenya

U.S. Office-American Academy of

Arts and Sciences

280 Newton Street

Brookline Station
Boston, Massachusetts
4 June 1971

Mr. Robert McNamara, President

International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development

1818 H Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. McNamara:

The attached memo describes the International Centre for Insect
Physiology and Ecology at Nairobi and the prospect that this unique project
which we have been developing for over two years at a cost of over $250,000.
will come to a halt and disappear about 1 October 1971. The support of
operations by UNDP on which we have been relying now seems so uncertain
and so remote that it is very unlikely that we shall be unable to survive
that long.

The project is aimed at developing new means for biological control
of insect pests such as tsetse fly and ticks which now render very large
areas of Africa unfit for livestock production. We cannot quarantee suc-
cess, but the array of scientific talent we can bring to bear on these
problems is unmatched anywhere in the world.

If the World Bank is prepared to consider support of this project
and can act wit> sufficient dispatch to furnish the modest amount of
funds needed to avoid collapse of the project 1 October 1971, we would
be very pleased to meet with your staff to present the full details. You
will understand, I am sure, that we must ration every bit of our limited
time on fund sources with a response time matched to our critical needs.

Sincerely,

Carroll L. Wilson, Chairman
ICIPE Governing Board



INTERNATIONAL CENTRE OF

PNSECT PHYSIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY

P.O. Box 30772 ' Nairobi, Kenva

U.S. Office
American Academy of Arts

& Sciences
280 Newton Street
Brookline Station

Boston. Massachusetts

June f. 1171

Subject: Financial Position and Outlook - International Centre for
Insect Physiology and Ecology (ICIPE), Nairobi

By: Carroll L. Wilson, Chairman
ICIPE Governing Board

Purpose

ICIPE is the major global project aimed at development of the basic knowl-
edge needed for biological control of the following insect pests:

Tsetse Fly
Ticks
Army Worm
Termi tes
Mosquitoes (especially Aedes Aegvpti)

The nurpose is to discover means for destroying the particular insect
species by unsetting its life cvcle thru derailing its --

Reproductive physiology
Feeding physiology
Migration signals
Chemical communication
Chemical regulators includinu hormones

ICIPE is a membership company without share capital organized under the
laws of Kenya and not subject to taxation. An agreement with the Govern-
ment of Kenya provides for exemption from customs duties for work permits
for non-Kenyans, etc. Legally established in April 1970, the first Annual
'feetine was held at Ntaiobi, 23 May 1971 at which the following persons
were elected to the Governing Board:
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Governing Board of ICIPE

Professor Carroll L. Wilson, Chairman
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dr. Wilbert K. Chagula, Vice-Chairman
President
East African Academy of Sciences
Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania

Professor Jan de Wilde
Laboratory for Entomology
University of Wageningen

Wageningen, Netherlands

Professor Dietrich Schneider
Max-Planck Institut fUr Verhaltensphysiologie
8131 Seewiesen uber Starnberg
Federal Republic of Germany

Dr. Peter Haskell
Anti Locust Research Centre
London

Professor Carroll M. Williams
The Biological Laboratories
Harvard University

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dr. G. W. Kafuko
East African Virus Research Institute
Entebbe, Uganda

Mr. J. M. Ojal
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Natural Resources

Nairobi, Kenya

Dr. Caryl P. Haskins, President
Carnegie Institution of Washington
Washington, D. C.
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Sponsors of ICIPE renresented on an International Advisory Committee are

the academies of science and similar bodies listed below:

Austrailian Academy of Sciences
The Royal Society, London

Royal Netherlands Academy of
Sciences & Letters

Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences

Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering
Sciences

ORSTOM France
CNRS )Fr
Israel Academy of Sciences and

Humanities
Japan Science Council
Science Council of Canada

East African Academy

Swiss Society of Natural Sciences
Max Planck Institute
American Academy of Arts & Sciences
National Academy of Sciences (USA)

An African Advisory Committee is presently composed of representatives
from --

The East African Community
The East African Academy

Makerere University College
University College Dar-es-Salaan
University of Nairobi
Association of African Universities

People

The manpower of ICIPE is composed of 16 of the worlds leading scientists
serving as Directors of Research, visiting Nairobi once or twice a year
and supervising the work in East Africa of their post doctoral scientific
assiciates who as Research Fellows will stay in East Africa for I - 3
years. The Directors of Research will receive African scientists in their
laboratories for training and research. Representing expertise in insect
ecology and genetics, Chemistry and Biophysics of Insects, Insect Sensory
Physiology and Behaviour, and Insect Hormones sixteen Directors of Research
met at Nairobi May 23 - 31, 1971 to map out together their roles, relation-
ships and responsibilities and their joint programs of research. Present
were:
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Directors of Research

Insect Ecology and Genetics Chemistry and Eiophysics of Insects

Professor George t. Craig, Jr. Dr. Martin Luscher

Vector Biology Laboratory Universitat ern
University of Notre Dame zern, Switzerland
South .end, Indiana

Professor Koj i Nakanishi

Professor T. O. Brorning Depsartment of C> emi.stry
University of Adelaide Columbia University
Au st rli N iae York, 1ecr ok

Insect Sensory Physiology and Yeha or insect 2ormones

Professor Rachel Galun Professor tarroli M. <iiams
epartment of Entonology The i ological Laboratories

Israel Institute for iological eea rch Harvard University
Ness-Ziona, Israel Cambridge, Ma ssachusetts

Professor D. Schneider, Director Professor j. de tide, Director
Max-lank Institut fur Laoratorum roar ntomologie

Verhaltensphiysiologie Iandrbau- ogescl ool

8131 ceewiesen urer Starnberg ;ageningtn, The Netherlands

Federa R eputlic of Germany

Professor T R. Odh amo. , Iead
Professor Franz Eubver Depa rtment of Entomology
Institute of Jomarative Animal Unier i ty Coliege

Physiology Nairobi, Kenya
Koln-Lindenthal, Germany

Prof essor J .1.S. Pri ngl e , FR
Head, Department of Coology
niversinty of Oxford

Oxford, England

(Names of those attending Second ICIPE Planning Conference, Nairobi, May 1971)
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The ICIPE Director is Professor Thomas Odhiambo, distinguished insect phys-
iologist and expert on tsetse fly, Chairman of the Department of Entomol-
ogy at the University of Nairobi. The Financial Manager is Mr. Hilbert
Morales on leave from his position as Assistant to the Director of Biology
Laboratories at Stanford University. Two Research Fellows are now at work
in East Africa -- Dr. Daniel Elder from Stanford working on the chemistry
of regulators and Dr. Walter Hauserman from Notre Dame working on genetics
and reproductive physiology of Aedes Aegypti mosquitoes.

Additional Research Rellows financed by grants from their home governments
are expected to arrive in Nairobi this summer from the Netherlands, Israel
and Switzerland. Several African trainees for research and complex equip-
ment operation and maintenance have been selected to be sent overseas and
await funding.

Facili ties

On six acres of leased land adjacent to the biological science laboratories
at the Chiromo Campus of the University at Nairobi, a modest but functional
lanoratory office building of 2,000 sq. ft. has been built. equipped and
occunDied. This buildinr was the gift of two Dutch Universities. The Neth-
erlands Fornign Aid Agency has granted a sun sufficient to build but not
equip a second identical building. Arrangements have been made for sone of
the Research Fellows to work at the University, the "ational Museum, and at
research institutes of the East African Community.

Financinl Sun;ort to Date

Over $200,000.00 has been contributed towards the cost of establishing ICIPE.
Sources of this support were as follows:

Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Research Corporation of Lew York
National Academy of Sciences
American Academy of Arts and Sciences
Little Family Foundation
National Science Foundation (USA)
Allen Foundation
Commonwealth Fund
John Muir Institute
Agency for International Development (USA)
University of Wageningen
University of Amsterdam
Royal SwedIsh Academy of Sciences
Rockefe or Foundation
Max Planck Society
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Egaeictations offperating Suppprt

Because of the international character of the ICIPE participants and the
global value of the results of its work, and the location in a developing
country, it was decided to seek from United Nations sources the substan-
tial and continuing funds needed to meet the operating costs of ICIPE. In
May 1970 the project was presented to Mr. Paul Hoffman who expressed strong
interest in this project which would meet fully the criteria for -Global
Research Projects" -- a new category of UNDP-supported projects whose ben-
efits would be global and therefore not require counterpart fund contribu-
tions from the country in which the project is located. Such global proj-
ects, the first of which was at CIMMYT in Mexico would be financed under
a direct contract with UNDP.

Encouraged by Mr. Hoffman's interest and aided by Mr. Ralph Townley, the
UNDP officer named to handle the project, an initial proposal was submitted
to UNDP in June 1970. Negotiations continued until a complete and formal
proposal was submitted in February 1971 (Annex attached) The endorsement
of the Government of Kenya was sought and obtained. It was indicated by
UNDP that funds would become available in April -- then postponed until
July for the Project Planning Phase. On the basis of these expectations,
it was possible for ICIPE to secure a grant from the Sloan Foundation to
finance the critically important meeting of Research Directors in East
Africa May 24 - 31, 1971. This Second Planning Conference for ICIPE brought
together the Governing Board, the African Committee and scientists from a
number of research institutes and the universities of East Africa.
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Present Financial Crisis

In Nairobi on 31 May it was learned from the resident representative of
UNDP that the ICIPE proposal of February had just reached him, that he
had no instructions except to inquire regarding Government of Kenya
interest, that he was in no position to advance moneys in the absence
of explicit instructions from New York to carry out the terms of a
UNDP-ICIPE contract. Despite repeated requests to UNDP New York for
discussion and negotations of contract terms the only model it has been
possible to secure from UNDP was the UNDP - CIMMYT agreement which is
only partially relevant to the necessary UNDP-ICIPE relationshin.

Upon return to New York it was learned that Mr. Townley had gone on
leave for two months, that the project had been transferred to a new
African Bureau with whom it would be necessary to start all over the
discussions and negotiations which had already taken a whole year.
The time and indeed even the possibility of funds desperately needed
for the PPA Phase receded into the very uncertain future. A UNDP
reorganization in May 1971 has introduced major delays in decision-
making.

Recognizing in Nairobi that ICIPE could no longer rely on UNDP funding
assured for July, drastic steps were taken to reduce expenses to an
austerity level which would completely exhaust funds for operations
by 30 September. One third of the staff was laid off, equipment expen-
ditures reduced to a nominal level and a tight rein applied to all
expenditures. Operating on this basis, the last shilling available
for operations will be disbursed by 1 October. The account payable
to the University for past services will approximate the value of the
ICIPE buildings and equipment and could be offered in discharge of
that debt.

The hard core costs of operations essential to furnish minimum services
for Research Fellows, keep going the essential insect breeding, and
to pay the minimum office and insectary staff amount to about $6,000
or 40,000 shillings per month. This includes no compensation for the
ICIPE Director who has been paid by the University nor for the Financial
Manager paid by Stanford under a Rockefeller Foundation grant. It
includes support of one Research Fellow -- others must be fully sup-
ported by external grants for that specific purpose.

Strategy to 1 January 1972

The first priority must be to keep ICIPE from closing down on 1 October.
Hence minimum operating support in the amount of about $10,000/mo must
be secured from -
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a) The IBRD if they are interested and can act fast enough.

b) The Canadian Foreign Aid Institute

c) Pieces of support from:

AID Nairobi for Insectary Operation
VW Foundation for equipment Bldge. 2
National Science Foundation - for

termite research with contribution
toward ICIPE overhead

Nuffield Foundation or ODM for army
worm research

d) "Packages" of Research Fellow -- research program
support

Choice of target sources must take account of realistic response time
for action. Most government agencies act too slowly to meet any three-
month deadline. Yet we have "milked dry" the private foundation sources
which have furnished invaluable support during the development period
but are not prepared to furnish continuing support.

We will continue to press UNDP to conclude contract negotations and their
decision-making process but the outlook is far too uncertain to rely
upon. All senior officials have departed for the Governing Council
meeting in Santiago which will last several weeks. New organization
procedure and personnel have generated inevitable confusion and delay.



Mr. Peter Cargill and Mr. Norman Macdonald May 27, 1971

William Clark

Seminar on World Partnership in the Second

Development Decade. New Delhi December 3-5, 1971

This Seminar sounds as though it might be of some interest.

I am sure Mr. McNamara will not go but is anyone senior from 
the

South Asia Department or from the IFC likely to be available and in

the area at the time? If not I would propose someone from the

Delhi office.

WDClark:sf
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I N CO1 I NG CA B L E
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TEXT:

POSTPONED SEMINAR ON WORLD PARTNERSHIP IN THE SECOND DEVELOPMENT DECAUE WILL

BE HELD AT NEW DELHI FRC4 THIRD TO FIFTH DECEBER 1971 UNDER JOINT AUSPICES

INDIAN NATIONAL CCMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF CCMERGE AND INDIAN

INVESTMENT CENTRE. AS INTATED EARLIER SEMINAR OBJECTIVE IS TO EVOLVE NEW

AND MORE FUITFUL PARTNERSHIP ARRANGEMENT IN INVESTMENT AND AID PRODUCTION AND

MARKETING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT. REQUEST YOU KINDLY MAKE SPECIAL EFFORT TO

COE TO DELHI AND ADDRESS SEMINAR. PLEASE CABLE CONVENIENCE CARE UNICaLND

NEW DELHI.

MV ARJMACHALAM PRESIDENT INC ICC

AS RECEIVED

JAO

FOR TN1oR{MATION REGARDNG INCMING CABLES PLEASE CALL ThE COI]NICATIONS SECTION, EXT. 2021
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May 26, 1971

Dear Mr. Dickinson,

Nr. McNamara asked me to respond to your letter to him of
May 20.

I an afraid is extremely pressed with Bank business at
the morment, and is not likely to be passing through London again
(v - r there las month) in the next five months. !e is sorry
but he does not feel that he could spare the time to engage in a
trans-Atlantic discussion on a topic which he would not like to
deal \ith nle ss e had -iver it a goc deal or pclinary thought.

I do not o whether you have thought of alternatives, but
from my own experience as Director of the O.D.I. in London (Overseas
Devel opm-n Institute) I woul auggest that you night fin someon
there (.g. A. 7ressovski) who could talk very interestingly on this
topic.

I shall be back in London myself at the end of July, and if
you wish to consult me further on this matter I will be glad to
talk to you.

Yours sincerely,

William Clark
Director

Infomation and Public Affairs

David Dickinson, Esq.,
Further Education Departrent

British Broadcasting Corporation
Broadcasting I os:, London WLA LAA
England

WDiarkL s



N. 89 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
(2 66) 6ECONSTRJCT[ON AND DEVFLOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOLC ATI[ON CORPOR AT [ON

Date
iiourI'G SIlI May 27, 1971

__Name Room No

1. Mr. McNamara to Ser

2. Mr. Clark to handle

To Handle Note and File

Apoorate Disposition Note and Return
Aouroval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Reoort Recommendation

Informat ion Signature
initial Send On

Re s

L.E. Christoffersen

From



UNIVERSITY OF EDINBU RGIH
S A) L ()1 c K) ScIH )I 01 \ P. I N.R\ ) S't1)lY S

Centre for Tropical Veterinary Medicine
IAST IER BIsil, ROSLIN, MIDLOT III AN, SCOTLAND

Director: Professor Sir Alcxander Robertson E.
Telephone: 031 - 143 2001 or 031 11; 2036

24th May 1971.

PERSONAL

R. Macnamara, Esq.,
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Macnamara,

As I understand we may have an opportunity to meet in Aberdeen
in early July, I thought you might be interested to glance through the
enclosed which gives an indication of some of our activities in a field
with which your Organisation has some concern. If, by any chance, you
were able to arrange your itinerary so as to have an opportunity of
visiting this Centre either before or after the Aberdeen Graduation,
you would be most welcome.

I am,
Yours sincerely,



Centre for Tropical Veterinary Medicine

Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary Studies

Easter Bush, Roslin,

Midlothian, U.K.

NEWSLETTER No. 1,

1970.



UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGI

Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary Studies

CENTRE FOR TROPICAL VET72IARY ,EDICINE

Newsletter o. 11 . December 1970.

Official Opening of the Centre

On Friday Novembe2 20th the Centre ias honourzd by a visit from
H.R.H. Prince Philip, the Duke of Jdinburgh who performed the official
opening of the Centre for Tropical Vcterinary Medicine at the Veterina:y
Field Station at Eester Bush, Roslin, idlothian.

His Royal Highnss unvciled a small plaque in the entrance foyer
commemorating thC acsien and declared the building open before a
capacity crowd of distinguishd visitors including the Lord Licutenant
of Midlothian Sir Maxwell Inglis, the Principal Edinburgh University
Professor ichael Swann, Pcrmanent Secretar& to the inistry of Overseas
Development Sir Geoffrey Wilson, Ohairman f the nvisory Board Lord
Robertson and Dc an of thu Voterinary Faculty Professor Frank iloxander.

Accompanied by a small party led by Professor Sir Alexander
Robertson, the Director of thc Centre, Prince Philip first met the post-
graduate and res arch students and the n visited the various sections
of the Centre meeting the staff who explained their activities.

This group then proceeded to the Common Room where the Senier
Staff and their wives had congregatd for refreshments with His Royal
Highness before he proceeded to lunch at Bush House.

Data on the Contre

The occasion of the formal occupation of the new premises
provides the opportunity to relato something of the background to the
establishmcnt of the Centre, its functinns and m!nagement and to
present ai full list of the staff as at approximately the end of 1970.

The University of Edinburgh with extensive financial support from
the Ministry of Overseas Development has established at the Veterinary
Field Station a Centre for Tropical Veterinary Medicine to provide for
the continuation and, if necessary, the expansion of the teaching,
documentation and research activities of the Tropical Veterinary
Medicine Unit which has been developed in association with the
Department of Animial Health of the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine.

The functions of the Centre as agreed by the University Court
and the Ministry of Overseas Development include the following:-

(a) The provision of facilities for continuing and if necessary
expanding instruction in the principles and practice of tropical
veterinar' medicine for individuals or groups intending to proceed
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overseas under arrangemeits made 1y the Ministry; and for overseas
students tak ing the Univ-rsity's Diploma Course in Tropical Veterinary
Medicine or such ether advanced courses as may be considered
desirable.

(b) The provision of research training on problems related to
tropical Veterinary medicine for British and oversces post-graduate
students under the supervision of staff vho are familiar vith the
background to these problems.

(c) The maintenance of a group of senior staff with knowledge of,
and an active and continuing interest in tropical veterinary matters
who will participate in the teaching and research activities of the
Centre, will supervise the activities of research workers, and who
will be competent and _ill be encouraged as occasion arises to
organise and supervise research projects carried out in appropriate
institutions in developing countries.

(d) The deployment of staff from the Centre, as occasion arises and
circumstances permit, to take temporary posts in overseas Universities
and other institutions pending the appointment of nationals or
expatriates to thee )osts.

The general m.nagement of the Centre is 7University responsi'
bility and until such time a, a full-time Director is appointed the
Centre ;iill function under the general direction of Professor Sir
Alexander Robertson of the Department of Animal Health. He will
have the assistance of the following Advisory Board to guide him on
the general policy, programme nnd pe ormance of work of the Centre:-

Chairman: Lord Robertson, General Council Assessor on the
University Court

Members; Representatives of the Faculty of Veterinary Mcedicine-
Dean - Professor F. Alexander

Mr. 1.3. Beattie
Mr. A.?. Chalmers

Represe ,tt ive of th Fu ulty c) Science -
Profossor Noel Robertson

Repreroatative o` the Faculty of hedicine-
Dr. A.stA. Wrilson

Represent! tive of the Ministry of Agriculture -
Mr. A.C.L. Brown

Representative of the Agricultural Research Council -
Dr *.>. Henderson

Represent-tivos of the Foreign & Colonial Office:
(Over sons Development Administration)

r. A.L.C. Thorne
i.r. P.G. Ottewill
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Director Professor Sir Alexander Robrtson

Academic Staff

Teaching

Mr. A.W. Chalmers Senior Lecturer in Trojicnl VetrninarY
Medicine

Dr. G.R. Scott Senior Lecturer in Tropical Microbiology

Dr. M.M.H. Sewell Senior Lecturer in Applied Veterinary
Parasitology

Mr. W. Ferguson Lecturer in Tropical Animal Production

Dr. E.A. Wells Lecturer in Tropical Protozoology

Mr. J.A. Hammond Lecturer in Tropical Helminthology

Resesrsc h

Dr. J.K.H. Wilde Applied Protozoology

Mr. W.A. Page Applied Protozoology

Dr. .G. Luckins Applied Protozoology

Dr. G.J. Gallie Cysticcrcosis

Dr. D. Branagan Laboratory Colonies of Significant Tick
Species

Dr. S. Ramachandran Ehrlichial Infections

Miss I. Cunningham Arthropod Tissue Culture

Mrs. B. Philip Applied Protozoology (Part time)

Research Students

Mr. D.H. Black Early Wening of Calves

Mr. S. Chiejina Chronic Helminthiasis

Mr. D.C. Knttehbelt Applied Protozoology

Mr. W.Z. Lutu Contagious Pustular Dermatitis

Dr. P. Hooshmand-Rad Applied Protozoology

Mr. D.R. Snndgrass Ehrlichial Infections

Mr. B. Taylor Low Temperature Storage

Technical Staff

Mr. G.F. Brown Chief Technician

Mr. T.R. Melrose Technical Officer



Technicwi SteAl (oi-tK

Mr. D.E. Currie Senior Technician

Miss J. Minette Senior Technician

Mr. A.I. Campbell T echnician

Mr. E. Armstrong Junior Technician

Miss L.A. Carroll Junior Technician

Miss R. Fairbairn Junior Technician

Miss N.E. King Junior Technician

Miss J.P. Millbank Juninr Technician

Mr. P. Rae Junior Technician

Mr. D. Wilson Junior Technician

Miss C. Campbell Laboratory Assistant

Iiss U.T. Cooney Lritoratory Assistant

Mis. R. Ketchin Laboratory Assistant

Mr. T. McKenzie Laboratory Assistant

Mrs. H. Trayner Animal Attendant

Miss F. Wighton nnimal Attendant

Documentation

Mr. ?.G. Beton Technical Librarian

Mrs. J. Branagn Secretary-Typist (Part-time)

Mrs W. MacHugh Assistant Librarian

Administraign

Mr. B. Abbott Administrative Secretary

Mrs D. Gordon Secretary-Typist

Miss A. Nicoll Secretary-Typist

On OverseasSecondent

Mr. K.J.R. MacLennan Federal Government of Nigeria, Kaduna

Mr. D . Radley East African Veterinary Research
Organization, Muguga,Kenya.

Dr. ,A.J. Wilson
East African Trypanosonmiasis Research

Mr. Fazal Dar Organization, Tororo, Uganda.

Mr. J. Paris



Present Activities of the Centra

Aeeach in

(i) DipLV.M.QCpurse (List of 1970/71 stunim rtau).
The Dip. T.V.M. course lasts for one Academic Year and is
divided into Part I and Part II.

Part I comprises (a) Veterinary Pathology, Bacteriology and
Immunology and (b) Tropical Veterinary Parasitology (Entomology,
Helminthology and Protozoology). A short course in Pharmacology
is also given during the first term but is examined in Part II.
Part II covers a) Preventive Veterinary Medicine in the Tropics
and (b) Animal Production in the Tropics (Nutrition, Genetics
and Breeding, Husbandry and Industries).

Both parts last for approximately 1 terms.

(2) .Brefin Courses The Overseas Development Administration
(0.D.A.) of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office occasionally sends
newly appointed vererinary officers for two week orientation
courses, In this short period they are given information about
the diseases they will meet in the tropics with special
reference to the country to which they are going. They can also
learn something of the animal husbandry methods and sociological
conditions.

Last session we had men going to the Sudan,Kenya& Botswnna and
have also had "unofficial" visits from men who had been 'briefed.
in previous years.

In addition we had three V.S.O.'s for aone week course.

(3) Tropical Laboratory Orientation Course At the request of
the O.D.A. arrangements have been made for three niminees to be
given a one term course in laboratory diagnosis methods with
particular reference to tropical conditions. in addition they
will have periods of experience before and after the C.T.V.M.
course with the Veterinary Investigation Service.

(4) Higher Degree Students
Microbiology

W . Z.Lutu(Uganda) Serologyof Orf M.Sc.,
Dip.Vet.Sc. (E.A.),

B.V.Sc. ,Dip.T.V.M.

* K.J. MacOwan Caprine Pleur'opheumonia Ph.D.
B.V.M.&S., .T.R.C.V.S.

* S. Ramachandran (India) Serology of Rinderpest Ph.D.
B.A., B.V.SC.,M.Sc.,D.V.S.M.

+ H.W. Reid
B.V.Mi .S., M.R.C .V.S.,Dip.T.V..Arboviruses Ph.D.

;4+ C.H. Romero-Mercado(Peru) Diagnosis of Orf M.Sc.

D.R. Snodgrass Pathogenesis of Ehrlichiosis Ph.D.
B.V.M.&S.,LM.R .C.V.S.
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(4) HigherDegree Students (Cozitd)

Helmintholog

0 H.0. Bagadi Infectious necrotic
B.V.Sc.,M.V.Sc.,Dip.T.V.M. hepatitis of Sheep Ph.D.

* J.A.Hammond Fascioliasis in East
A.R.C.V.S.,D.V.S.M.,Dip.T.V.M., African Cattle' Ph.D.
D.A.P.&H.

* G.M. Purvis Trichostrongylus Ph.D.
B.V.M.S. colubriformis infections

in rabbits

S.N. Chienjina (Nigeria) Parasitic enteritis
B.V.M.SM.R.C'.V.S of sheep

Proto zoology

I. Cunningham
B.Sc.,M.0, Insect Tissue Culture PhD.

+ D. Radley East Coast Fever Ph.D.

Hooshman Rad (Iran) Studies of parasite Ph.D.

B. Taylor Low temperature storage Ph.D..
of parasitic protozoa

Animal Husbandry

D.H. Black Calf Nutrition Ph.D.
B.Sc., H.Sc.,

* Studies now completed. + At present overseas

B. Documentation

The documentation section has two main functions, viz. the
continuous collection of published information and the dissemination
of new information.

The first function has included the collection of information
pertaining to tropical veterir ary medicine with special reference to
all aspects of health and production of the economic protein-
producing animals, domesticated and free-living, of the tropics and
sub-tropics, retrieval systems for this information and facilities
for its study and use for instructional and research purposes,
In addition to the acquisition of text-books, serials, reprints and
reports, collections are made and catalogued of visual aid instruct-
ional material such as coloured slides, films, maps, photographs etc.

The second function of the documentation section, viz.
dissemination of information has involved virious activities of
which the major has been the inauguration of a quarterly scientifie
journal "Tropical Animal Health Oc Production", now approaching
completion of its second annual volume of quarterly numbers. (From
a grant made by the C.D.A. some 150 copies of each issue are
purchased for free distribution to individuals in tropical countries.
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There have also 1>mn rrra Tropical Tnformation Leaflets containing
scientific and other information cTled from i ureat ruriety of
sources not readily available to recipients. For the latL rour years
this cyclostyled publication has been issued to some 150 recipients
mainly overseas, in monthly batches of four items. Thirdly, once a
term a Nesletter has been compiled from information submitted by
members of the Centre which records brief notes on study projects and
their progress, new projects and their objectives, notes on personnel,
their overseas movements and their publicatirns and other items of
internal news including details of visitors, library accessions etc.

The documentation section receives an increasing demand for
detailed information and reference to literature through a variety of
external individual reue sts. It has also been developing with other
institutes of tropical veterinary medicine a closer international
co-operlation in the common objective of sharing and utilising the
combined knowledge of such institutes for the benefit of the Third
World.

C. Research

(I) HaemagEluuintion -Inhibition Test for Rinderpest The
parameters of a Haemagglutinution-Inhibition Test for detcoting
Rinderpest antibodies have been determined. It is hoped that
arrangements can be made to carry out an appraisal of the test
in the field in India.

(2) Chronic Heminthiasis Two patterns of chronic sub-clinical
infection of lambs with Trichostrongvlus colubriformis have been
induced cxperimentally. The host and parasite responses are
being studied and correlated with histopathological changes in
the mucosa of the small intestine. In vitro Radioisotope
techniques using 51Cr have been developed to aid the assessment
of the effects of prolonged Triehostroayng lus infection.

(3) Trypanosomiasis Research including Immunological Studies
Trypanosome antigens are located on the surface cost of the tryp---
anosomes. Attempts using ferritin-conjugated antibodies are being
made to find out whether or not exoantigen and surface coat are
synonymous, Studies are bcing made on the effects of irradiation
and immunosuppressants on trypanosomiasis infection in laboratory
animals. Rats infected with trypanesomes exhibited relapsing
parasitaemias where-.s rabs irradiated and then infected de eloped
persistent parasitaemias. Trypanosomes isolated from non-
irradiated rats differed in antigenicity from thos- in.ected
whereas trypansrimes isolated from irradiat( d rats were antigen-
ically similar to those injected. Similar studies using immufno-
suppression drugs are under :ay.It is hoped that -ieaunosuppression
techniques will pormit the establishment of Try-manosoma vivax in
laboratory animals.

The transmiesion of Tbmcei by lossinaojir sitans is under
study using irradiated infect d mice as donors. Maturation of
T.brucei in Gmgritans was 21 days. Dissection alone, however,
was not sufficient to determine infection rates in tsetse flies.

Preliminary investigations int- the antigenicity of T.brucei
in tsetsc fly organ cultures showed that insrct mid-gut forms
retained their antigenicity for at least 10 days. The work will
be repeated using T eolens The growth of stercorarian tryp-
anosomes in leucocyte cultures is being studied in the hope of
developing a technique vhieh might assist in the elucidation of
life cycles.
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(4) _Diagnolr of Cot agpw . t unr a The most sensitive
aid for confirming a diagnosis of contagious pistnar dermatitis
was found to be the detection oi complement-fixing antigens.
The next bst <as electron microscopy and the third useful tech-
nique was the demonstration o- diffusible precipitatin' antigens.
The project has finished and the final report is being prepared.

(5) Art ood lisue culture Quantitative and qualitative estimates
of the growth of trypanosomes in cultures of tsetse ruprl tissues
were made. The optimal conditions for the development of trypan-
osomes in vitro were found in viable alimentary tract tissues
from tsetse pupae aged 18 - 27 days. It is hoped that further
studies will reveal the mechanism whereby trypanosomes transform
from the mammalian to the insect form.

_A method for the routine. production of primnary cell cultures
from adult Rhipicephalus aprendiculhtus ticks has been lerfected.
It is hoped to develop a tick cell line. Tissue from adult
_RapTpendiculatus infected with Theileria jarva are being cultiv-
ated in the hope that it will be possible to elucidate the devel-
opmental stages of the parasite.

(6) . lFasciola Infections Jlapt ens derived from the
metabolic products of adult Fasciola hepatiba maintained in vitro
are being used as serological reagents and as vaccines. Iis
hoped to confirm earlier indications that the acidic hapten
coupled to bovine serumalbumen modified tie course of F.hepalca
infections.

A study of the pathology and pathogenesis of _.Figantica
infections of East African cattle has been completed.

Research on Bovine Cysticercosis A techniqe for hatching
Taenia saginata eggs was perfected and has been used to assess
the viability of batches of eggs obtained from Kenya. Successful
infections were prod-ced in calves using eggs naving a high
hatching rate in vitro. The percentage "take ' however was low.
It is intended to study in detail the immunological response of
young calves to infection.

(7) CTVM/EATR Ccllaborative Proact Aliquots of each stabilate
of T.brucei and .Tc,oleogse prepared from dissectcd tsetse flies
caught in Enst Africa have been examined antigenically in
Edinburgh, Nairobi and Tororo. Agglutination tests have teen
carried out on these to study antigenic variation and infectivity
titrations have been started. It.is intendel to extend the range
of serological tests to include neutralisation, immune lysis,
passive heemagglutination, and fluorescent antibody tests.

(8) Artificial Peeding of ticks An apparatus has been devised for
testing attractants for ticks and it is interded to tcst extracts
of cattle skins.

ATP and glutathione failed to induce feeding of hard ticks,
Removal of Haller's organ is being tried to aszertain if it will
render ticks less discriminatory in their feeding as thi ?Jigtprovide some information on the gustatory requirements of ticks.

(9) Low Tecmarture §tori o. ,asitic rotozOa A low temperature
storage bank of protozoa has been created and stabilates have
been supplied on request to other instituticns. Methods for
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storing trypanosomes have been standardised and techniques for
Storing other haemoprotozoa are being investigated.

The low temperature storage bank now contains a total of 938
stabilates of a range of 19 species of protozoa a, well as 6
materials (tissue culture cell lines or bacteria) stored for other
workers, Stabilates are either stoted at the temperature of dry
ice (-79 C)or liquid nitrogen (-196 C).

The bank is the focal point for all the work in applied
protozoology giving a wide availability of pathogenic species for
research and enabling the replication of experiments using popul-
ations of the same antigenicity.

Frecuent reouests for research and teaching material are made
from other Departments in the University and from other Universi-
ties and Institutions. A total of 115 requests were met in the
year ending 31st iKarch 1970.

(10) Detection of Ehrlichial Infections of Animals Activation of
latent ehrlichiosis in sheep was induced by splenectomy and by
treatment with betamethasone and with cyclophosphamide.
Treatment with betamethasone was as efficient as splenectomy.
Splenectomy had little effect on primary infections whereas
betamethasone enhanced them and cyclophosphamide depressed them.

Attempts to cultivate Ehrlichia ovis in vitro have so far
failed except in primary cultures of leucocytes from infected
animals. Further attempts are in progress.

(11) Effect of _I.mmunouprqressive DruLon Trypanosome Infection in
the Mammalian Host The investigation was carried out at EATRO.
Experiments using cattle and goats suggsted that immunosuppressive
drugs may have a useful application in the study of natural tryp-
anosomiasis. The drugs increase parasitaemias and numbers of
infective organisms of stable antigenicity.

(12) Nutritional _leguiremznts for Early Weaning of Calves in
Tropical Areas Apparatus and equipment are being assembled.
It is intended to carry out a preliminary trial at Edinburgh to
develop and standardise methods before carrying out comparative
trials in Africa using Bos indicus and Bos tAurus calves.
Emphasis will be placed on rocal" foodstuffs as milk
substitutes.

(13) Establishment of Loratory Colonies of Significant TicklSpecies
Colonies of eight species of tropical ticks have been established,
namely, Ambloma v r iea, _Hv alomma .a. mLI hi eth alus
appendiculatus, Re-ertsi, R.giulchellus, Rsanguineius, R.simus an
Ornithodorus porcinus. The next six months will be devoted to
studying acquired immunity to tick attachment. In addition, the
survival and transmission of trypanosomes through various tick
species will be studied.

(14) Pathgenesis of InfectivgLeecrotic Heaatitis The epidemiology
and pathogenesis of infectious necrotic hepatitis in sheep has
been studied. T he disease was reproduced experimentally for the
first time. Surveys have revealed a correlation between preval-
ence of fascioliasis and the presence of Clostridium novyi in
the soil. The work has been completed and isETngwritten up.

(15) kppraisal of Rqsistance of Sheep to Orf Techniques to measure
the resistance of sheep to orf have been developed.
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DIPLOMn IN TROPIC L VETERINARY 'EDIChINE: SESSION 1970/71

N MM N at ionaL-I .ty

AGABAWI, Farnuk Abdalla B.V.Sc.(Khartoum) Sudanese

(M)B'CEGIRDLE, Jo.hn Ricdard B.V.Sc.(Bristol), -.. R.C.V.S.British

(M)DALE, Stephen John B. &S. (Edin.),.R.C.V.S. British

(M)DOL1 Nf, Thomas Timothy M.V.B.(NUI),M.R.C.V.S. Irish

HANSEN, Jorgen Falmer Vet.Surg. (Copenhagen) Danish

KHOZA, Austin Mlingo B.V.M.&S,(Edin.)M.R.C.V.S. Swazi

KISHA, El Amin Karrar B.V.Sc.(Khartoum) Sudanese

LIMBANGA, Gw-a Walaka B.V.Sc. (iysore) Malavwian

MtG;JI, Yusufu Mohcl. B.V.Sc.( K'hartoum) Nigerian

TUBIRU, Aloysius D.V.M.(Munich) Ugandan

OWIOYELE, Godfrey Deinde D.V.1. (Ahmadu Bello) Nigerian

PERERA, Devamullage Somatilaka Ratnawansa G.V.Sc. Ceylose
(Bengal)

(M)PERY, Brian Derek BV.'M&S. (Edin,), M.R.C.V.S. British

POM1VISES, Prachak D.VP.(Chulalongkorn) Thai

SCANLAN, Villim fAnthony B.V.S . (clbourne) - Australian

SINGH, Harcharn B.V.Sc.&AH.(Punjab),M.R.C.V.S. Indian

M = Ministry Aard

Total - 16

As from the 1955/56 Session, the first of the new series following
suspension of the Course in 1939 and including the current year,
a period of 16 years, 242 candidates from 47 countries have taken the
Dip. T.V.M. Course.
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Recent Staff Changes

Dr. :d.M.H. Sewell promoted to newly crort+ 1 ont of Senior
Lecturer, Applied Veterinary Parasiuology presently attnhod to the
Department of Animal Health.

Mr.J. Hammond appointed temportrily to fill the lectureship
vacated by Dr. Sewell.

Mr. D. Branagan appointed Research Fellow in the Entomology
Sectinn under a grant to provide for the establishment of laboratory
colonies of tick species. lie was recently avarded a Ph.D. for a
thesis entitled "The development and survival of RhpcQShrua
appendiculatus Neumann, 1901 in laboratory and field.

Dr. S. Ramachandran - Temporary appointment terminated at the
end of October.

Messrs D,C. Knottenbelt (Rhodesia) D.R. Snodgrass, H.1W. Reid,-
B.J. Taylor, Dr. Hooshman Rad (Iran) have joined the staff as Research
Students as from October 1st.

Mr. Brian Abbott transferred from O.D.J. London on appointment
as Administrative Assistant.

Mrs. L.N. Done has been appointed permanent Assistant Librarian
to the Centre and will substitute for Mrs. W. McHugh who has acted
in a temporary capacity.

Mr. T.2. Melrose, Technical Officer, Applied Protozoology Unit
has obtained the Licenciateship of the Institute of Biology by
examination.

OverseRs Visits

The Director, Professor Sir Alexander Robertson attended a
symposium on Tropical Veterinary 1.edicinein Prague from October 7-10th
1970, It was organissd by tie National Academy of Science in
Czechoslovakia. The Director read a paper entitled "Problems of
Tropical Veterinary Medicine Research".

Dr. G.R. Scott paid a short visit in September to the University
of Ibadan, Nigeria to examine students in Veterinary Microbiology.
He discussed progress in research on Kata, a rinderpest-like disease
of West African goats.

Mr. W. Ferguson proceeded to Nigeria on 16th October to join
a -World Bank Livestock Mission.

Dr. J.K.H. Wilde visited East Africa between July 28th and
August 11th in order to coordinate the ':ork being done in the
EATRO/CTVM collaborative project at Tororo, Uganda.

Extra-Mural Lectures, ;ttendance at Conferences & Visits in U.K.

Mr. W. Ferguson - Senior Members of Overseas %gricultural Departments
University of Newcastle 12 -18 July.

Dr. G.R. Scott - Equine Veterinary Association, Edinburgh, July 8th

and read a paper "Guidelines for the Control of Equine Viral
Infections".
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Dr. G.2. Scott (Conit'd)-
- Veterinary Cinical Teachers Conference,EcInburgh

September 4th and opened tho airnin on iss Dugrd's paper
on "Statistics".

- Skin Biology Club, Roycl Infirm'ry, Dundee October 1st.
-Scottish Di !gnostic Virology Group,Mcdicrl School,-
Edinburgh, October 28th, accompanied by Dr.S.Rnachandran.

Dr. J.K.H. VBilde - C.D.t. Tryurnosomiasis Annual SeminarUNovember 12th
London. Other members of the Applied Protozoology Unit also
attended (Miss :.Cunningham,Mrs. Philip, Dr. Yells and Dr.Luckins).
P- p-rs were read by Miss Cunningham "Iln vitro cultivation of
trypanosomes in association with tsetse fly tissue culture " and
Dr. Luckins 'Erfect of cyclophosphamide & betnmethasone on the
course of infection uith -frican pathogenic trypanosomes in Zebu
cattle and goats."

Demonstrations

t a Laboratory .eeting of the Edinburgh Branch of the Royal Sod.
of Tropical Medicine & Hygiene on 27thOctober, the.following
demonstrations were presented Ly members of the Staff.

Branagan D. Live exotic ticks.
Scott G.R. Ecology of Rabies.
Wells .E Lif e cycle of TrUjanosom a m;eloshgieum.
Wilde J.K.H. Life cycle of :iler-ia 2arva.

Grants

From 'inistr!gfOvcrsq- s Develomcnt toCT 1 . under the direction
of Professor Sir Alexander Robrtson.

£67,170 for the financial year 1970/71 in continued support of the
Centre for Tropical Veterinary Medicine.

£15,472 over a period of two years, oleven montns in support of
research into nutritional requirements for early veaning of
calves in tropical ereas.

£11,485 over a period of two years and six months in support of
research on the establisnment of laboratory colonies of
significant tick species.

Publications

(Anon) 1970. Requircmcnts for rinderpest vaccine (live) pp42-57 ofW.H.O. Export Committee on Binlopicl Standardization. Tw enty-
Second Rcport. Geneva - WHo TRS No.444.

rguson,W. (1970) ' daptive behaviour of cattle to tropical
envirornents" B.V.A. Congress Sept.- Abstrct in Supplement to
Vet.Rec.August 15th. To be published in full in Tropical Science.

Ferguson, W.et Herbert l.J. , 3cNeillage C.J.C.(1970) "Infectivity.
Virulence of Trganosom5- brucei to mice.3.Effects of Social ~
Stress."Trop.nim.Rth & Prod. 2 59-64.

Ferguson W. Book Review. Goat Production in the Tropics by C.Devendra
and Merca Burns. C.A.B.Frnham Royal(In press Trop.Anim.Hlth.Prod.)



J.N. Belkin,S.Heineman, & '.A. Pagi.(1970).Mosquito Studies (Diptera,
Culicidae)XXI. The Culicidae of Jamaica. Contributions of the
American Entomological Institute 6 1-458.

All members of the Professional Staff of C.T.V.M. were engaged in
revising a second impression of the 2nd Editinn of the B.V.A.
"Handbook of Animal Diseases in the Tropics.(1967).

Postgrauate Student Seminars are being held weekly -Speakers and
papers to date have been as follows:-

Dr. E.A. Wells - "Mechanical Transmission of Trypanosomes - Fact
or Fiction?"

Dr. S..Raachandran - "Laboratory Investigations of the Agent of
Tick-borne Feuer."

Miss I. Cunningham - "Trypanesomes in Tsetse Tissue Cultures."

Mr. W.Z. Lutu - "Inducement of Orf Antibodies",

Mr. S.N. Chiejina - "In Vivo Labelling of Plasma Proteins with
Raidiochromium. "

Dr. A.G. Luckins - 'Immunosuppression and Trypanosoiasis."

Dr. '3. Gallie - "Hatching of Taeni! sagi,pia eggs."

Mr. W.A. Page - "Transmission of Trypanosomes by Tsetse.'

Research Notes

Microbiology Section

1. Sensitisation was fnu d to be a necessary precursor for the
production of adequate levels of antibodies for use in serological
tests with antigens of orf virus.

2. The prevalence of inapparent infections with orf virus in sheep
in endemically infected flocks appeers to be high.

3. Tick-borne fever relapses were always found to be less severe
than the prima:ry re-tctions. In some animiAls relapses occurred in
tse absence of febrile responses.

Entomology Section

1. Workn the transmission oi T.bucti by G.orsitans is proceding,
and some interesting results have cen obtained.

2. Work commenced on acquired rtsistane to tick attachment.

3. Work commemced on transmission of 'heler:a app, by ticks.

4 eliqq Protozolog UniLt

1. The EATRO/CTVMJ Collaborative Project has proluced a large number
of isolates from tease flies in two geographical locations and has
in addition, through collaboration with the Dutch Medical Research
Centre group of workers, obtained isolatos from two other arsas of
Kenya. Pork cc ntinucs en this scheme and meanahile, characterisation
of the strairs is proceeding at EATRO and C'VM. We have received
also, through the kindness of Dr. Els Goedbloed of the Dutch f.R.C.
group, a large number of stabilates collected in Kanya.



2. Miss Cniniighamn' s work on the cultiantion of teetse and tick
tissues is progressing very satisfactorily.

3. Dr. Luckins - continuation of work on iuuunosuppression -nd
studies of the location of antigecns in trypninoso-i-Qis.

Documentation Section

The transfer of acc ssions from several depositories to the
new library wo cmiried out in the mid'le of November, and the Library
Assistant effected a smo th change which did not interrupt the service
to readers. The s paciousness of shelving, reading and working acc-
ommodation in carpeted and ell-lit surroundings is much appreciated
by users and staff.

Display boards were designed to indicatc graphically some aspects
of the work of the Section to visitors on opening day. H.R.H. Prince
Philip after a short tour of the library signcd the nen C.T.V..
visitors book.

The editing of th second revision of the B.V.A. Handbook of
Animal Diseases of the Tropics of which the technical inform.tion
was contributed by members of the staff of the Centre and others not
now with the Centre was a task requiring stcady concentration for
a period during this secend half of thk year.

The new periodical Tropical Animnl iHealth & Production has
published quarterly parts 2 and. 3 during this period and part 4 is
now in press.

Contributions offered for publication are increasing though not
all merit acceptance.

Tropical Information Lcaflets. Vol.5(1969/70) was completed
with the. issu _ of 4 more titles and Vol.6(1970/71) has the first
titles under preparation for e-,nly distribution.

CJ.VY. Libr5rtComit Lee A Committe has been established under
the Chairminship of r. A.'. Chalmers to carry oat the terms of
reference approved by th - dvisory 1oard for the purposes of
administration of the library.

Visitors

In addition to the large number of visitors ,rescnt on ixovember
20th, the following persons- viited the Centre during the half year
from the end of June. 1970 anai signed the visitors book.

Dr. X.,. Vendargon - Deputy Sta-te Vet. Officer, Kelantan,
Malaysia.

Dr. %.R. Abid - Dept. of Nutrition-Agric.Univ.Lyall
Pur, W.Pakistan.

Dr. i.S. Ismnail - Head f nimal. Science, ara Inst. of
TechnologyK.Lumpur, Malays ia.

r, K.J.2. ::acLennan -- Jinistry of Natural Repnurces,Kaduna,

Dr. C.M. Singh - DirectorI.V.R.I.iuktesvarIndia.
Mr. M. Burridgc - FAO Tick-borne Discases Project,

ORO,,Kenya
Mr. J.,. Fison
Mr. D.C. Re-
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TEXT-BOOK ACCESSIONS IN MERICAL ORDER - LIST NO. NINE.

De ember 1970.

No. Author. Year. Title.

860 Brambell,F.W.Rogers4 1970 The transmission of passive
immunity from mother to young.
(Frontiers of Biol. Vol.18)
Amsterdam.

861 Habel,Karl;& Salzma ,1 969 Fundamental techniques in virology.
NomanP.,eds. New York.

862 Intermediate Techi- 1969 The introduction ol rainwater
nology Development catchment tanks and micro-irrigation
Group Ltd. to Botswana. Lond.

863 F.A.0. 1 66 Contagious Bovine Pleuropneumonia
Ao/OIE/CCTA Expert Panel. 3rd
meeting,Sudan,Khartoum,12-15 Feb.
19 6 7.(Working papers) Eng. & Fr.

864 Smellie,R..i.S. 1969 matter of life - DNA. Edin.

865 0.D.i .(Geodetic 1969 An assessment of the possibilities
Topographical) of oil palm cultivaticn in 'Western
Surveys,Lad Res. Divn. The Gambia. By I.D. Hill.
Divn. (5maps)Lard resource study No.6

Iolwortlh.

866 !Crookes Laboratorie 1969 Introduction to accounting Pt.4.
Ltd. Ed. by R.E.Ablett,(Crookes Vet.

Programmed Reading) Basingstoke.

867 Goret,Pierre. Michel 1968 'anemie infectierse des equides,
blaude.& Toma, aladie de vallee. (Maladies Animales
Bernard. virus) Paris.

868 aul, John,M.l.,Oh.1973 'ell and tissue culture. 4th ed.
Edin.

869 F.A.o. 1969 Establishment of zoological gardens
in Addis Ababa.Based on work of
v.Fiedler c: H.Potter.Report to Govt.
f Ethiopia No.TA2739. Rome.

870 i.A0.. 1969 Report of 1st meeting of FAO Expert
Panel on Animal Husbandry Education
30 June t o 4 July1969 (AN196 9/5)

kome.
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No. Author. Year. Title.

871 U.11___W 1969 A study of the capacity of the
United Nations development system.
2 Vols. Geneva.

872 Espinal,Luis . 1963. Formaciones vegetalis de Colombia
Sigifredo T. and memoria explicativa sobre el mapa
Montenegro,Elmo M. ecologica. (4 maps) Bogota.

873 Meynell,Geoffrey Theory and practice in experimental
Guy ci Meynell, bacteriology,2nd ed. Cambridge.
Elinor.

874 Medawar,Sir Peter B.1969 Induction and intuition ih scien-
tific thought.(Mem.Amer.Phil.Soc.
Vol.75;Jayne Lect.1968. Lond.

875 Udenfriend,Sidney 1964 Fluorescence assay in biology and
medicine Vol.1 3rd pr. with
literature appendix 1962 through
1964, ( olecular Biol. Ser..)N.Y.

876 lenry, Richard 1964 Clinical Chemistry. Principles
Joseph. and techniques. N.Y.

877 Sclwabe, Calvin,W. 1969 Veterinary Medicine and human
health. Baltimore.

878 Edinburgh University 1962 A list of publications by members
to of the University Staff. Edin.

884 1968

885 Udenfriend, Sidney 1969 Fluorescence assay in biology and
medicine Vol.2. N.Y.

886 Herbert,Wiilliam
John. 1970 Veterinary Immunology. Oxford.

887 International Soc. 1 970 Biometeorology Vol.4 pt 1 .Amsterdam.
of Biometeorology
Bioclimatology

888 National Lending 1967 Current serials received by the
Library for Scienct N.L.L, March 67. Boston Spa.
& Technology.

889 Olitzki,A. 1970 Immunological methods in brucellosis
research. 2 parts. Basel.

890 F.A.O. 1970 A strategy fPr plenty. Rome.

891 Lambert, R.A. 1969 Parasitology. London.

892 Meek, Geoffrey A. 1970 Practical electron microscopy for
biologists. London.

893 Egst African Tryp- 1969 *'nnual Report -196-. (E.A.High Comm.
anosomiasis Res. .A. Common .Scrvices Org.)Nairobi.
Org.



CURRENT PERIODICALS (Cntaa4e)

Arquivos da Escola de Veterinaria,Australian Veterinary journal.
Univ. Federal de Minas Gerais.

Biological Conservatirn. The Blue Book for the veterinary
profession.

Boletin de la Oficina Sanitaria Bulletin of EpAzootic Diseases of
Panamericana. Africa.

Bulletin de l'Institut Pasteur. Bulletin. Office International
des Epizooties.

Bulletin of the Vvorld Health
Organization.

Ceres. Comm.Bur. of Anim. Breeding &
Genetics,Edin. Newsletter.

Current Contents. Agricultural,
Food & Vet. Sciences.

Documentation tast-European
Agricultural Literature.

East African Agricultural & East African Wildlife Journal.
Forestry Journal.

Ecologist (The) Edinburgh University Bulletin.

Edin.Univ.Trop.Vet .Med. (Centre
For) Information Leaflets.

F.I.D. News Bulletin. F... Documentation Centre.
Cumulative current index.

F.L.O. Documentation Centre B.A.O. Review.
Current index.

I.B.P. News. Indian Journal of Animal Health.

Indian Veterinary Journal. Inter-African Bur. for Znimal
Health.Information Leaflets.

Jordan.min. uf 1 gric. Dept. of Journal of Animal Production of
Vet. Services. Vet. Bulletin. The United .rab Republic.

Journal of Biological Education. Journal of Interdisciplinary Cycle
Research.

Journal oi tou South fr.-ican
Vet. M'ed. .ssciati(n.

Lebanon. Min. of Agric. Dept. Lucrarile In.stitutului de Cercetari
Animal Services. Monthly Sanitary Veterinare si Biopreparate Pasteur.
Bulletin.

M.O.D.Technical Cooperation; Mosquito News.
a monthly bibliography.
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No. Author. Title.

894 East African Tryp- 1969 Report E.A.High Comm. E.A.Commonanosomiasis Researc S e> on
Organisation. Services Org. 1968 Nairobi

895 Cornell University 1969 eport for the year 1967/68
(Legislative Doc. No.88)Ithaca,N.Y.

896 Cornell University. 1970 Report for the year 1968/69
(Legislative Doc. No.88)Ithaca,N.Y.

897 Uganda, Dept. of V 1969 Annual Report for the year 1968
Vet. Services & Entebbe.
animal Industry.

898 Devendra,C.&Burns, 1970 Goat production in the tropics,
Marca. Comm. Bureau of Anim.Breeding &

Genetics.Tech.Comm.No.19.
Farnham Royal.

899 MahadevanPararaja- 1958 Dairy cattle breeding in the
singham, tropics.Comm.Bureau of inim.

Breeding & Genetics.Tech.Comm.No.11.

900 TmasonIan Lauder 1951 The classification of West African
livestock.(Comm.Bureau of Anim.
Breeding & Gnetics.Tech.Comm.No.7.
Farnham Royal.

901 Kenya Vet. -Dept. 1969 iTnual Report 1 967.Nairobi.

902 Whyte, R.O. 1964 The grassland & fodder resources
of India.Rev.ed.(Indian Council
of Agric.Res.Scientific Mon.No.22
New Delhi.

CURRENT PERIODICLS

Acta Tropica. Advances in Veterinary Science.

Africa Institute Bulletin. African Wildlife.

Agricultural Science,Hong Kong Agroanimalia.

nffmerican journal of Tropical Animal Health.
Medicine & Hygiene.

Animal Health Yearbook. A1nnales de l'Institut Pasteur.

Annales de Medicine Veterinaire nnales de Recherches Veterinaires.

Annals of the New York Academy Annals of Tropical :edicine &
of Science. Parasitology.

Archiva Veterinaria. Archives de l'Institut Razi.



CURRENT PERIODICALS (Continued)

Mouse Newsletter,

New Edinburgh Review. New University & New Education.

Nigerian (The) Field. Nigerian Journal of Science

O.I.E, Statistiques. Onderstepoort Journal of Veterinary
Science.

Org. for Economic Co-op. c Dev.
Observer.

Poultry (The) Review. Pudoc Bulletin.

Quarterly Bull, of the Int. nssoc.
of Agric.Libr.'s & Docum.

Refuah Veterinarith Revista de la Fac. de Med. Vet.
Univ. Nacional de Lima.

Revue d'Elavage et de Med. Vet. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal.
des Pays Tropicaux.

Rhodesia (The) Science News. Rhodesian (Tho) Journal of
Agricultural Research,

Round (The) Table. Rural Research in C.S.I.R.O.

Sciences (The). Sudan Journal of 7etorinary Science
& Animal Husbandry,.

Teheran. Univ. Fac of Vet..Med. Trans, of the Royal Soc. 6f Trop.
Revue. Med. and Hygiene.

Tropical Abstracts. Tropical Animal Health & Production

Tropical Science.

U.S.A. Communicable Disease Center U.S.D.A. Monthly bibliography on
Vet. Public Health Notes. exotic animal disease.

Veterinary ,nnual. Veterinary Bulletin.

Vet. Inst. for Trop.& High Veterinary Medical Journal.
Altitude Res. Quarterly Review.

Veterinary Medical Review. Veterinary Record.

W.H.O. Review.
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CURRENT PERIODICAIs (enntia)

Zeitschrift te Tr-openmedizin Zoonosis Surveillance,
und Parasitologie.

Zoonosis.

End of List No. 9.
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BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION

BROADCASTING HOUSE LONDON WIA 1AA

Ext. 4374 TELEPHONE 01-5804468 CABLES BROADCASTS LONDON PS4
TELEGRAMS BROADCASTS LONDON TELEX TELEX 22182

Robert S. NacNamara 20 May 1971
President of World Bank
1818 H. Street N.IW.
Washington D.C.
20433

Dear Mr MacNamara,

I am working on a series of ten half hour radio
programmes called 'Affluence and Inequality',
examining the problems of developing countries.
He plan to do one programme on "The Aid
Relationship".

We would be very grateful if you could spare
us the time to take part in a studio discussion
on the nature of the aid relationship.

We prepare these programmes some months in
advance. Is there any chance of your being
in London some time during the next five months
and being able to talk to us then?

Failing that would you be prepared to t ake part
in a discussion linked between London and
Washington?

With every good wish,

Yours sincerely

David Dickinson
(Further Education Department)



TO OPE SLIT HERE

GENDER'SNAMEAND ADDESE (Further Education Dept.

THE BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION

BROADCASTING HOUSE

LONDON W1A 1AA

AN AIR LETTER SHOULD NOT CONTAIN
ANY ENCLOSURE; IF IT DOES IT WILL BE
SURCHARGED OR SENT BY ORDINARY MAIL

The 'APSLEY' Air Letter
A John Dickanson Product

Form approved by the Post Office (United Kingdom) No. 1,

SBCOND FOLD HERE

a I StLI

PAR AVION
AEROGRAvME

Robert S. MacNamara

President of forld £6ank

1818 H. Street N.W.

WASHINGTON D.C.

20433



May 7, 1

Dear David,

Mr. Mcianara uns very pleased to et your letter, and
thoroughly sympathises with the idea of somehow or other giving
you a good interview on ppulatlion and its relation to the problem
of the Third World and development. (I should ad that we both
feel that it is quite important to link population control to
development in order to avoid the growing impresion that it is
all a plot by the already rich to keep down the permanently poor).

I do not think it is very likely that he will be going
through England in the next few months, and maybe it is going to
be best to try and set this up here in Washingtou. I promise to
kecp this in the, iregrou of my work, and ensure that this does
now take place - perhaps nearer the time of the Annual Meeting
when there is a good deal of interest in the rk of the Lank etc.

Mr. MeWamra and I are going to Nigeria and Ghana on
May 15 and I think I am going to be spending Saturday night,
May 22 and Sdy morning at tha Mill (Watlington 's1) flying back
early on Sunday afternoon. Perhaps you wouto care to give me a
ring for non-bustnise purposes on the Sundav rorning.

It was etremely nice seeing you andi ridget in London.

Yours ever,

~fhiamn Clark
Director

Information and Public Af

The Hon. David Astor
The Observer
160 Queen Victoria Street
London E.C. 4V4DA, England

WDClark:sf



Dear Miss Payne:

Thank you so amch for your letter of April 21
and its invitation to sponsor a table at your "Salute
to Black Colleges".

I an very interested to hear of this venture
and certainly wish it well, but, as you will understand,
I feel precluded as an international civil servant from
taking an active part in such a celebration. I am
though very well aware of what a first class job some
of our colleges have done for the new leaders of Africa.

On May 22, the date of the dinner, I shall in
fact be on my way back from a visit to West Africa.

I very much enjoyed our talk the other evening.

Sincerely,

Robert S McNamaira

Miss Ethel L. Payne
The Capital Press Club
2027 Massachuset.ts Avenue, N.W.
Washington D).C, 20036

WDClark:sf



May 4, 1971

I :ot , in' of your 1ittL i hile I was -till i Lor 'on,
but didn't have a chance to 'iscuss it with Pic:anara urjtiil ' got
back here,

'cif tot 71e iakin( fcnal pul lic ad rsss .o. than
ethiute7y las to. Th tatk of tir aong t our 7 ci. Lirs

v's to put o an: crii ps into h:s talking, even off the record,
that he prefers to find other ways of communicating. I think that
t:: idea of a business and financial dinner wo-ld be excellent, the
only question now is whether I can actually perdet c hiu to stop an

Cxtra evening in London on one of these trips. I do not see any
chance of our bein& back in London before the late auturn, but when
our plans emerge,(for instance for a visit to India) I will see if
I couldn't have a Oay's stop-over in London.

I ought to have said at the beginning that we really do
appreciate this type of invitation, which does make it very much
easier for him to meet informally with the sort of people who are
interested in our work, and ought to be better informed about it.

With best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

William Clark
Dire ctor

Information and Public kf a

T-1e Rt. Hon. Kennech longer
Tne Royal Institute of International

Af-airs
Chatham House, 10 T. Jaes t : Square
London, S.W.l., England
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3 RECD
THE OBSERVER

Ti S LA 1 ) Quon tonIa Siree, Inndon E \ 4F 1
TeThb od~t fh i 9grams Oberver London ELAx If I:

From The Editor
22 April, 1971

tear Mr. E ofaflfr¶,

Would you be willing to pare an hour on your

next visit to London to talk to soe of my collea -ue

on the poe 0 worlh ovor-onulot-on ? , fortun i tely,

pO'I - ior speech on tils t~ su-eet viu oul rel

reported here and the fact that it wa summarised in our

daily papers made it impossile for thicsmpapr to

publish a totanti l etact a t te week-end without

apern_; t os re be.J Ire- . Kore-

over, I believe that a dlogue with rerious questioners

nigt bing out the m com pexities of tvis eubjoct

moe effectively t:h:. could anr ex cathedra statement.

The I woul a'- wo:-beti t you

-- ioa'l- b e a leisurely' oneourn discOusion0 with two Or

three of my colleatues. We L:oul, record t.his talt', edit
it to elimi ate obviouu repetftiis and then send you

the whol text Yo- e P th e outo rev Qr1 -y

be a clear und~ertak ing that i W YJ woul publsu >oting of

the dialogue that h n been cle re in this ay by

you.

I h a 1ectone t;>is iea to myol friend

:' fO: 40 0'u a~ue t, n111w Olark, and I snina nie ene w
he feasibilit of thssgeto.I4uhhp oha

rot you about it, to thato) would kno when t expec you

at in London.

hr. Rober t hellamara, J.Aae(

laoridge 2'sQotl,



The Royal Institute of International Affairs
CHATHAM HOUSE, 10 St. James's Square, London swi
Telephone 01-930 2233 Cables Areopagus, London swi

PATRON: HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ChairMann: IO RD TREVEiYAN, C .M G,, C I.-, .B-E. , IL..11 Lrrerr: THEI IH T HoN. KENN[ITI YOUNGERI

Vice-ChairMan: MICHAEl HOWARD, 1,M-c. Drecor oSti es: J F. E. . FAWCETI , D.S.C.

Hon. Treasurer: DAVID RAE SMITH, Dlc. Asssant irector of SMOrGAes No e uo 0.5 N

20th April 1971

Mr. Robert McNamara
President
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development.

I am writing to you to ask whether you might be
prepared to address a meeting of our members at the Royal
Institute of International Affairs during your next visit
to London.

Our members are academics, officials, journalists,
businessmen and politicians, all of whom have an interest in
international affairs. Our usual practice is for a talk of about
35 to 40 minutes, followed by questions for the remainder of

a one hour period. The meetings are held at lunch-time or
at five o'clock in the evening, and can be either completely
off-the-record or open to the press to report.

I do hope very much indeed that you will be

prepared to come to Chatham House the next time you are in
London.



CA THE
CAPITAL
PRESS
CLUB

Founded 1944 2027 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036 S 265-3145 - 667-1780

PRESIDENT

MISS ETHEL L. PAYNE
Sengstacke Publications

FIRST VICE PRESIDENT
WILLIAM J. RASPBERRY

Washington Post

SECOND VICE PRESIDENT
CALVIN ROLARK Dear Mr. McNamara:

The Informer

RECORDINGSECRETARY The Capital Press Club is sponsoring a "Salute to
MRS. LUCILLE BRIDGES Black Colleges" on Saturday, May 22 at the Sheraton

D.C.Schools Park Hotel. It will cite the great contributions
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY made by these schools to educating the black youth

Leadership Conference of America, as well as those from other lands. Many
on Civil Rights of the present day leaders of Africa have been trained

FINANCIAL SECRETARY on their campuses.
MISS E. JOSEPHINE LOWERY

The New Observer

TREASURER Knowing of your interest in Africa, you may wish to

JONNIE A. MOORE sponsor one or more tables at $500.00 each, with some
u.s. civilsem'ice of the African diplomats and their wives as your guests

commi"s" for the occasion. ( A suggested number would be four
PARLIAMENTARIAN envoys with their wives, plus two of your representa-

TOLNN C hool, tives who would be the hosts.) This would make a total

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE of 10 persons at each table. A reception will be held

ODIS VON BLASINGAME from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the Florentine Foyer. The
WOOK Radio-TV dinner which is black tie follows at 8 p.m. in the

SHERMAN BRISCOE Sheraton Hall.
NNPA

ROBERT GALE The proceeds from the dinner will go to assist black
Gale Associates American high school graduates who desire to seek

CHARLES LEWIS careers in journalism and to needy African students on
Voice of America black college campuses. This year, the awards are to

JAMES POPE be named in honor of Whitney M. Young Jr. who died in
V. S. aformation Agency Lagos, Nigeria while participating in the African-

ALFRED L. SWEENEY American Dialogues.
U. S. Department
Of Tramp prtatlon

cont. .. ...

"The Press Is Not Truly Free Until All Men Are Free."
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THE
CAPITAL
PRESS
CLUB

Founded 1944 2027 Massachuseus Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036 0 265-3145 - 667-1780

PRESIDENT

MISS ETHEL L. PAYNE
Sengstacke Publications

FIRST VICE PRESIDENT
WILLIAM J. RASPBERRY

Washington Post

SECONDVICEPRESIDENT The honorary patrons of the affair are, The Honorable
CALVIN ROLARK Edward Brooke, United States Senator; The Honorable

The Informer Charles C. Diggs Jr., Member of Congress; Dr. James
RECORDINGSECRETARY E. Cheek Jr., president of Howard University; Dr.

MRS. LUCILLE BRIDGES Herman Branson, president of Lincoln University; Mrs.

Katharine Graham, president of the Washington Post
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY Coman and John H. Sengstacke, president of the

MRS. YVONNE PRICE
teadership Conference National Newspaper Publishers Association.

on Civil Rights

FiNANCIALSECRETARY Should you decide to participate, you will have a
MISS E. JOSEPHINE LOWERY

The New Observer choice of reserved tables in the section set aside

TREASURER for college presidents and the diplomatic corps

JONNIE A. MOORE which directly faces the head table. Your firm will
U. S. Civil serce be listed as a sponsor in the souvenir journal and

Cormmsion acknowledgement will be made of your participation

TOMLINSON DMTDN during the evening.
D. C. Schools

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE For your information, the Capital Press Club was or-

ODIS VON BLASINGAME ganized 27 years ago. It has a continuing program
WOOK Radio-TV of scholarship awards, as well as recognition of out-

SHERMAN BRISCOE standing civic contributions.
NNPA

ROBERT GALE We would appreciate your early response so that we
Gale Associaies can move forward with arrangements to your satisfaction.

CHARLES LEWIS
Voice of America Cordial best wishes.

JAMES POPE
U. S. information Agency Yours sincerely,

ALFRED L. SWEENEY
U. S. Department
of Transpcoiion

Ethel L. Payne

Mr. Robert McNamarat
President
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development
1818 H Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

"The Press Is Not Truly Free Until All Men Are Free."



Apri 5, 1971

Dear Drs. Work and Reeves:

Thank you for your joint letter about the Pearson
report Partners in Development.

I understand you have had conversations with members
of my staff, and I am sure that they made it clear to you
that the Bank was not responsible for the contents of that
report. However, we paid heed to its recoumendations, and
in fact have taken steps to ensure that the Bank pays due
attention to the problems of health and the enviromment.

Dr. James Lee, who is in charge of this program,
has spoken to you about his work, and I enclose some further
details in writing in the hope that you will convey these
to the members of the American Society of Tropical Medicine
and Hygiene.

Sincerely,

(Signed)~ Pn S. McNam ara

Robert S. McNamara

Drs. Telford H. Work and
William C. Reeves

The American Society of Tropical
Medicine and Hygiene

P.O. Box 15208
Emory Univ. Br. Post Office
Atlanta, Georgia 30333

WDClark:sf

Attachment



74r-eh 5, 1971

Dear Harold:

Thank you so much for your letter of March 12 and
the invitation to me to give the Ditchley Lecture in 1972.

I have the warmest recollections of my visit to
Ditchley last year and I would like to accept, but I am
afraid I cannot do so. You will, I know, understand my
usual difficulties in planning my calendar well in advance,
but the summ:er of 1972 is peculiarly difficult. As always
there will be the end of fiscal year rush of regular
business, but there is in addition a U.N. Conference in
Stockholm that will probably take me out of Washington
more than once in those overfilled weeks.

I am really sorry to have to refuse so pleasant,
friendly and distinguished an invitation, but I feel in
the circumstances that I must do so.

Sincerely,

Robert S. Mcamara

1 ope we iay vi-jt t e r Haro dr g Vor next trip to tli s
COunTtry.

Lord Caccia, G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O.,
The Ditchley Foundation
Ditchley Park, Enstone,
Oxfordshire OX7 4ER
England

WDClark:iff



FOR)IM No2

(4-69

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

TNCONIING CABLE

IJA\TE I) TIME R OKUYIN G
O1 F\BI E APRIL 3, 1971 1810

'G MV: WU 25 / 3 ACTION (DPY: MR. WM. CLARK

TO: MCNA4ARA IN'TBAFRAD INFOMATON i MCNAMARA

PBEN I JENK
FROM: BARCELONA DFiOFI PY:

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE INSTITUTE OF NORH AMERICAN STUDIES IN BARCELONA HAS

LEARNED OF YOUR PLANS TO VST7 SPAIN IN LATE APRIL. BOARD RESPECTFULLY INVITES

YOU TO GIVE TALK AT INSTITUTE AT DATE CONVENIENT TO YOU AND YOUR SPANISH HOSTS

ON ANY ASPECT OF JOHN F KENNEDY'S PHIILSOPHY THAT YOU WISH TO DISCUSS. THE

DIRECTORS OF INSTITTUTE BELIVE THAT YOUR VEWS WOULD SIGNIFICANTLY CONTRIBUTE TO

GIVING KENEDY IEGACY CONTINUED VITALITY AND CURRENCY.

SINCE 1964, INSITTUTE HAS GIVEN YEARLY AWARD IN MEMORY OF LATE P4SIENT TO

DISTINGUISHED SPANIARDS OR AMERICANS, SUCH AS PABLO OASALSSAliENT SHRIVER, AND

OTHERS. OCCASION OF TALK WOULD BE CONVERSION OF INDIVIDUAL RECOGNITION TO NEW

BOOK AWARD, IIElTIFING AND REWARDING EXCELLENCE NOT USUALLY RECOGNIZED BY

TRADITIONAL AWARDS AND DIRECTLY RELATED TO "PRACTICAL CONTRIBUTION TO HUMAN PIO-

GRESS IN SPIRIT OF LATE PRESIDENT".

A REPLY AT YOUR EARLIEST CONVENIENCE WCULD BE JIEEPLY APPRECIATED.

SAMUEL P. DIELI EECUTIVE DIRECTOR

INSTITUTE OF NORPH AMERICAN STUDIES

VIA AUGUSTA 123

BARCELONA

FR INFDRMATlON REGARDING IN(A1ING CABLES, PLEASE CALL 'hE ODMNICATIONS SECTION, EXT. 2021

ORIGINAL





TELEPHONE: 01-629 8464 CODE. BENTLEYS SECOND
TELEX: No- 21431 CABLES: VELOP LONDON WI

TELEGRAMS: VELOP LONDON TELEX

COMMONWEALTH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

33 HILL STREET
CHAIRMAN'S OFFICE LONDON W1A 3AR

30th March 1971

Mr Robert S. McNamara,

Office of the President,

International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development,

1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.

The Government here have told me that you will be in

England on April 22nd and 23rd, and that you will be
lunching with the Prime Minister on the 23rd.

We would be very happy if you could lunch with us at

this address on Thursday, the 22nd, at 1.00 pm, and meet

the members of our managerial staff. I think you are to

go for discussions with the Overseas Development Administration

that afternoon, following the lunch.

We do hope that you will be able to join us on the 22nd,

and will much look forward to the occasion.

HOWICK





INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATl10N

.E OF THRE PRESIDENT
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TIE DITCHILEY FOUNDATION LECTURE

The Foundation Lecture, occupying about 45 minutes,
is delivered at Ditchley each year on a Friday evening to
an invited audience of 200 to 300 neople. The Press are
present and the Lecture is afterwards nublished by the

Foundation for private circulation and public sale.

All Governors of Ditchley and members of the Advisory
Council of the American Ditchley Foundation are invited to
stay in the house at that time and to take part in a short

conference on the following day at which the subject of the

Lecture is discussed with the Lecturer and the work of the

two Foundations is reviewed.

An honorarium of one hundred guineas is offered to
the Foundation Lecturer, and the Foundation is also prepared

to meet the travelling expenses of lecturers from overseas

if these are not borne on official or other funds.

The Foundation Lecturers have been:

1962 - Tnaugural Lecture by the Provost
(Mr. H.7. Hodson)

1963 - General Lauris Norstad

1964 - Mr. Arnold Heeney, (Chairman of
the Canadian-U.S. Commission)

1965 - Lord Caccia

1966 - The Hon. Douglas Dillon

1967 - The Rt. Hon. Sir Robert Menzies

1968 - The Rt. Hon. Sir Alec Douglas-Home

1969 - The Hon. McGeorge Bundy

1970 - The Rt. Hon. Malcolm MacDonald

The lecturer for 1971 will be Lord Clark of Saltwood
(formerly Sir Kenneth Clark).



DEPARTMENT OF STATE
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON. 0C 205Z23

ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR

MAR: 7

Mr. William Clark
Director
Information and Public Affairs
International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N.W. Room D928
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear William:

I am sure you don't need my guidance in answering that
beautiful letter from the American Society of Tropical
Medicine Hygiene. Although they claim that we have
committed many inaccuracies, they cite none except to
suggest that we took no account of the African pandemic
of cholera.

I-n any event, we were not unaware of the relations of
health to general development. In the tabular material
that is referred to, we simply tried to demonstrate that
considerable progress has been made in reducing endemic
diseases. We did not suggest that they were all eliminated
or that there could not be a resurgence of some. The basic
point I believe t-hatrig;h-tbe-made is that the Pearson
Commission report did not attempt to be a manual for
development, but was addressed to policy makers to give
them a quick overview of progress and to indicate that
collaboration between the industrialized countries and
the developing countries had been effective in the past
and should be expanded in the future. Many technical
areas were not discussed in detail and our staff was not
equipped to discuss them -as -you well know.- Health was
one of them. Labor problems, housing, urban facilities,
migration and a host of others suffered a similar fate
and each professional group dealing with them might feel
equally slighted. There-is- adequate consideration of,
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Mr. William Clark -2-

these factors in the established forums so that no
addendum to the Pearson report dealing with these
specialized areas would either be necessary or fruit-
ful.

However, you may want to assure the gentleman that neither
Mr. Pearson nor the other members of the Commission were
unaware of the serious remaining problems of health nor
did they mean to imply that adequate technical assistance
and resources devoted to further improvement in the health
field is not an essential element in the joint development

process.

Any time you are free, I would be pleased if we could
consummate your luncheon suggestion. Perhaps your
secretary can complete the negotiations with mine.

Sincerely yours,

Ernest Stern
Assistant Administrator

for Program and Policy



FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. William Clar DATE: March 5, 1971

FROM: James A.

SUBJECT: Letter fro erican Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene

My suggestion would be to invite Drs. Work and Reeves to a
luncheon at the Bank on March 18 for a discussion of their assessment
of the Pearson Report as it pertains to health problems.

A dialogue is always preferable to a letter and I am sure
they would be very interested in learning of our acti vities in both
the environmental and health fields.

If your schedule permits, why not host them for such a
luncheon meeting?

Attachment

JALee :Onl
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TROPICAL MEDICINE AND HYGIENE
SEcRrARY-TREAsuRER, P. 0. Box 15208, EMoRY UNIV. BR. PoST On'cE. ATLANTA, GEoRoIA 30333

Mr. Robert MacNamara
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development

1818 H Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. MacNamara:

During my term as President of the American Society of Tropical
Medicine and Hygiene, your report on Partners in Development
with the Honorable Mr. Lester B. Pearson as Chairman, was brought
to our attention as dealing inadequately with the relationship
of health to economic development. A substantial amount of er-
roneous information was given as documentation.

This issue was brought before our Council at our annual meeting.
A committee composed the attached statement which was submitted
to the membership for review, discussion and ultimately for a
vote which was unanimously carried by more than 400 members
present. We, as incumbent President and President-Elect at that
time, were instructed to submit this to you and to give it wide
circulation, including open publication in a number of journals
of international circulation.

The impact of the Pearson report is such as to require appro-
priate response, particularly in regard to the inadequate and
erroneous information presented.

OFFICERS COUNCILORS

Telford H. Work, PRESIDENT Robert B. Watson, EDITOR Rodney C. Jung James H. Steele
William C. Reeves, PRESIDENT-ELECT Amer. J. Trop. Med. and Hygiene Quentin M. Geiman Marietta Voge
Leon Jacobs, VICE-PRESIDENT Colvin L. Gibson, EDITOR A. 0. Foster Leon Rosen
M. M. Brooke, SECRETARY-TREAsURER Trop. Med. and Hygiene News Allen W. Cheever Karl M. Johnson
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Before proceeding as instructed by our constituents, we invite
whatever comment you or any of your associates may wish to make.
Both of us expect to be in Washington on 18 March should any
further discussion or exchange of views seem desirable.

Sincerely yours,

Telford H. Work, M.D.
Past President

William C. Reeves, Ph.D.
Pres ident

Enclosure



Statement of The American Society of Tropical Medicine

and Hygiene on the published report of the World Bank

entitled Partners in Development

The Report of the Commission on International Development is a
prestigious document that will mold the pattern of aid for underdeveloped
nations over the next decade. In the report, the m ajor problems of
population pressures, need for increased food production, and shortages
of trained manpower are discussed extensively but solely within the context
of the political economist. Health piroblems are mentioned only briefly, in
an inaccurate and misleading manner that implies their rapid resolution.
It is disturbing to read that "malaria is now resurgent in many areas of the
world, and persists in an unaltered hyperendemic state in much of Africa.
The current global pandemic of cholera, with the first extension in modern
times to sub-Sahara Africa, is ill -reflected in tabular data implying virtual

diappearanfue of the disease.

Eiven iiore disturbing than such obvious inaccuracies is Lack of
evidence of appreciation of the complex causal inter-relationships that
exist between the state of poverty, chronic debilitating disease, and lagging
social development. Nor is there an indication that the development process
may inadvertently intensify health problems and thereby be self-defeating.
For example, need for expanded production of food is documented and mention
is made of permanent damage suffered by the nutritionally deficient child,

yet nrotein-calorie, malnutrition never exists in the nure state. but as a
syncrgistic. insuilt with infection, the one potentiating the other. That
augnientation of food resources by the implementation of new irrigation schemes
in tropical and sub-tropical regions is associated with increased opportunities
for transmission of such chronic debilitating diseases as schistosomiasis and
malaria is not mentioned. Nor is attention paid to diseases of animals,
including the elemental fact that trypanosomiasis precludes the raising of cattle
in millions of square miles of Africa.



The inadequacies of the Report with respect to the implications of ill

health on other major problems may be noted briefly. No mention is made

of the tremendous wastage of funds expended for educational systems when

prevalent morbidity makes for intermittent attendance at school of pupil and

of teacher. The suggestive evidence that acceptance by a society of

contraceptive measures awaits lowering of excessive infant and child

mortality rates is not discussed.

That the Report ignores the health component is in part due to the

lack of information on the quantitative effects of disease on human and economic

productivity. It undoubtedly also reflects the view that past successes in

the control of killing disease, achieved in the absence of concurrent agricultural

and industrial development, have compounded current problems. All too

often, technologists in the health field have worked in complete isolation

from those in other disciplines. Examples of integrated planning have been

rare. Yet, had not the construction of the TVA dam system been accompanied

by careful malaria control, the results could have been disastrous.

At this point in time, when resources for internationLai assistance

are diminishing, it becomes even more imperative that the planners from

the fields of economics and health develop an integrated approach to the

solution of the multifaceted problems of international development.

This desirable objective would be expedited if:

1. The World Bank could stimulate collaborative studies designed

to define the economic impact of ill health.

2. The World Bank would establish a multidisciplinary Commission

charged with the preparation of an addendum to the Pearson Report

that would deal with the health aspects of international development.

This task, should, of course, be discharged by working in close

collaboration with representatives of the World Health Organization.



We were not unaware of the relations of health to general
development. In the tabular material that is referred to, we

simply tried to demonstrate that considerable progress has been made
in reducing endemic diseases. We did not suggest that they were all
eliminated or that there could not be a resurgence of some. The
basic point I believe is that the Pearson Commission report did not
attempt to be a manual for development, but was addressed to policy

makers to give them a quick overview of progress and to indicate

that collaboration between the industrialized countries and the
developing countries had been effective in the past and should be

expanded in the future. Many technical areas were not discussed in
detail and our staff was not equipped to discuss them. Health was
one of them. Labor problems, housing, urban facilities, migration
and a host of others suffered a similar fate and each professional
group dealing with them might feel slighted.



March 18, 1971

John J. Han] on, 1. D.

Dr. Hanlon ispresently the Assistant Surgeon General of the
United States and former Director of Medical Services for the Agency
of International Development, Department of State, U.S.A. He has
during the l60 years of his professional life been very active in
international health afFairs and is known throughout the world for
his work particularly in the area of public health adinistration.
He is the immediate past President of the American Public Health
Association and holder of many honours, awards and degrees.

Charles WilliaiTs V.D.

Dr. Williams is presently the Deputy Direc tor of the Pan
Aierican Health urganization and is, of course, active in the full
gamut of medical and health affairs throughout South arid Central
America. He has iong-standing interest in problems of tropical
rtedicine and hygiene and is the son of one of the most distinguished
medical officers in the U.S. public health service.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
UNITED STATES ARMY FINANCE SCHOOL

FORT BENJAMIN HARRISON, INDIANA 46216

AT SFI-A

Mr. Robert S. McNamara
President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. McNamara:

Please accept my deep appreciation for the excellent address by
Mr. Donald J. Pryor, of your staff, to the students attending the
Financial Management (Non-US) Course and to selected members of
the Finance School staff and faculty on 23 February 1971. His pre-
sentation was enthusiastically received and provided a significant
contribution to our program of instruction.

Mr. Pryor's description of the World Bank and its efforts in aiding
developing countries was especially stimulating to the seventeen
foreign military officers. The students, representing eight emerging
nations, were intensely interested in the Bank's assistance to their
own countries and asked many penetrating questions during the
discussion period which followed Mr. Pryor's formal presentation.
They join me in extending sincere thanks.

Sincerely,

H. E. BLOMGR'
Colonel, FC
Commandant
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rk sAHI Phone 46-3576
BATAKRISHNA BANARJIL. Address : "KOO NJA NIBAS"

ADVOCATE :SUPREME COURT. INDIA.
HoGH COURT. CALCUTTA 23A, Sardar Sankar Road, Calcutta-29

NOTARY PUBLIC. BHAXTI SARHA. (NADIA BENGAL)

LIFE MEMBER : MAHARODHI SOCIETY. INDIA.
RED CROSS SOCIETY. INDIA. j
St. JOHN AMRULANCE Asse. INDIA. Dated t7
ROYAL ECONOMiC SoCiy. LONDON. -
UNIVERSITY OF CALCUrfA.
INDIAN ASOcITION (BHARAT SAVA),

COMPANION : DALCASSIAN ORDER. (THOMOND. IRELAND,) To
ST, JOHN AMBULANCE ASSO : HONy LECTURER C

VOTE OF THANKS CERT. HOLER SIGNED RY LORD WAVELL

(1945) PRESIDENT RAJEN1RA PREsIAD (1956)
CHAIRMAN: TILLYGIINC.E SUB-CENTFR.CAL. ETC. ETC. Mr obert S. McNamara

President of the World Bank Group

U.S A

Most Respected President

I beg to acknowledge with profound appreciation , the

message sent to Presidert Yahya Khan by your The Executive Directors , to

help the re-construction of the areas of EAST PAKISTAN devasted by the recen

-t Cyclone

This benevolent act must be appreciated by all World

leaders.

I am giving widest Publicity of the Literatures that

are bei rg sent here by INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECOTUSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

+ INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AFSOCIATION .

I am tendering my personal respect to your noble self,

for taking initiative in sucha noble cause

Yours Obediently

( B.K. BANARJI . )
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SocilTI A RtSr0NishA IL1T LIMIT i
AU CA P IAL PZ 200,000 F
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5, RUE DES ITALIENS - PARIS (9)

TaL. : 770 01-29

TELEX I LE MONDE 65-572 PARIS

LE REDACTEUR EN CHEF Februarv 13, 1971

Mr. Robert McNamara

Dear Mr. McNamara :

You may remember we had a long talk some months ago
at a dinner party with Simon Nora in Paris.

Our man for Latin-Arri can affairs, Marcel Niederqang,
will visit Washington next March and I think it would
be extremrely rewarding for him if he could met you. I
recommend him to you.

Yours sincerely,

Andr6 Fbntaine.



Columbia University in the City of New York k Yo,4% N, Y 10027
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February 11, 1971

The Honorable Robert S. McNamara
President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Bob:

I have just received word that you have declined the invitation
contained in a letter from Phil Jessup in January, inviting you to
participate in a seminar on International Organization and the Human
Environment which will take place May 21 to 23.

May I ask as a very special favor that you reconsider the
possibility of taking part in our meeting?

U Thant and Senator Muskie have confirmed their willingness to
speak at the opening session at United Nations Headquarters on Friday
morning, May 21. We had hoped to have comments following their speeches
from Maurice Strong, Janez Stanovnik of ECE, Ambassador Keith Johnson
(Chairman of the UN's Preparatory Comirttee on the Environment), a Soviet
representative, and yourself. Of these, all but you have confirmed their
willingness to speak.

I know how terribly crowded your schedule is and possibly you
have some other commitment the same day which cannot be changed. How-
ever, I did want to take this opportunity to tell you that this is not
"just another conference". As the enclosed list indicates, it will bring
together forty of the key people involved in international action on the
environment. Both Maurice Strong and Chris Herter see this meeting as
the first international effort to reach a consensus on the international
organizational issues that will have to be faced at Stockholm and after.
I need hardly emphasize how important a contribution you could make on
this subject.

After the opening session on the morning of May 21, the partici-
pants will have a reception with the Secretary-General and a luncheon at
United Nations Headquarters. We will then proceed to Rensselaerville,
New York for a weekend of intensive discussion of specific issues, for
which papers will be circulated in advance of the meeting.
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The Honorable Robert S. McNamara - 2 - February 11, 1971

I do hope you will find it possible to attend our entire
conference, or at the very least, the opening session in New York
on May 21.

With best personal regards,

Sincerely,

Richard N. Gardner
Henry L. Moses Professor of Law
and International Organization

RNG/pm
Enclosure

cc:
Mr. William Clark
Special Assistant to
Mr. Robert S. McNamara
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r0 a $t 'APen Irottt for lh-gnistic Stu$i- n

U.T

?:oz ient of the C&:eral AZSeQ2, ly
A:;a022uoz of i.02W2 to the UN~

.:. M:r. JoC Auusto de ArauJo Castro
AttaZUador of Erasil to the UN

H.E. $r eni auak
AZCOSACar :2 Janon to the UN

H.h. r. Yvon Beaulz
Pffiasaor of C h Caoaaa to the UN

H.E. Mn. Max Jukobzcon
Pidocado~r cC Finiord to the UN

II.E. Mn. Vcrnonx Johnson Mwaan}sa
aacldor cC Z ia to the UN

Hi.E. :z-. .Cith Johncon
A:azsudor oQ Carsica to the UN

Zc~t: Po:at E..precentative of Czechoslovakia to the UN

Counsellocr, aaoslav Mission to the UN

I.E. Lr. 0loC i-;ltack
Aibssaor of 2::ctin to the UN

. .'. 7a.:ox A~aX.--ovich Malik
'a saCcor . Ihe U.S.S.R. to the UN
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i:.E.U Thcct, SecretCry-Genoral of the UN

i.E. M. M:aurice Strong, Secretry-Ceneral of the Stocl olm Conforence
on the Iviroent

H.E. Mr. Failippo do Seynes, Uner-Sccrctary-Gneral for Economic and
Social Affairs

H.E. Mr. C. V. racimhan, C'.r de Cabnet and Doputy Adminitrator,
U, Develop. t Prograa

,:I. Thors W. Wilon, Environaaent Conference Secretariat

Mr. Peter S. Thacher, Envirornent Conference Secretariat

u.E. .A2. J Z StlOnLik, Executive Secrtary, Economic C-a:soion o: Europe

u J. Eicciardi., ExCr - -,lOn nStlpace A-plct DX$ -aent of
Political and Security Coue~c.1 AZTair:

vio, S2P2 TDh ECQTES 2D &7T2 A-TI'DTIOL 0A^1J TIOUS

.E. Mr. Robert S. McUarar President, Interrnational aDnk for Reconstruction
and Devolopzent

2.E. Addiho Boern, Director-Gneral, Food and Agriculture Organization

H.E. Mr. Eane Matic, Director-Cnonral, UIZSCO

H.E. Mr. David Davies, Scrctary-Cneral, World Mteorological OGarization

11.. Mr, 2ccl-no Cdau, Director-General, World &ealth Orgenization

Mr. MilI~ard RoCzrick, Organization for Econonic Cooperation and Development

Dr. GCrardo Bluderki, Directer-General, International Union for the Conservation
of Nature and atural Resources (IUCN)
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Mr. Robert 3. Anderson, Prsident, Atlantic Richfield Oil Co.

Mr. Joseph Slater, President, Asn Institute for Humanistic Stuies and
Salk Institute

Dr. Harrison Browi, Foreign Secretary, National Academy of Sciences

Dr. Carroll Wilson, Professor of Management, Massachusetts Institute of Technolo r

Mr. Eent LurdhoLm, Chairan of the Monitoria Cc..izsion of SCOPS,
International Council of Scientific Unions

Dr. The:.s :tl13:., Secretary Of SCOPE, and Chairman of the C .ittee on
International Environmental Programa, National Acadecy of Sciences

Dr. Jerzen Gvishiani, Deputy Chaiman, USSR State Cocattce on Science and
Technology

Mr. Christian Herter, Jr., Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for
Envirorzental Affair

I.E. Scrator Ednuzd S. Muskie, United States Senator from Maine

H.E. Szjat::ko, Ambassador of Indonesia to the United States

Mr. Henry Tanner, UN Bureau Chief, The -n York Ties

Mr. Frank Altschul, Secretary, Council on Foreign Relations

Dr. Philip C. Jeszap, formr Jud-e, Tcrnational Court of Justice,
Confone C irn

Professor Richard N. Gardner, Professor of Law and Internatioal Organization,
Columbia University, Conference Rapporteur
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1) ar Irving:

T aiks so muel for your letter >nd t

text of your 1ecture oyoa t oco4

of your tour particularly that you

an audience with the Pope,

Ii kao your stay in Oxford will I a

ileasant one.

Nith h ost wifhes,

Sinc rly

Pcoert X c anara

Mr. Irvine S. Friedman
Department of econornics
Yale 'n ev tv
New Haven , Conn, 0h521

WDC :MSS :mss
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February 5, 1971

Dear Bob:

Jim Grant has advised me of his receipt of your pledge
of $25,000 as a third year contribution to the
Overseas Development Council.

Once again, I want to express my appreciation, and
that of my colleagues in the Council, for your
continued support of the ODC.

I believe the Council has achieved a great deal in
its first two years of operation, and I am confident
that this record of progress will continue in the
coming months.

With best regards.

Sincerely,

The Honorable Robert S. McNamara
President

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433
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February 4, 1971

Dear Mr. Yeyer:

I em afraid that I rist declin-i the very kind
insvitation you sane to no to address the Interntional
Press Institute Loeting in Helsinkt in June.

I think you know how uch I respect the Irk of
the 1.P.I. end it would rcoaily be c privilege to nddresa
ts vorld-wida nomber:hip. The trouble is that Jime, the

1a)t nonth of cur tfic'a year, ir ai1: ys by fr the
bisiest fnt' of the your for our Loard, and I -. m e'>ore or
Lens chain' to La shin ton. Since thi June is also the
Lest month of the current I.D.A. triennium, I cm even more
irz~obi lized.

I undcrsand you have got a first rate tom of
speters, and I wish you all the best for the 1971
tisettig.

Sincerely,

Robert S. Mznara

lUr. Erst e t r
Intcraticuai Yrens Institute

2i Zurich, : itzsrlgnd.

Vfllark:saf



Yale University New Haven, Connecticut o652o

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

37 Hillhouse Avenue

Box 197 2 Yale Station

January 28, 1971

Mr. Robert S. McNamara, President
The World Bank
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Bob:

I have returned from a most interesting and exciting trip to
Italy where, as I mentioned before, I had been invited to come to
lecture to various groups under the auspices of the Pontifical
Commission on JustPe and Peace and the Gregorian University.
A pleasant by-product was the opportunity to visit in Bologna
during the Christmas week with my son Ken, his wife Suzanne,
and their one-year old daughter Kristen.

I thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to lecture at the various
Vatican universities at the faculty, graduate school, and undergraduate
levels. I found that those present were most interested in the problems
of development and asked searching and intelligent questions about the
problems of various countries and how more effective attacks on these
problems could be made. I also spoke to a rather formal meeting organ-
ized by the Banco di Roma under the chairmanship of its president, Dr.
Vittorino Veronese, at one time Secretary-General of UNESCO. The
Banco di Roma has a tradition of inviting people to give addresses under
its auspices from time to time. The audience consisted of a large sample
of the heads of the major financial and industrial firms, leading academics
and top level officials of Government and Banks of Italy. I found when I
got to Italy that the Banco di Roma required that the address be given to
them in advance so that it could be translated into Italian. I had been
given no inkling of this. Quite to the contrary. So I spent a considerable
portion of the Christmas week holiday in Bologna with the family writing
this address. I hope the results were not too bad and I am attaching a
copy of the address I gave.

I also spoke to the Italian Association for International Organization
which seems to be a kind of combination of our Council on Foreign Relations,
U. N. Association, and Foreign Policy Association with branches in the major
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cities of Italy. Among other things, it conducts a training program for middle and
senior level officials in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to acquaint the participants
with latest developments in international affairs, e.g. international development.
In all, I gave six public addresses or seminars and was pleased that I could draw
on both my Bank background and thinking done at Yale.

In these discussions I found very keen interest and had very lively
discussions. However, the Vatican universities were in a number of respects
more interesting because the audience came from over eighty countries, mostly in
the less developed world where most had had many years of first-hand experience
and were dedicated to trying to do something about the problems in these countries.
Of course, there were also opportunities to have private discussions with people in
the Bank of Italy, private financial and other institutions,and people in the
academic world as well as people in the Church.

The climax was a brief audience with Pope 'aul which came as a complete
surprise. Edna and I did not know that it would be a private audience until we were
in the audience chamber. The Pope was very well briefed and conducted himself
with warmth and conviction. The audience was clearly in recognition of the
assistance which I have given from time to time to the activities of the Commission
on Justice and Peace and to the corresponding work in the United States. There is
some thought now being given to the establishment of a new international center
with multi-religious sponsorship to try to apply ethical and moral concerns and
values to the practical problems of the world, particularly those of the developing
countries. I have been spending some of my time, nearly all on weekends and
holidays, being of some assistance in thinking through this suggestion. I need not
tell you that I enjoy this kind of thing and I am glad to be of some help.

My own plans remain essentially the same. I believe that I told you that
I had been appointed a Visiting Fellow at All Souls, Oxford, and plan to go there
about the end of March. Edna and I hope to visit Washington over the long George
Washington Birthday weekend and then return for about the last week in March
and go to England from there.

I do continue to find my Yale experience most stimulating and worthwhile.
I trust that Oxford will prove to be equally so.

I hope that all goes well and that you are managing to get at least a little
well-deserved time for skiing.

With best wishes to you and Margaret for the New Year from Edna and
myself,

Yours,
I1S

1SF/h Irving S.iedman



ROME, JANUARL 1971

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND NATIONAL PRIORITIES

During 1969 and 1970 a gret deal of attention was given to the

problems of development in the poorer countries. Inspired by the end of

the decade of the 1960s and the beginning of a new decade, individuals,

groups, governments and interndtional institutions, including teany in this

audience tonight, gave the most careful thought to these problems, A number

of authoritative and useful statements, reports and constructive actions have

resulted from these reviews, but the nead for further action remains urgent.

If I may, I would like this evening, as invited by our kind host,

Avvocato Veronese andl the Banco di Roma, to give my over-all view of the

international development effort and to make some generel suggestions for

future approaches.

As leaders of Italy who will be deeply involved in the public and private

policy decisions which will form the framework for the role of your country in

the field of decisive national and international importance, it seemed to me to

be of more interest and value to you not to deal with special issues of particular

interest to certain experts, but rather to deal with the over--all picture, the

fundamentals on which there must be common understanding and eagerness to

act effectively. Therefore, I will try to review briefly the major trends,

indicate why there has not been more progress, comment on some of the

dangers in the present trends, suggest what can be done to change these

trends to make the outlook more encouraging and say in few words why I believe

that a rrcview of national priorities i s a in ou r no to achieve success
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I am sure that all of us here could agree that any analys Is

of the in ternationmal dove lopment effor t must beg in wi th a cl ear

recognition that we are talking about a new experimwent of major

far-reaching significance in human relations - a world-wide comit

ment to accelerate, by the deliberate and cooperative efforts of

governmcn ts and private bodies in the riiher and pooror countties,

the ecounom ic and socci alI tramnsformat ilon of theSc poorer countries.

This transf orat ion aims at improving materi a1 wel1-boig w thout

destroying unique cultural idenl S. tis. Navel before have so many

thought so deepTy and striven so hard to organize, in concert, a

constructive effort to meet one of the greatest challenge s in history:

helpi ng over 2 ,000 mil.1.ion people - a number that w ill reach over

4,000 million by the year 2000 - an over 100 countr ies to achieve

the econoina c and social transformation necessary for their con

tinued surrival as viable nations.

The change in relations betwe n poor and rich countriaes hs

been guided by three n concepts. The first is pol i tica. the.

recognition that a situation where tva-thirds of the peop I live

in deep poverty while one-third enjoy varying degrees of aiffluencec

is not compatible with the long-tern peace aId stability of the world

The second is humanitarian: that such a sitataitaon is basi cally unjust,

and therefore offensive to the human con scince. Thirdly, there is

a't awareness that the we1-beoing of all is best promoted not by the

isolated affluence of the few, but by the shared progress of the

many. T he val1(]ity of these concepts has been i ncea si nly ac cped

waithin rational frontiers and the pest r off ots at i ternatimi
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economic cooperation derive sustenance from the same kind of

thinking.

It is interesting to examine the results of these efforts

so far. The progress of the poorer countries has been neither

spectacular nor uniform. Some have made impressive gains; others

have lagged behind badly. But, taken as a group, it is no incon

siderable achievement that their economic growth duriLag the 1(960's

ave raged almost 5% a year -- thus approxi11mating the target set

by the United Nations ton years ago when it dosi gna ted the period

as the Decade of Development. Not on]y is this rate of growth

higher than in the 1950's, when it averaged about 4,6%; it is also

substanti ially higher than that aciioved by the dovelopeod countries

in the early staiges of their development.

The greatest advance has been in industry primarily because

of the deliberate policy of accelera ting industrial ization and

partly because it is easier to moderaizo a relatively now and small

Sector, namly industry, than a traditional and large one, agriculture.

Since 1948, industrial production in the developing countries has

risen, on average, about 7% annually, and the riso has been accompan 0ied

by a considerabI e diversification of industrial activity. Their

agricultural production has also increased, although less adequately

(by about 3% annually) . Not only has the proportion of the population

cmpiloyed in agriculture been steadily falling, but in many countrics

the modernization of agricultural enterprise through the use of recent

technological advances has begun to makhe impressivo progress.
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The improvements in productive capacity have facilitoted an

expansion of trade. Betwon 1960 and 1969 thc less developed

countries increased their annual exports from about 28 billion

dollars to about 48 hillion dollars, accompanied, as might be

expected, by an equivalent increaso in imports. Moreover, perhaps

even more significant, exports of manufacturers have risen much

more rap cily than total exports.

Of even greater sign: ificance for the future is the fact that,

over the years, the developing countr is have greatly increas -ed

their capacity to absorb net investments product ive]y and efficiently.

For examp]e, the infrastructure facilities tht are essential to

economic development. - such as roads, railways, clectric power planots

have been greatly expanded iln many countri s. A y her ho

visited these developing countries and the gains made in those sectors

are obvious and imaipre ssive. There have been improvements in tchnI

cal stills, education, health services, etc. - - improvements that

are less obvious and generally do not get reflected in the shcrt-ter.

in national income statistics. The gestati on period for rcar 1 ing

the gains and bonefitis from himan investment is usually considerabIbly

longer than for investiment in fixed capital.

In this connection a point ihich bears emphasis is that about

80 to 85% of the investment which has made the growth possiblc has

been financed by the less developed countries from their own resources.

These savings have been ihobilised from people vho mostly live nt

mcth: -we the subsistence level - on averapo less than 200 dol]rsi

per annum - and whoso cap.city for saving is therefore cremely
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limited. (Perhaps, it needs to be stressed that the definition

of subs i stnce i level. in the poorer countries is much l. ower than

would be regarded as an acceptable defini tion in Europe , North

Amienrica, and now Japan.)

The remaining 15 to 20% of total invstment has been finan

ced from abroad in tSp/ form of public loans or grants or private

investment. But, althoughi propert1on1011ally small , it has represented

a vital contribution for, without it the recipients would not have

been able to import the machi ncry , equi pment a nd other esenti.al

ingredients of development nor reccive the beucfits of the aecomp

nying ilnflow of technology , managoment, and entreprencuri al tale (nt

and initiative.

In absolute terns, also, the utcontribution has been a sub

stantil. one. During the dccado of 1960 through 1969, the net flow

of official and private re sources rom the DAC countries to 'ne less

devel oped countries and to nul t il a Tcral a1 oe c is total ed bou t

102.4 hi bi Ion dollars, including, of course, d assistance. In

1969, it amounted to about 13.5 b lii on dollars, as compared with

about 8 b11ilion dollars in 1960.

Contrary to the imripressions of some, the not flow of private

investment in the decade of the 1960's was substant-ial , nearly 40%

of the total flow:, are amounted to about one-half of the total

official and privato flow in 1969. TIndeed, the percentage increase

in private investment in the 1960's was much higTher than the increase

in off c ia l dev elpent assi stance. In 1968-69, the increase in
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total flows to the deve oping countries of about 2 bi11ion dollars

was nearly entirely attributable to increases in private flows.

It may well be appropriate at this point to note some of the

more significant changes among the countries of origin of these flows.

The principal change has been the dccl inc in the relative importance

of the United States, but thi s period also saw si gnificant declines

in the relative impor tance of France, Switzerlan inc the Un i ted

Kingdom. Oth or countri s , conversely, have ri son in im portanc e

includ i ng Austra 1ia, Austria, Canada, Garmany , It aly, Jan and

Demnna rk, Nor way and Sweden.

With noespcut to private flows , sp)ecta]cu1nr incrca sOs were

registered from Germany, Italy and Japan. -

On the official deve] opment ass istance side, Canada, Germny

Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Swedon, and a fe others reg istored very

large increasos. However, despi to those shi fts, the United S bates

(by far), France, and the Un ited Kic ingdo m are still three of rho four

I aIgest contributors of offici a] dove] opmeont a: si sta nce, wit Germary

being the other more recent addition to this group.

Apart from providing capital, the dove]loped count ries have

supported the growth. of the less dovelopod through techni cal ass i

stance programs , both bilateral and multilateial, aimed at allevian

the shortago of techniul 1 , scienti fi c and aa nag e ria shi 1s that ar

often as serious an obstacle to economic and social progress as the

shortage of capital itselfl I The developed countries have also made

some, alftough by no ans aqc ate, offorts to ca:pand ther tr-

with the less devel oed . This has been done by the generalI1lo ri
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of barriers on products of interest to developing countries or by negotiating

special arrangements such as those of France with her former African colonies.

The principle of non-reciprocal tariff reductions in favor of the exports of manu-

factures of the developing countries has gained general support.

As for the future of the development effort, the problems that remain are

formidable. In many of the developing countries, rapid population growth con-

tinues to be the major obstacle--on the average, it has been increasing in the

developing countries at an annual rate of about 2. 5% per year, much higher than

the rates being experienced in the richer countries. This average of 2. 5%,

already high, obscures the fact that the average in Lati;n America is much

closer to 3% and a number of large poorer countries in various parts of the

world have population growth rates of 3% or more per annum. The rise in

population keeps down living standards, even when economies are registering

significant rates of growth in total output. It also has an impact on the total

growth rates themselves. For example, it enhances the difficulties in obtaining

more domestic savings and causes increased demand for public capital invest-

ments such as hospitals and school buildings, It also has important implications

for dealing effectively with the already serious existing problem of large-scale

unemployment and crowded urban conditions. The importance of the population

problem has been repeatedly stressed by the President of the World Lank,

Mr. McNamara, and other leaders in development efforts.

In the resolution adopted on October 24 by the United Nations

General Assembly on the Strategy for the Second Developing Deade,
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wA-trWtW-r, the targeted 3.5% per cap ita per annum growth

rate is calculated on the assumption that the population of the

dove I oping worl 1( would increase at no more than 2.5% annually,

"which is less than the rate at present forecast for the

1970's." Developing countries whi ch consider that their' population

growth hampers thei r concept of development wider take to adopt such

mea sure s as are in conformity with their concept of clovel opment.

Developed countries, according to this resolution, are to be urged

to provido, upon request and consistont witI their natim polices,

supportI: for family pl1ann i ng, . Concerned int tona] organ iz at ns

a-c to continue to provi de assistance when requested ly interested

go vernent s . The Strategy notes that "such support or assistan ce

will not be a substituto for other forms of development assistance,

thus trylug to a I1ay one of the major fears an org some peoplc in

the doveloping countries repardig ; the- motives or consequences os

increased enpha si s on cost ra i11 ng hi gh popu Ia tIon growth r es.

Another formidable probicm -- perhaps ti most prossilug one

at present -- is unemployment. Unemployen andc underemply V

are endemic in the poorer countries. Unemloyment averages 20% and

therefore frequently i s higher, Popula tion growth is increasinlg the

labor force by at least 2% per year,;wbl odern zation has tended

to be capital intensiv: requiring fewer workers. The consequences-

of mass uneIrp oymenw are oggravated by crowd ing in citics, which are

little more than huge collections of human beng111s livigm wi thout

adequate housing , water, sewerage, sc lc Is, TrI ansportiation,redca

facili tls, and so forthi

I' - N
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In many areas the urban population is growing twice as fast as the number of

ur)an jobs.

Within the developing countries, in addition to the interrelated social

problems of rapid population growth, massive and increasing unemployment,

malnutrition, high infant mortality, low life expectancy and widespread

illiteracy, the distribution of wealth and income is extremely unequal.

Time does not permit me to comment on all of these conditions, but this should

not be taken as indicating that they are not of major impoitance.

There have also been weaknesses in following sat.isfactory economic

policies in many doveloping countries. In the manufacturing sac tor for

example, the policy of import substitution, i, e. , of increasine domestic

production to substitute for imported goods has frequently cruated serious

problems. The foreign exchange saving has proved to be much less than was

expected because of the continuing need for imports of equipment and inter-

mediate goods. Because of the large size of their populations, the error has

frequently been made of forgetting that in economic or market terms the lass

developod countries are still small. The consequence has been erection of

plants too small to be of optimum size or, when of optimum size, chronically

producing below capacity. High cost production behind high tariff waills or

protective quotas or other devices has resulted. This policy did not solve

the balance of payments problem, as hoped, while it did deprive many of

these economies of the dynamic element of growth which comes best from an

internationally competitive export sector.

Forlunately, there is growing reconition of the lrmitad usefu]

ness and dangers inherent in this policy of import substitution,
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Until quite recently, growth in the agricultural sector was

generally di s appointing . Agr icul tural product i on ba)re0Iy kept1 pace

with population growth, and in many areas it even foil behin d .Nas

sive starvation in the 1970's was regarded by many, as inevitable.

Thanks however, to a change in government policies i a ncroasing u

so of fort iIi zer s , and a t chno log cal break through i n hi gh-y1, d

varietics of wheat and rice, the situation has changed dramatic a1 -

ly in the last two or three years. A substantial part of the dCIve--

loping world is now experiencing a major change in the outloo for

food production, wid cly characteri zed as the Green Revol ue . i

is too early to say how deep and how lasting the impact of tis re-

voluti on vii] be. It will largely depend on the deterfination and

actions taken to solve the fundamenta] agricultural problems such

as changcing xisting patterns of land ownership tenure :hure

they hamdicap incre asing output and productlvi y. Moreover , the

very successes of the Green Revo-lution create now problems Soh a

taxing in some part the increasod in come of the hereficia,irics of

the now agricult ural technology, sprending its bene fitI1s to mach

wider sectors of the economy, improving the fi nan ci ng of ap Leul tu

ral production, modernizinrig storage end marketing techniques, and

so forth.

The Green Revolution has, however , bought some add itional

years in which to so]nre this problem. The need is to use this

timo effectively an d witLout dolay or the danger of mass stlarva-

tion and even greater malnutri tion will reappear.

Increasing the rate of nti onal savings out of dit iona]

income remains an especiall i mCran t 'at aspec o cf public policy in
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the less developed countries. These savings are the counterpart

to the real resources whici are needed for investment. Increasing

savings presents tremendous problems, for the poorer a country,

the more difficult it is to divert current income away from con -

sumption. There are also many institutional and sociol ogical dif

mobili zing savings. In too many countries, social
ficultics inl

privilege takes the form of an inoquitabl]e sliari ring of the burden

of taxation. On the otherhand , too much taxation of the most pro-

ductive and entorprising firms and individuals may dampen the do-

velopmont process. Fortunately , there is enough experience to 1n-

di catL that greater mobi izati on of doiest ic resources can b ac-

compl ished by economic and social polI c s de si gned to give proper

incentives to thrift and enterprise.

No 1ess impor ant than the formation o f phIysial tapitar-

the governments' policies and programs to improve human capital,

cspec ia)lly by broa dening the skills and know-how of the popue ti- A

particularly those needed in the modern technological sectors. Two

indicators of a govermient's efforts in this fiecd are the share of

budgetary expenditures devoted to education and research. Ocar in-

dicators are less precise: they require a qua) itatve evaluation of

the efforts made to modernize the educational process, to raiso the

level of technical and managrial ski ll s , improve public admin istra

tion. ard ensure the participation of all sectors of society irn the

task of dovel opment1 11 t na

Closely akin to the improvement in human capita] i s the trans

fr and adapta t ion of modern technology . As I s dramat call y so cn

in a spocts of our lives, this is the age of the technological rev-

Iution - the miracles of scionce. Scientific advances in physics,
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biology , chemistry, psychology, economics, statistics, etc. ,and

the ir applicati on in invent ions and inovations such as the compu

terl, nuclear reactors, jet engines, television, satellites, n ew

techniques of busness organizati on and so forth, hate brought

very rapid changesThere is even questioning by some whether the

process has not gotten out of hand. Benefits have been eagerly

sought and obtained before their total economic and social costs

and consequences could be calculated. Envirmome ntal pollution is

only the latest example of this phenomenon of the modern age.

7However, doespi te theso dangers, we know that, through tie roper

adaptation of modern technology to local coni vtions, a maS jor driv

ing force is introduced into the process of growth and devel1)-

menIt . Government s have become incre asi ing ly-, aware of the potential s

of rescarch and dcvalopment . The private business and academi c

worlds are maj or sources of the new sciaence and technol ogy , for

the precsent mostly concentrated in -he industriaIized coun trius.

o/ ar bi ity in scienti fic re search is not a natural monapo-

ly of any country or culture. Mathematical skil-s and genius, for

example, are found in all societics, inciluding the economical ly

poor-. This is not to argue that the application of modern te echno -

logy can be a substitute for increased fixed capital or more gone

ral improvment in human capital .All of these must go together.

But the developinri. corvitries do have e advantages, as well as

the disadvantage.; of Iate--omars on the modern world economic

scene. They can see what is possible when count ri es are prepared

to r cogize tihe extraordinary fouard Jps mao possib]y by no-

darn sce nce , when combined wi th iminst i tut ions and Cnvironmieiit

that encourayige such useage. Widerend technolgc lnvatioe
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does, of course, bring with it major social as well as economic changes.

The management of these powerful dynamic forces is, as we all know, very

difficult. Only the leaders of the developing countries can provide the neces-

sary political framework within which private and public institutions can play

their proper roles in this process, Intelligent and effective political leadership

is nec;essary to command popular support to make the process of change as

orderly and constructive as possible.

Another problem area is that of export promotion. Many of the less

developed countries have yet to give adequate recognition to the importance of

taking rea sures to increase exports rapidly. In addition to providing dynamic

centers of growth and increasing needed foreign cxchange carnings, increased

exports also facilitate the achievement of higher revenues from taxation and

savings.

Cutting across all of these problems is the fact that in a considerable

number of developing countries armament expendriuros arc a substantial portion

of their budgets, at times exceeding those for education. It is not for me to say

what are the armament needs of any country, but such expenditures by the poor

countries need to be scrutinized most carefully by their governments to see

whether major savings can be effected, and thus more resources made available

for development.

The enormity of thes(e and other problems and the somewhat fitful progress

in tackling them gave rise to growing feelings of disappointment and frustration

in both the developing and the developed countries, In some countries, for

c xml n e the United States, -these deveao nent; were at times used to brn

into anesition the very doesirahility of offical development assistance pregrams.
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The origins of a number of the development assistance pro -

grams that are in operation today can be traced back to the days

of the "cold war" , when aid was conceived as part of a global

strategy to win friends and influence people; the assistance,in

brief , was recommended on the grounds that it would help bu i Id

bulwarks against communism. In other cases, assistance was urged

more positively to strenghten democratic ins titut ions inl the less

developed countries. The spre ad of neutralism in the Third Woirl d,

and the inability in many countries of democratic institutiolns

to flour] sh in an envi ronment pr direst poverty and social tensin

were read by some as, indictments of assi stance to such countri es,

/or ati least, <as rea sons- for reduced support.

As the political will in favor of development assistance

weakened, argumen t s opposing increases in such assistance gather

ed s trcno(t in some dyovcloped count-r ies of which the United Sta--

tes Was the most important. Arguments were madC that budgeta or-

balance of payments difficulties prev'ented incrcases in aid, that

such increases would add to inflationary pressures; that incrcases

would in any case not be justifiable since mucn of the aid r

given has been "wasted"; that too much of the aid has been used

for satisfying poli ti cal whims and building lowpr iori ty prest] go

projects; and that the developing countries must learn to mobilize

and use their evon resources more effective]v before they ask for

bigger "handouts" f-rom tle developed countries. Evidence of polit i-

cal. or social instability in a dove] opi ng cour try has been used

a s an argmient for cutti ng e f <as Ss stance for the develoopment

effort - when , on a longer view , that assitance 'oui p'cww

the development that could bring closer the drv when the country
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could achieve a reasonable degree of continuing political and

social stability. There has been a trend 'to forget that develop

ment is a long process, cal ing for a great deal of patience and

persistence, that social and political changes are the inevitable

price of economic growth , and that the poor countries do not have

a monopoly of political and social instabi lity. Among the many

prescriptions so dear to modern economi sts , there is none yet for

"instant growth" or "instant dovelopment"

The danger implicit in the present situation is that, if

current t rends conrvinCue, the gap be twe en the richer and the poorer

nations will continue to widen. Although ini per cpiita income terms

the growth ii the latter has been about the Salm as the former

in absolute amounts the growth of the richer nations has been a

great deal larger, because they have moved up from a much hi gher

base. In other words, if a poor country starts from a per_ capit

gross national product base of $200 and a chieves a per _ api ta

growth rate of 3% , its gain at the end of the year is only (6

per person. by con-rast, a richer country, starting from a per

capita gross national product base of, say, $2,000, would achieve

a gain at the end of the year of (60 or ten times as much.

It -may be noted that a number of the ri cher countr ies now

have a por cap ta income much more than $2000 per annum; indeed,

the United States now has a national income of about -5,000) per

person. Thus the already dangerous gap in per capji income bet

Veen the poorer ne richer countries is now widoning v"'i dt

. Even optiitic assumptions now heing made about

economic and popu lat i on growth Jn the dove loping countriCs in the
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1970's do not fundamentally alter this pi cture Thus , the U.N

Second Development Decade targets for the 1970's of an average

annual growth rate of 6% per year and 3. 5% per capita (' the second

percentage is the more optimi stic target of the two) would still

mean only a doubling in average per capita income in twenty years.

Consequently, in 1990, the average person in the doveloping coul-

tries would still be at a level of income that can only be descri-

bed as very poor by present--standards in the richer countrics ,not

to speak of the standards likely to prevail twenty yeairs hence.

The structural transformatlons necesary to bring about a na rrow-

ing of the gap between the rich and poor nation s and hr inag the

average person in the developing count ries imtorial el1-bein

comparable to ours, or even the forseecable prospect of such, hac

not yet taken place.

A para1 el phenomenon is son in Vorld trade. Despi to the

larger , eceaso in exports from the developing countries noted

carlicr, their share of world trade has declined steadily since

1950, and now amounts -o only about 18% of +al vorld trade.

We no longer live in a world made up of i solated coti-nun i-

ties. Instead, in the world of today, the videning gap between

richer and poorer can be heard or seen by everyone everywhere.

People in the poorer countrics are aware of the quality of life

enjoyed by their counterparts in the richer nations. Frm that

knowl edge has risen a tidal wave of new expecta t ions in the poorer

countries - expectations which cannot be quickly ful fill dd no

matter what. no] i ci es are pursued . The prob en; of the "s ta t isi al

gaps" are thus compounded by those of the "extcctation; an".
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Caught by these powerful forces the loaders of the poorer countries

arc faced by demands which are most cifficult to meet. Among the

consequences of this explosive situation is the relativC Cse with

which ant iforeign feelings are provoked.

The question ariscs : What can be done to change current trends

and ensure a more encouraging future? It is obvious that the prin-

cipal ingredients for ensuring a better future must come from the

developing countries themselves. The vast array of problems that

the deveo ping countries face within a fr amecwio: of I ow co enomic.

output and productivity cannot he dealt with ef fectivel y unless

there is the nationalc etermina tion to give the highost political

priori ty to deve2opment. Widespread and persi st ent pover ty with

I ittle hope of improvement, which i s the one pr oduct of the so cl

and economic conditions viich I have raeceived briefly tonigiht cn

not be negl ected ;.vithoet thre a tening the very exist ence of these

countries. Their solution is thus not distinct from the p-ob lem

of national survival; inl fact, it is the heart of the problem. TbIh

nationa1 pilt ritics of the poorer countries must in practiso rofleact

these concerns. Theso countries cannot escape the fact that dovclo

ment is an all-embracing process. It involves the creation of new

and the reshaping of old political, social- economic and financial

institutions. It involves the evolution of a wvole framework of

policy instruments and techniques to structure and guide the di

rection and the pace of change.

Therefore, it is not suFficient that the Iess-developed

countri es expand their physical capacities -- in rads and rait as,
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pow'er plants and irrigat. in works -- however important theso may

be. An equally important and more difficult task is to work out

development strategies and to make certa in that they are imple-

monted by a coordinra ted and effici ently functioning administrative

sys temn, and to make the institutional chang es required for balanced

economic growth, while protecting cultural values from unnccoss ary

annibilation by the forces of change. It means avoiding being

trapped by simplicistic or over-optimistic analyses of difficulties

and solut ons, and takin full1 advantages of any opportuniti es to

further the development process.

Thus, action of a maj on charac ton is needed in many sets i tive

social, pc it i cal and economi c fields. Family planni ng, educa 1 on

emp I.o yient, h ea I t Ih, urb a niz Yat ion, env ii roAn ent1 , reforms of gove rn)ent

administration and public bodi-es are clean examples in the social

and pol iti al ficlds. in the economic fi el d reforms miay l needed

to make passible improvements in agricultualI productivity. Sustained

efforts ar requ irod to mobilize domestic savings for investment

through bet Ler tax systems, improved financial instituti ons, and

more flexible use of interest rates. Low priority publi c expendi

turcs need to be drastically cut. Policy measures are needed to

curb inflat ionry pressures -- one of the principal causes and, in

turn, effects of economic and other di ff ciitie; in the devcbping

countries. Growth can be achelved for a number or years in an

environment of infiation. We have seen this happen in some countries.

Eut the costs of inflation are hioh. Savings are di scuna g Ccl d; the

anagem thof eb t othen asr c 1: s of the pub 1 1 ese ct or a 
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much more di fficult; inve stment dcc i si ons are di storted i n fivor

of non-productive activitics; capital flight becomes continuous;

export industries are frequently penslized ; baIl ance - of-payments

crises occur frequently; income inequalit]i cs tend. to increase;

tneilmploynyilt may also increase; and the. soci.l climtilce worsen.

Thus, in this area of stabilization, there is much room for public

policies which can improve the development effort.

Policies aimed at establishing and mainta inng a realistic

rate of fore i gn exchang e can also be of great a s sistance in pro -

moting baI lanced growtl and increasinug exports. Greate: receptivity

to r'esponsible private foreign in!vest'ors VJI. certaily help. There

is also a need for picatoer receptivit y to mod ern technology in all

its forms, including accounting practices and corporate :8ni;i

-- such reforms are a1ra]dy visibe i a numbCr of devOlping

countr i es. Unemployment and rapid population grow.th nood to be

attacked vigorously. Productive activites neced to be piven hi pher

social status and recogniiOn. Given a readiness to undergo changes

such as these, there is no reason for any country to assume an

arbitrary "ceiling' on its ab ilty t o develop based on pa st. hi sto

rical experience. Instead, it can expect to achieve much more.

Nor is there any rea son for it to jettison its cultural values in

the transition to modernity. IHowever , we cannot expcct quich chang es;

our time horizons must b in decade and generations, not in years.

As far as the developed coluntrics' efforts are concerled, it

needs to be clearly understood that such efforts vich are b ig

proposerd are based on a resit of outs arling mportance, n! ely

that the rich count.rics do have the means with vic to provid 0
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the additional resources which can be used effectively by the

poorer countries to accelerate their devel opment on a sound basis.

This is one of the many gains of the extraordinary expansion in

productive capacity and output after World War II. After that

War, there was no question about the ability of the United States

to provide the additional resources needed for European and Japanese

reconstruction. Now there is no question of the ability of the

richer countries to provide the needed resources to help the poorer

countries develop. Indeed, the economic ability of the r icher

countries to provi do such resources outstrips the al ity of the

devoloping countries to use effectively the voluni of the additi'oa]

external resources. howeover largo dovelopment assistance figureas

may seem in absolute terms, there are on]yr a very small fra cton

of the resources of the doveloped countries -- whether judged by

gross national product, the voluic of public investmint, toI

budgets, total private con sumcpt ion, exports, supp3y of human

talenth As others have noted , in a world that can fi netw en one

and two hundred bil.1i ons of dollars annual3y for arments, te

resources required for developing poor countries are indccd small.

Taking the gro ss national product measure, for example , it is

estimated that the combined GNP of the industrialized countrics

increased by over 800 billion dollars during the decade 1960-69.

Over the same perilod, the increase in the annual flow of officil i

development assistance has been only 2 billion dollars and most

of this tied to donor country procurement. Even if all other

private and official flows are included, the increase s only
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about 5.4 billion dollars. During the decade of the 1960's the

percentage of the net flows of total official and private resources

in relation to gross natioial product fell from a bout 0.9% to

somewhat over 0.7% of GNP. In 1969, onily six count rics provnhd

1% or more of their 'NP in terms of tcl net flow of resources

to GNP. These countries wore Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,

Italy arNtl 1 her I and s

In terms of official dove)lopment assistance, the performnnce

of the developed countries has bc cv :1-orse, delining from

about 0.52% of CNP in 1960 to about 0.36% in 1969, or a decline

of about 10% . The Second Dcvelopmenit Decade Stratogy rferred to

earl i or, states that ea cI donor country will prgressvely incase

its of fi cial deo vcopment assi stance and will xcr t its best effort

to roeach a minimun not amount of 0.7% of its GNPI at ma rket prj ces

by 1 975. France is the only major nor unt> which at presCnL

is close to this percentage. Est imates have been carf1 Yade

which indicate that the extra 7 bi lion dl lar s or s I c Cu d

result from the develeped countrijs ieeti ig the targots already

accepted by them can be effective'ly used for sound developmen t

investment.

The econoifc contribution of addi tional external resources

to clevelopment is fairly ea sy to appreciate . Somewhat l ess obvious

is the impact that an increased effort mig have in helping to give

a new sense of relevancy, purpose and vitality to people everywhere

and a new practicl vision of how to rolve a number of the Uost

Serous dilemas of cur time. However, a sub tantial increase in
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development assistance does require that it bo given a much higher

national priority than most of the richer countries now give to it. It is

recognized that whether more resources are to be allocated to development

assistance or to some other purpose is a decision that is made at the margin.

Legislators find even small budgetary increases hard to accept, because

these increases have to be at the cost of something else. The fact is that

everywhere in the developed world there are urgent needs requiring large

public expenditures, coupled with rising investment and consumption; the

difficulties of overcoming strong inflationaiy pressures are a reality.

Despite this environment, and in some sense because of it,

there is an urgent need today to find a new definition of national priorities

in the developed countries, reflecting the importance to the richer nations

of contributing to an effective and sustained development process in the

poorer countries. It may well be that in the future governments will be

judgec by their own people as much by their attitudes towards other people

as by their attitudes towards themselves, because each will reflect what

comes to be regarded as the appropriate value system for the nation.

A major factor in deciding national prioritics is the effective -

ness of any development effort. In this respect, it is important
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that the useful role that multilateral1 organi zati ons can pl ay

has been incre asingly recognized over the years. However, con

tributions channeled to multilateral agencies still remain only

a small fraction (10%) of the tota l official flow. As noted by

the Pearson Comnaission and other bodies, there is a strong case

for giving greater emphasis to the multilateral approach. ThC

strenght of multi lateral organizations, ] ike the World Bank group,

lies in the fact that economic and social dove lopment is their

sole objective ; that thoy are peranen' techmica] insti tuti ins

with large financial resources and establi shed reputations. They

draw not only money, but also technical and other still s , from a

wide variety of sources, particularly from the private sector.

Ins is tence on i nterna ti ona 1 compe i t ie biddig n nables the de-

voloping countri es to get better value for thear money. S ice

multi]ateral organizations appraise the 0 mom1 Strategies and

policieos of the developing countries from a technlical rather than

a political view24point, and since tl ey provideJ finance according

to objective criteria designed to b' in the best interest of the

developing countries, they can and do influence the economic po-

licies and performance of such devel opi n, countries. A continuous

dialogue can be maintaincd with each doveloping country on what

needs to be done ind what can be done . The vpproa ch of the World

Bank, and the views of its President , Mr. McNama ra , on these matters

wore clearly set forth in President McNamara's address to the

Governors of the Bant ad the Fund i COpenhaen l ast September

and on other occasions.
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Because national priorities within the developed and the developing

countries have remained relatively obscure, existing potentialities for

greater success in development have not been realized.

National priorities, it may be noted, need not to be defined in

philosophical or general terms. In many countries they may not be.

Instead, the definition may be given in developing countries in specific

international actions such as effective Cooration in region]l groupings

or national decisions with respect to education, health, poverty, family

planning, armaments, housing, urbanizaion, pollution control, transportation,

participation of youth and women in the development process and so forth.

As for development assistance by the richer countries, its national

priority may be expressed not only in general terims, as agreeing to a

target date for the fulfilment of the 1% of GNP undertaking or the 0. 70%

for officia] development assistance, but also in more specific terms like

the magnitude of development assistance in budgetary appropriations; the

length of years for which such assistance would be granted; the adoption of

financial terms and conditions appropriate to the ability of the developing
countrie s

to service debt; the promptness of reaction to the current proposals

for untying aid; the manner in which the external debt
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problem is handl ed; the extent to which developing assistance

is given through multilateral agencies; the access of .such agencies

to domestic capi nal markets; the reaction to new proposals for

development finance such as linking Supplemntary Drawing Rights

(populary referred to as SD1R's) to developtment assistance, and

the suggestions for supplementary finance to prevent disruptive

effects on the development process of unexpected short-falls in

export carnings; the speed of imIpleimentation of the understandings

or resolutions to grant general ied non-clias iinatory, non-reciproca]

preferential treatment to the exports of the doveloping countries

in the markets of the developed countries; the willi ngness to

cooperate in inuterna tionalI commodity agreements; provision of

technical assistance and so forth. Consideration of these specific

problens and proposals and others inovitably raise the issue oI

basic. ntional attitudes towadi thI nte rnationai development effort.

There is now a felt need in an'y countries to reexamins

n ati en l p i ortics. Questions about the quaity of lif e arC new

demanding and obtaining public atten Lion throughout the world. Out

of this examinati1on, we may, at least, hope that public and pri vate

attitude s towards intcrnational development xi-:11 mature in the

coming years and governmental policies in this field finally obtain

the public undcrst and iing and support needecd for a sustained and

significa nt national effort. The increases in development assi stanco

by a number of countries mentioned earlier, the recent steps taken

by Japan to i croase great Ily its dove] opnent as sta nce program,

and the recommondalions of Pros i dent Nixon to the U.S. Congress
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give evidence that we may be seeing an important reversal in

the adverse tide which has characterized the international do-

velopment effort in recent years. In this connection, the recent

agreement to double the resources of the International Development

Agency (IDA) is another significant indicator of changing attitudes.

In conclusion, I would like to say that in approaching the

many prob ems of i nterna tiona I deve I opment to wiii ch I have referred

to tonight, people must bring a realistic understanding of both

the potentialiti es and constraints which exist. We, in the

doe]oped cCouni t0 r ieOs, must appreciate that the developing count r is

have gainod greatly in experience, knowledge and sophistication.

They would like to emulate our technol ogical successes iil e , if

possibc., avoiding the undesibe cons equences we have experi onced

The) have doeonstrated their ability to absorb mod ern techniques,

though these achievements are much less publicisecd than the -

political and social difficulties. They make clear that cfficial

devel opment ass istance must be placed on a much more cor tai and

continuing basis if it is to be ct effective 11y used. They insist

that the advice given to them be thoughtful and reflect a hulili ty

in thc giver that is inevitable when we comparc what we knew about

these problems with what we should know to solve them. My experience

is that when advice is offered with this ttitude, it is well

recoived and great efforts frequent]y made to implement such advice

with marked personal courage sh own by the responsible leaders hey

underst an dabl y ins ist that they must have the responsibility for

their own national decisions, though re cogniing that this does
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not preclude decisions to agree with others on the pursuit of specified

domestic policies and practices.

We need to recognize that the decisions needed in the developed

countries to make an increased contribution to the international effort may

well be difficult, but that these decisions are relatively easy when compared

with those which the governments inl the developing countries need to make

if they are to make their economic and social development their highest

national priority in their day-to-day decision making.

I hope the international agencies can help provide the mechanis m

for creating the mutual confidence neco ssamy for a successful international

effort. They are already dedicated to this purpose. The future, however,

will largely depend on whether the policies pursued by developirig and

developed countries are thoughtfully, clearly and irrevocably committed to

the objective of accelerated and sustained sound development. It is only

on this bedrock of reality that the necessary mutual confidence can be

built and maintained, and that the proclaimed concepts of interdependence

and partnership can be transformed into guides for action,

Irving S. Friednman
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Switzerland

Tel: 34 48 38
Telex : 56121 ipi ch

January 1971

Dear Member,

I have pleasure in inviting' you to our General Assembly
which will be held at the

City Theatre in Helsinki (Finland) from Monday,
June 7 to Wednesday, June 9, 1971.

This 20th Assenbly of the International Press Institute
will coincide with the 200th anniversary celebrations
of the Finnish press. Our host, the Finnish National
Comittee, and i very much look forward to welcoming you
to this memorable occasion.

The President of the Republic of Finland, His Excellency
Lrho Kekkonen, will open and address the Assembly. We are
enclosing a tentative programme (annex I) containing the
main topics for discussion. You will see that we have been
able to secure the collaboration of specialists from all
over the world. The final programe will be distributed to
you on your arrival in Helsinki.

The Finnish National Committee, tne local authorities and
the local press are inviting members to various social
gatherings. You will find details on the enclosed programme.
A special programme will be arranged for the ladies.

Our Finnish members, together with a local travel agency,
have worked out for you two different post-Assembly tours:
one to .,apland and the Polar Circle, the other to the
Finnish Archipelago and the Lake District. Both tours start
on June 1C and end on the evening of June 14. The itinerary
(annex II) will give you all details available at present.
The possibility of a third tour is under study.
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The response to the festion nire indicated great interest
in tue Hielsinki Asseniv, and a large numer of members have
declred tt eir intento of participnting.

Important de should like to po r ot, -owever, t- _ rogistrtion will
become e Fective ril apon receipt in Erich of the
registration forms (annex Ii, IV nd V) Van payment of the
fees. Pl se Lear in ojnd that tie questionnaire returned by
yoi earlier cnort be considered as registration.

The registration fee for the Assembly is Swiss Vrancs 43C.--
per october which inclides meetings, lunches and social events
hut :T sotel and other expenses.

Accompanying Iadies, who are not members in their own right,
do not pay a registration fee.Th will be invited to all
social functions.

Important The registrti on f rms and fees should be returned to the
:eeretariat by March 31, 1971 at the latest. As the tours
are limited and grea t interest has been snown, we would
advise you to register as early as possible. Registrations
will be dealt with on a first-cone-first-served basis,

In countries where exchange regulations are in operation,
members should forward their registration and hotel reservation
to the Secretariat -s soon as possible. At the same time, they
should make their mppliation for foreign exchange and inform
the Secretariat according The hotel and tour reservations
will then be made imeiately, but they will be cancelled on
April 15, 197 i payment is not received in Zurich by that
date.

The Secretriat itl refund the 'ssenbly nd tour fees if
cncellotions rach us before April 15, 1971

After that dato we are obliged to apply the following
cancellation charges

Cancellations arriving in Zurich
between April 15 and May 25, 1971 157 of the total fee
after 1ay 25, 1971 3
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e'de tLst vwi le scecom!oodLej in the city's best
hotels wit in ea sy reacl of t e city thentre nd ot-er
noteworthy places (see annex VI).

I port-nt 11 rec. est- fr rows s Cot be ae to t<' ±

wecret' ri t 10 riao. T efinY - oc '7iono rooms
i in ti ndsf the ris i o rite w2ic:h
0as tde - o-k;gsrv- tiv A t is best to
reserve co ti f r

roc 1 i edstrio leirst-come-fi1rst-servedi .YsiS.
Fir i of 4or resrvyat wi1> . iirectly
if 16bL

s r ni ond, tie "i 'i4S: ta iron it' -e offirs
two <r pnssilY three post-' s seb tours t: I 'mbars

And tiair wvesi one c.av'rim: pn i n t ooinr ircLe,
the )tor t 'FnisV tra.ijpei n k istrict.
Ties. t rs iril ike oa to parts if Finln f 'vre 't

ba 1t, , nis ti.C c4ntres nd t ' -rn cities -a d
industries. Th; si tke p t3 t t C f t .a year
whicn tOer. is virtlc no r -rs3 J. nicot (-nnax I1)

-Tour Jo. . - 3nono or Sire

Ti s tour is i i t &. It toe so reel ppulted "r ,
25, k- north of the rtic irola Thoi eco ' odation is
Liited d It !i t c to 'JIloente

sn r Sr -per tur in tov-nieid
a op ofop d, s '.40 (oF)in -197,,. lIn r c nt

eas mo a in ani san "'wver it wAedd :3
dvis' 1 to , v s'ters, rino sr ± walkin~ srvns,

) r . usWO rreipel 3 ke Jistrict

1is to r ors Ited t5 . :v rs t e suAern p!4rt of
rin so s r 1 tiu scenar, o tne eke

Distrr Ii.r tTper t rin97 w9s _7.1`)

71 r

'ocr iwas

Prticas f'or -etj t r; ro h

92S3 Fr1ns

p thr (1inero
neco wd tin w re po)sie wr. 9).-

.ancco pinied ne-ber (srin roo fr. 82.--

Couple 2 x>SFr. 820.- r.646.
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Below you will fid n list n' c-mbined 4ssewtly and toar fees in

Swiss Fr cs 

Reistrtion avr Toti

nuen-ccAifled nerbnr SF r. [r. 905.--. Fr.1,335.--
(singe r oo
aco'mdtion qn
tour where posS is)

-ntaceonpanie -enber

(sherino a r oo om
th th r) :r. 43w.-- SFr. 22. SFr.1,256 .

Cuple 3r. 437-- 3Fr.1,64C.-- &Fr.2,070.--

VAGGIYATIMil

International vjccinati n certificntes ore needed only in cnse of

-n epidemic either in Finland or in countries where visitors are

coming from or passing through.

VISAS

Visitors to Fion i need vlid pt sports. Finlond hs non-vise
igreneents wit most contries. - vise is requested for members

coming from :

BahmRs, Mur on, Cameroon, aylein, Republic of China,
Cfog-Kinsh-s, GMany, Hoi og, I.dtnesia, Iraq,
Kwait, .as, Liberia, : -c socar, Seel, ikkim,
South Vietnam.

we surgest that you obeck wit; your traval ae nt for any possible

changes.

tanrueges used t rughout the 'ssenily re English, French a
German. imul t - nus interpretation is provided.

T0"ILRTATIP 1 13I

Helsinki can bg reqched by nir )r by regular passenger ships
nod ferries fro, Sweden, Denmork, Britain and Germany
hiheck-Trverinde). ( Annex VII.)
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Toe Fnnis 9. noittee to s socured t e cooperition of
the le trve agny rvk, whi> w il] ep I irembers

to arrane inivid al to ts of e m c ic We should

like to irw your '1tti to a 'fur-dly cruli So from

Helsirk t ennarnd onoard I( Fin sip: parture
every Tesdfy C n F rido - cost, fi Klass, ½ 9,
scon d cl72 Th f-r s inle 2c Tcommdti nn
rnb,-nrd dring the st i ningrrd, meals a.nd sirhtseeing.
For this cruise on]ly V i pssport (no vis) is required.

Some members may wish t c bin their trip to Finlend with

Svisit to the Soviet .This wil l need to be drme on

n stri'ciy individu- basis, t the 171 Secretariot 9nd the

PinenisA ntiona C ittoe wilq e wed to assist. Please

inform is if we con P <oy hlp. We wish, however, to

point out t t you must otoin the vi s for the Soviet knion

in your n- e countr'.

Ce'bers piOnning , stopovnr ia !7rwiy on their woy to or

fr-n the isseby a ore nvite to cll on the help of the

rw eian otinl ComitLtte which will he happy to welcoe
u. Please cntrct r Per onen A lrsk T leg ranbyra,

Pressens us, Re sernkr-n Iet 3, s

Advertiseen t P-sters u Cpies

"n the cession A' its 2t 1anivers ry, the Finnish press

pl ans n -xib 3x iion of ewspiper nnd pasters. The Chairman
of the Foins tioal r'omittee would he grteful if IPI

menbers cld s ipsters end copies f thir papers for

display H- s 1 Ares I r. -i rkko, P)ox 1.240,

T _ looking forward t- I wecoing <u at our 20th ssembly.

Sincerely v-aars,
A?

ornest '7cyer
Direct-r

Enclosures

Annex L Tenltative rour ne

Annex IT Post \ssemby Tur

AnnexiII Registr tin For"m (to be returned to Zrich)
innex IV H-oe >esrvotion Porn (to be returned to Zurich)
Annex V Tour hoserv-l onr F-rm (t,'o be returned to Zurich)

Annox 71 Hotel Form
nnexVII Tr-nsporttion to Helsinki
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2. Mr. Clark to handle

'To Handle Note and File
Aonrnoriate Disposition Note and Return
Aooroval Prepare Repiy

Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation

Information Signature

Init ial Send On
Remarks

Mr. Clark:

Mr. McNamara does not want to

answer this letter himself. He asked

if you would do so instead.

L.E. Christoffersen

From

...... --- ----- -
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SECRETARIAT GNNERAL 1. RUE AUX LAINES, 1000 BRUXELLES (ELGIQUE) TEL. (02) 11.83.96

RF/mr - 119 Brussels, 18 January, 1971

President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433 ISA

Dear Sir,

We have had occasion in the last months of 1970 to inves-
tigate what is meant by a "world problem" -- a term which recurs

freauently in reports and journals of international organiza-
tions, as well as in the mass media. We have discovered the fol-

lowing:

-- there is no clear definition of a "world problem"
-- it is impossible to determine how many such problems exist

-- it is rarely clear in what way one problem is related to

others

Priefly, we find that only scattered, and often conflicting,
answers are available on these points. This would appear to be

particularly unsatisfactory at a time when international organiza-
tions and governments are moving towards the formulations of

global strategies to handle world problems. It is difficult to

formulate such strategies, and to show their relevance, unless
the complete range of problems, major and minor, is documented
in such a way as to relate one to another.

It is in response to this situation that we feel that it

is vital to produce a reference book identifying all world problems

within the same volume as a means of giving an overall perspective.

This new publication, the Yearbook of World Problems, would complement
the contents of our Yearbook of International Organizations and our
Yearbook of International Congress Proceedings. Both are produced
with periodic assistance from bodies such as yours. (The former is
in fact endorsed by ECDSOC Resolution 334 (XI) of 20 July, 1954.

We propose to prepare this new volume by soliciting interna-
tional organizations for articles, reports, or documents which de-
scribe succinctly each of the world problems with which it is con-

cerned in any way. This information will be edited by us, on our

own responsibility, to produce a description of each problem on a
standardized basis. The first volume would of course be experimen-

tal, and would only be published if the amount and quality of the
information collected warranted it. We would hope to have the volume
available at the time of the United Nations Conference on the Human

Comite de Direction - Executive Council Membres Members
Prasident President F.W.G. BAKER, (U.K.). Executive Secretary. Mohamed My RIFAAT (R.A.J, Financial

FA AAI IntCroational Council of ScettrUin. Adviser C'ha-bre deCmeree d-in-
SA. CASADIO (Italici, Diocteur. Soca Th CAVALCANT sril. Prirddamb, dtitCommertee

Italiana pr; l O am une Internarlonale de Droit Public de Ia Fondation . Vargas SK SAXENA {India) Secretary GeneralVice-P:-sidents Vi-PrPresidents Nikala A. KOVALSKY (U.R S.S. Direcur International Cooperative Alliance.
W. ETEKI MBOUMOUA iCamerouni, Ancien itrntional d ltcade e ce n ie u istre ge

Mnistre d< r .ren et ie Iu c'ls iUSS. lEducation et de Is Culture.
du Cameroun Rolant RAINAUT (France, Ancien Direc. Scrtire Oral Secretary General ;

Mohamed Aly RANGOONWALA (Pakista:. leIr de Iliormation et de la Pressc de (100 Georges-Patrick SPEECKAERT (Belg-
Chairmn Pakistan National Committee, lOECE que.
International Chamber of Com me. Andew E RICE U S.A-) Executive Secre- (1971) Robrt FENAUX (Belgiquel, Ambas-

tary, Society for International Development. sadeur ie Belgique honoraire

PutiSher at the YEAREOOK OF INTERNATIONAL ORCANIZATBINS
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Environment in 1972.

By this letter we therefore solicit your assistance in this
project. Our problem is how best to obtain the succinct problem
descriptions which may only be known or easily accessible to re-
sponsible officials in departments and sections of each agency
division. We do not want to process long and expensive reports. We
would like to work with the agency official's personal choice of
the most appropriate description -- ideally one which requires only
minutes for him to obtain, photo-copy, and send to us.

Our request to you, if you can approve of assisting us in
this project, is to facilitate our contact with all the relevant
departments which may have ready access to information on major or
minor world problems -- we are particularly interested in the less-
well-known problems on which only one of your officials may be
well-informed. Such assistance could perhaps take one of three forms:

-- 1. UAI is supplied with an appropriate internal mailing list
with which to circulate your Agency's departments request-
ing the irformation (ideally with a copy of a letter from
your Office indicating your interest in this project)

-- 2. UAI supplies your Agency with copies of the circular to be
circulated by your services to the appropriate departments
(ideally with a copy of a letter from your Office indicating
your interest in this project)

-- 3. Your Office reformulates our request and instructs the approp-
riate departments to supply us with the type of information
which you believe to be most appropriate (ideally with a copy
of the printed circular which we are preparing which gives
an indication of the information required and a preliminary
definition of a "world problem").

Our task, as with the Yearbook of International Organiza-
tions, is to collect and edit information -- we are completely depen-
dent upon agencies such as your own to supply the appropriate texts
on the problems known to you. It is our hope that this project will
be of interest to you.

Yours faithfully,

Robert FENAUX
Secretary General
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que le votre contritiuent dej6 periodiquemennt. (Le premier d
ces deux annuaires fait d'ailieurs l'objet d'une rdso ution

ECUSDIC &25q (XI) du 20 juiilet 1954).

Nous comptons raL`iser ce nouvel ouvre en invi- -t.
Js organisme in ternationaux s nous nyr des art icls

r m.orts uu doncuments cionnant una descriptioni succinte mais
uffis. nte de chaque prunisme mondia. qui les concerne d'un

mani re ou O'un autre. La comp jilat ion cJ- ce renseignemnt
s Pr, sus notre propr resonsaiite manire dn
sous unea frme standa2rd, a description de lhaun decs oroblmes.

L premior annuaire serai videJcmmernt tun esai dont ta 2ublica-
tion Jospendra dut vonlume ot de la qiuaLi it0linformtiun reue
II courrait etre pret pouur 1972, au m oen d la C ontdrene e
Nation Unies suir l'nvJironnemernt humaijn.

Pr ia prdsente letre, nous sollicitons votre aiL. ou
ceprjet.t Nus voudirions nous assurer le meilleur moy-en d'b

tenir une description sucincte des probismes or celle-ci ne
peut venir , sembe-t-il pue fcas responsable deslB divers sevi

cs t sections der chaque ence Nous n demandons pas dh
longs rauo;rts cooteux. Ce que Snus aimerions, ce sont e

desrpti, uns ua lis resunsa les de section eux-memes jugent
e u aproprises et qui ne leur prendraient que queZu7ss mi-

nutes rechercher et 6 faire photocop ier et expPor chez rnus

Si vous acceptez de nous aider dans notre entreprise, vous pou-
vez le faire en facilitant nos conticts jvec tous Iessr

campstents ay'ant a leur disposition une information imm.diate
sur des probl mes mondiaux , auolle qu' en so i t impor tance . L es
proolemas moins connus, dont l'un ou 'autre ap vos responsa-

Le 3s orraient Atre au courant, nous interessent tout particu-

ro uide pourrait ar exempie revetir A'une d.e trois
jIforme suivaj~ntes:

L'UAI re-cvrait de votr part uno liste de diffusion int-
ieur c lui permettant, de aire connaitres demandes de

renig nemnent s aux servic de votre Agence. Nous pourrions
Svenuemeun t joindre i nos circulaires cupie O'une lettre

ce vous, t moignant ie votre intaret Pour notre projet.

2. L'UAI vous transmettrait les copies de la circu-aire i dif-
Cuser dans vos services c mtents. Vous pourriez y joinire
-ine lettre, temoignant de outre interet pour notre projet.

3. Vous pourriaz informer ce notre requLete, en ivos propJres ter-
mes, vos services omptents, en leur demandant de nous four-
nir l type de renseignemnts que vous pnsez l e mieux ap-
prori . Vous ponurriez y joindre copie de not circulaire

m- -c. roprerant nre d 'inform ti souha i e a iis i

qu'une duiinition prd-iminaire de cH 'tu or 6 r
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and urgent

how is a practitioner of any one dscipline to know in a particular ease If anee d*e 0~ a ll-
pod to handle the problem than is is ? It would be rare Indeed if a representative of any one of Visee diaci-
plnes did not feel that his approach to a particular organizational problem would be very fruitful, if not the
rest fruift I
(R L Ackoff Systems, organizations, and interdisciplinary research

We know much of what the future will bring n terms of problems They seem so staggering in their size
ran complexity - so far beyond the capability of any single institutional segment of the comrnurity pubbc ot
prvate And they are so mterrelsted that to proceed to try to solve any one of them in isolation from the
other is often to create more problems than are solved by the effort

Harr Jr President of Aerospace industries Association)

Spaceship Earth is now filled to capacity or beyond and is running out of food And yet the people traveling
first class are without thinking demolishing the ship s already overstrained ife-support systems The food-
producing mechanism is being sabotsged The devices that maintain the atmosphere are being turned off
The temperature-control system is being altered at randcrm Thermonuclear bombs poison gases. and super-
germs hanve been manufactured and stockpiled by people in the few first-class compartments for possible
uture use against other first-class passengers in their competitive struggles for dwindling resources - or

perhaps even against the expectant but weaker masses of humanity in steerage But unaware that there is

o one at the controls of their ship many of the passengers ignore the chaos or view it with cheerful optimism
onvineed that everything will turn out all right

(P P and A H Ehrlich Population Resources Environment

it is unforgivable that so many problems from the past are still with us absorbing vast energies and resources

desperately needed for nobler purposes a horrid and futile armaments race instead of world development,
remnants of colonialism racism and violations of human rights instead of freedom and brotherhood. dreams

,f power and domination instead of fraternal coexistence, exclusion of great human communities from world

_ooperation instead of universality. extension of ideological domains instead of murual enrichment in the
art if governing men to make the world safe for diversity local conflicts instead of neighbourly co-operation
Whie these antiquared concepts and attitudes persist the rapid pace of change around us breeds new pro
olems which cry for the world's collective attention and care the increasing discrepancy between rich and

por nations the scientific and technological gap the population explosion the deteroration of the environ
ment the urban prolferation. the drug problem: the alienation of youth the excessive consumption of resources

by -satiable societies and institutions The very survival of a civiizred and humane society seems to be at
st
the world is bursting out of its narrow pohtical vestments The behaviour of many nations is certainly inade

quate to meet the new challenges of our small and rapidy changing planet ntemational co-operation is
lagging considerably
, Thant Secretary-General of the United Nations on the occasion of United Nations Day '910,

the world is becoming so complex and changing so rapidly and dangerously and the need for anticipating
proolems is so great that we may be tempted to sacrifice (or may not be able to affordi democratic political
p esses

ahn and J Wiener Faustian powers and human choices

While the difficulties and dangers of problems tend to increase at a geometric rate the knowledge and man-
power qualfied to deal with these problems tend to increase at an arithmetic rate
vehezkel Ciror Prolegomenon to Policy sciences from mudding though to meta poicymaking i

Because our strength is derived from the fragmented mode of our knowledge and our action we are reia
vely helpless when we try to deal intelligently with such unities as a city. an estaury s ecology or the - qua

oty of life
A ditoral Fortune)

Many of the most serious confhcts facing mankind result from the interaction of social. economic, technologi-
:al itical and psychological forces and can no longer be solved by tractional approaches from individud'
ds . es Complexity and the large scale of problems are forcing decisions to be made at levels wherel
ndividual participation of those affected is increasingly remote producing a crisis in political and social deve

iopment which threatens Our whole future
Beilagio Declaration on Planning I

rhe appearance of today s world is chaotic A great mass of problems ranging from urban growth to the

world food shortage from the control of city traffic through natlnna economies to world population are not
be -g tackled scientifically Perhaps they are not being tackled 1 v
Sla'ford Beer

hat fnally makes all of pur crises stil more dangerous 't they are now coming on top of each other
M admistrations are not prepared to deal *ith pe crises a crisis of crises all at one time
l' veproblem may escalate because those involved no longer na e time to think straight

ohn R Platt What we must do

he map f organiZations of agencies that make up the soc-ety is as it were a sort of clear overlay against
e underneath I which represents the reality of the society Ang the overlay is always out o' phase in

twha' s uneneath at any given time there s al*ays a mis match between the organisational map
reality o es mat peopie think are worth solvig There s bascalhy n social proolem such
ar den y n , Ptrol withn a single system all 'he elemerTs requ red order to attack that pro

ne result s tat -e s t'Own nack on the knittig together of elements etworks which are not con
un~wnre her t~ork untpSand the netlwork r- -I, eomcr!iia
-~~~ kn -~dm'i e rriow AULA, social ch~ange4



Extract from offprint from "INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS"
which forms part of circular to international organizations
(uncorrected first proof)

What is a « world problem » ?

- we lst below our tentative list of critaria (modelled somewhat along the lines of those
used for international organizations in our Yearbook of International Organizations)

- this list is only a guide
please send us information on the . world problems » with which you are concerned
not only the obvious ones, but any others, major or minor.

Geographical spread. Recognised in at least 3 coun- be treated as problems in their own right (possibletries or considered to exist in more than 3 countries dependence with be indicated within the entryiji e not the problem of one country only) Potential problems. Problems can be potential orDisciplinary spread. Common to, or with implica- future problems (i e problems which do not cur-tions for, more than one discipline (i e not a pro- rently exist because some threshold has not yetblem internal to one discipline only) and preferably been passed but whose emergence is predicted forthose which have implications for different classes some future date (within the next thirty years) ando; disciplines (eg. natural sciences and social for which preventive action is advocated nowsciences) Moral ethical problems. No problems concernedExpert recognitiion. Recognized by more than one with such questions as such unless expressed ine *preferably by experts in different countries terms of their impact on society and recognizedan riore preferably by national or international within contexts not normally concerned with suchbodies (i e aim is to determine that the problem problems in their own right (e g bribery and cor-has an adequate constituency ), ruption are ethical problems which could be accep-Expert documentation. Problems must be the sub ted because of their significance for economic andact of serious article(s), scholarly studies official social development)reports or reported meetings with a minimum of Seriousness. Must' be some indication that theI itable articles referring to the problem, Problems problem if not solved will aggravate or causebe adequately documented or their recognition social tension or alternatively is a key factor inbe adequately argued. preventing the solution to other problems whichrime period. The problem must be noted over the result in such tensionspast 5 years Problems become - dead - when Anti-group problems. No problems documented bysociety no longer recognizes their existence - a group of bodes as being caused by the danthre is however a difficulty over publication dates of gerous activity of another group fi e no inter-cited sources given delays group problems) unless this may be considered asNon-secret. It is obvious that problems legitimi- a more general problem in the light of other inde-zed by classified material or secret knowledge pendent sources of informationcannot be included. Non-abstract. Conceptual, abstract or intellectualNon-routine. No problems which arise are encoun- problems only in so tar as their social implicationstered and solved as part of normal technical, acade can be demonstrated or those of their eventual solumic research, legal administrative or political tionsac (i e contained problems) World pro- Duration. Short-term calamities or other naturalbleris must constitute a definite obstacle to rou- disasters should not be treated as problems al-tine procedures though the class of such disasters (e g earthquakesInstitutionalized. Problems may become the sublect in general) can be so treated (ie no isolated one-' speciic istitutional activity i s an organizatior off problems)
deliberately created to solve the probieml which Conflict and dispute. Territorial or political conflictud normaly cease once the problem is solved, or disputes should only be treated as problems whenDeveloped impications for society. No problems there is recognition that it may precipitate a regional- se irnpications for society as a whole have no or international conflict (i e continuirg tensionsben clarified e no problems seen as fundamer between communites would be registered where

or of general mplicaoti from one perspecive this is seen to be critical to the survival of thetr whch wider irplcastin have not been country as an integral unit)
-i ped; ISpecific commemoration or preservation problems.Resource allocation. Preferably problems to whose The problems of preserving protecting or comme-so on resources r iffeent countries are beig moir - people (as historical figures) buidlings'Jlii taedetc should not be accepted in specific instancesAutonom -ferably Problems rather than Sub but oniy in general where applicable, with possibleprobiems i 11, -rob ems should be clearly sia reference to the specific cases (e g the problem

teic 'u 'hr. t nesting s not mmedrately of protecting the Nubian monuments would not be
ioc~er- or the de,,penec ] , one on the other accepted, but the general problem of protecting

- t onable or ambiguons sub-problems should monuments would be)



Qu'est-ce qu'un - problime mondial » ?
- Nous donnons ci-dessous, a titre ce suggestion. notre liste de criteres s inspirant deceux utiibses dans notre Annuaire des Organisations Internationales (1968-1969)Cette bste nest qu'un guide-

Veuillez nous envoyer les renseignements sur les problemes mondiaux - qui vousconcernent non seulement ceux qui sont parfaitement evidents, mais tous les autresegalement. quelle qu'en soit l'importance

Incidence g4ographique : Reconnu dens 3 pays au pas ciairement ou quo tour dependance de iFun amoins, ou cense exister dens plus de 3 pays. donc I autre est douteuse ou ambiguee. On les traiterapas de probleme ninteressant qu'un seul pays comme des problemos en soi (en indiquant leurIncidence sur les disciplines :Deux disciplines au dependance eventuelle dans le corps doe Iartic eimoms doivent etre concernees ou impliquees (donc Probl4mes en puissance : Des problemes peuventpas de probleme specifique d une soule discip ne) exister en puissance ou er prevision [cet-a-dire
De preference des disciplines de categories diffe- certains problemes ne sont pas actuels parce querentes (p ex sciences naturelles e sciences hu- certains seuls n'ont pas encore ete franchis. maismainesj doivent y etro ntessili ils sont prevus pour une date future dans lesAccord des experts : Reconnu par plus d un expert 30 proccanes annees, et I-on preconise une actiondo preference dans des pays differents mieux preventive ou d approche des maintenant)encore par des organismes nationaux ou internato- Probl4imes moraux ithiques : Pas de problemesnaux (oe but en est de demontrer que le probleme d :ette cilase en tant quo tels sauf sis sontrunit un nombr veeablem do supfare definis en fonction de leur impact sur la societe etDocumentation poussoo Le probtome doit faire s Is sont constates dans des contextes qui ne sontobjet darticles serieux d etudes savantes de p. ,alement concernes par de tels problemosrapports officiels ou de proces-verbaux dassem en so ipar exomple Ia corrupio ta subornation
bles. avec un minimum do 3 aricles cites pa sont des problemes etiques qui seient accepta-p obleme. Le probleme sera appuye par une docu bles ni gard a leurs implications pour le develop-mentation solide, ou encore fere I'objet d une de pA 1m nomique et social)monstration convaincante Gravio ie do dens une certaine mosure 6treDurie : Le probleme doit avoir ete constate durant lv q..e probil das i n et paes resolu.rdeter-les cinq dernieres annees Les problemos meu. M-era . aggraiii une tension sociale, ourent quand Ia societe cesse d en reconnaitre e (e. le probleme doit etre un facteu determi-lexistence - une difficulte survient cependam' na- empoche de resoudre d'autres problemeslorsque les dates de publication des sources citees q , A a base de cette tensionAccusent un retard Protiemes anti-groupes, : Pas do probleme qu unAbsence de secret 

ret evident quo as problo g oupo -- rgarsmes pretend cause par I activitemes dont Ia connaissance depend exclusivement eu d un autro groups cost-a-dire pasd une information confidentiele ou secrete doven de orobleme entre aroues) sauf s i oeut etre6tro exolus 105
Caractere non commun : Pas de probleme dont la Non-abstrait : Les problemes conceptuets abstraitssolution ressortit d une activite normale des milieux ou intellectuels ne seront consideres que dans Iatechniques. academiques, de recterche legaux mese-e ou. leurs implications sociales peuvent etreadministratifs ou politiques (c est-a-dire des pro- demontrees ou encore celes de eurs solutionsblemes - integres -) Les problemes mondiaux eventuelles
doivent necessairement etre rebelles aux procedu- Duree : Les calamites a court terme ou autres cata-re nor males strophes naturelles no seront, pas consideresInststutionnalisation : Les problemes peuvent faire comme problames sltes peuveni cepeondant ere
I objet dune activite institutionnele bien specifique envisagees en tant que classe ipar exemple, lesc est-a-dire qu une organisation est mise sur pied tremblements do terre en general mais non commeexpressament pour 1e resoudre et cesse normale problemes isoles et uniquesmment d exister une foi le probleme resolu) Conflits et ditfirends : Les contlits at differendsDiveloppement des implications pour la societe territoriaux ou politiques ne seron envisaeds qu
Pas de problemes dont les impications pour Ia sif eat admis quils peuvent precipiter un confitsciet nont pas ete clairement exphcitos (cest- regronal ou international (par exemple des tenh-dire pas de probieme considere comme fonda- sions continuelles entre certaines communautesmental ou dfimplication generale vue sous un seraient prises en consideration aul apparait Queaspect, mais dont les implications plus larges nonl celtes-ci mettent en danger I integrite d on pays6pas ete developpeesl Probltmes speciaux do preservation L es prob aProvenance des fonds : De preference. des proble- mes :le preservation ou de protection de la memes a la solution desquels sont affectes des fonds moire des personnages historiques des rrioemanant de plusiours pays ments etc ne seront pas envisages mdivuduelleAutonomie : De preference des problemes plutoot met mais en general se rrefant eventuetemerntque des - sous-problemes (est-a-dire des pro- aux cas particulbers (par exemple, le probleme debles qui peuvent 6tre aisement rsoles). Toute- Ia protection des monuments de Nubie nest paslots. lorsque les - sous-problemes no s'emboitent acceptable mais celui de la protection des monu-ments en general I est)



What information is required ?
we hope to build up descriptions covering all the following points on each problem

this list is only a guide - not a questionnaire (unless you wish to treat it as such for

eachi problem)
plea send any articles, reports. or documents (preferably in English or French) which

in your opinion best summarize the problem

Water pollution - Pollution des esaux - etc - etc (Problem name in 4 lan-

guages
c o International Information) institute on Water Pollution 4 Laswf Utrecht,

Netherlands (Name and address of main clearing house for nformation on

the problem - it such a body exists)e
Description (summary description of the nature of the problem, n effect its

definition)
Hitory lbackground to problem when it was frat notedie

Developrineint (brief detamils on nlow the proble-t ha dievelope uoei time- e~g,

some comparative statistics. where the problem merits this)

Occurrence (list of countries in whihii tho problem has been noted h

Sigificance (extract of text showing the vital importance of This particular

problems and why action is urgent, this ,id e a Quotationi
Denials of Signifiance (this secton might be included to balance the previous

one the counter-quotation would -0 4 Z - pronflr i relatively insign-

ficent)
Solutions (brief details of the probiem.a s - if solving in, paobem)

Contributing Problems (problems whose existe --. ontributes to the aggrava-

tion of this problem),
Consequenitia Problems (problems *r fn are aggravateo by the existence of

this problem)
Associated Problem (problems which occi simutnneously with this probleml

Problem Subdivisions (problems which form oarr 'his problemi

(N B each of the problems referred to here me described in their own

entries elsewhere in the yearbook)
IGOs Concerned (indicating which ntorgo ern o stal organizations and UN

Agencieis recognized the existence of this probiemr This would frefer to orgai

zations in the existig Yearbook of International Organizations)

INGOs Concerned (indicating which international nongovernmental organizations

recognized the existence of this problem and had programs This would refer

to organizations in the existing Yearbook of International Organizations)

Governments Concerned (indicating which governments have formally recogni-

zed the existence of this problem)

Programs (indicating international programs concerned with this problem)

Program Areas (indicating which countries have programs to deal with this pro-

Information (indicating addresses ol documentation centres possibly national

information clearing houses, if any, on this problemi

Publications (indicating standard reference books on this problemi

Periodicals iindicating periodicis and bibliographies covering this problem

specificalry)
Meetings (indicating regular meetings held on this problem 1



De quels renseignements avons-nous besoin ?

- nous esperons donner de chacun des problemes une description reprenant les points

ci-apres
- cette liste n est qu urn guide et non un questionnaire (a moins que vous ne vouliez vouS

en servir comme tel pour chaque probleme),
- veuillez nous envoyez tous articles, rapports ou documents (de preference en franqais

ou en anglais) qui. a votre avis, resument [a nature du probleme

Pollution des eaux - Water pollution - etc - etc. -- (nom du probleme en

quatre langues)
c o institut d'Informaton international sur la pollution des eau 4 Lasweg

Utrecht. Pays-Bas (norm et adresse de I-eventuel bureau principal d information

sur le probierne)
Description (description sommaire de la nature du probleme, soit en tait sa de-

fin ptionn) (
isoriue thistorique du probleme quand H a ete constate pour la premiere

tots)-
Evolution tdetails concis sur I evOion du proleme dans le temps p ex quel

ques statistiques comperees quand le prooleme le }usf

Incidence (iiste des pays ou le probleme a ete constat tp

Importance iextrait d un texte montrant I importar Ce ,i;l ,, ci prull On

partnicer ocrqui y-a-t-iI urgence a agr 1 peu t s ag A uno Citatiloni

Manque dimportance acette secti g pouri faire pennant eventu-lement a la

preceden une citation en sects p Omrtrrait dans quee rresure le pro-

bieme a relativement peu d importan .,
Solutions details concis relatifs aux dificulte3 et aux trais nherents a touiC

sol~utioni - p)rob~enel
Probi contribuants probleme fl, di i existence contribe a aggtaver le

probiee primcipalla xsec d rbeepo
Problemes corollaires ,probleme(si aggrave si par I Oxi di probiene prin

cipal).cepal trtlr- uvnantl en meme temp qu leprolem
Problemes connexes probeels surv prblem

principal 
a

Subdivisions indiquer les problemes faisant parei en pone pancidans 1 an-

Chacun des problemes dont quest c sal repris

nuairen .
IGO concern s us GO Agences des Nations Unies reconais-

sent ecistence de ce probleme. cous refeit aux orgamsmies ig'ant a i An-

nuaire en Cours des organismes internatiOna gu m s o

Gouvernements concernes (indiquer quels gouvernements ont otilic eIlement

reoi Ilexistenice do co probl~me)
Programmes tendicuer les programmes internationaux ayant trait a ce pro-

Repartition geographique des programmes undiquer quels pays ont un p'o-

grarrime ayan t trail aui probleme).
Renseigneayants don role cas echeant les adresses des centres de documen

tatiofn ou des bureaux nationaux d information sur ce problerneo

Publications indiquer les titres d ouvrages de reterence tondamentaux sre ce

Bibliograhie indiquer les titres des periodiques et des bibhographies ayan

trait a Ce profl,[Ime en particLier)
Assembees inliquer p c assembiees tenues regulierement concernant ce

problemene


